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TECHNICAL SUMMARY

Introduction

This document reports on feasibility s~udies. conducted for the National
Science Foundation. which indicate the fea~ibility of a proposed in situ
geotechnical testing procedure for obtaining in situ cyclic and dynamic
engineering soil properties. The studies represent Phase I of a planned
three phase project. The project fal13 under the domain of the Earthquake
Hazard Mitigation program.

Purpose of Project

The purpose of the project is to develop an in situ geotechnical testing
procedure for obtaining accurate and detailed descriptions of the in situ
liquefaction and cyclic degradation characteristics of a soil, the low
amplitude jynamic shear modulus, a~d the variation in the dynamic shear
modulus with shear strain. This iOlformation is required for analyses which
predict the behavior of soil-structt,re-equipment systems during earthquakes.
The level of accuracy and detail to be provided is intended to be appropriate
for the intermediate and final stQges of the analysis and design of important
structures located in seismically active areas.

EKi~ting Methods

While a number of important advances have ~een made in the area of
determining in situ cyclic and dynamic soil properties, further worthwhile
advancement is possible. We feel t~at there are no existing procedures for
determining in situ cyclic degradation and liquefaction characteristics in
the detail and to the accuracy th~t is needed for the effective use of the
costly and potentially powerful analysis procedures appropriate for the
intermediate and final stages ot analysis and design. Additionally, there
are significant limitations cr drawbacks in existing procedures for determining
dynamic shear moduli.

Currently, in situ cyclic and dynamic soii properties are obtained by
laboratory and in situ testing. Laboratory testing of s~mples is plagued by
the serious problem of disturbance to in situ conditions. Generally, with in
situ testing, in situ conditions are preserved to a greater degree; however,
it is difficult in situ to apply earthquake-type cyclic shear loads to a
well-defined element of soil, to induce important phenomena observed during
earthquakes, and to obtain information in appropriate detail. The problems
with laboratory and in situ testing procedures may cause considerable
uncertainty and potential for error in defining in situ soil properties.

Uncertainty and error in defining in situ soil properties will create
uncertainty and error in the results of analyses relying on these properties.
In fact, the limitations in our ability to accurately and d~scriptively

define in situ soil properties can severely limit the effectiveness of the
costly and potentially powerful analysis procedures which have been developed
during recent years. This can lead to either costly, excessively
conservative designs or unconservative designs.
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Proposed Method

The proposed testing procedure is intended to provide more accurate and
detailed descriptions of in situ cyclic and dynamic soil properties than can
currently be provided. It is to do so by effectively combinin~ attractive
features of in situ testing and laboratory testing while minimizing
shortcomings.

The method will be direct. Cyclic earthquake-type shear loads will be
applied to °a well-defined element of soil in a simple but effective manner.
The behavior of the test soil is expected to correspond closely to behavior
expect~d during earthquakes. Thus, uncertainties associated with the loading
of the soil and its mode of failure will be reduced. Tests will be conducted
in situ and a number of steps will be taken to minimize disturbances to in
situ conditions. Thus. the very important effects of in ~itu factors aLe
expected to be captured in measurements. Several features are to be provided
to help induce the phenomena of interest and also to simplify the
interpretation of test results. The detailed information needed by
earthquake analyses will be directly provided, minimizing intermediate
interpretation. Also. the procedure is expected to apply to most soils of
interest. Finally, the &lethod will require only a single borehole so that it
may be used in ~onfined and harsh environments.

The probe of the testing system will consist of two concentric
thin-walled cylinders. In practice. the cylinders will be carefully
penetrated below the base of a borehole. The test soil will be the
well-defined annular zone of soil between the two cylinders. A cyclic or
impulsive torsional loading will be applied to the inner cylinder. In
response. the inner cylinder is expected to rotate in a manner dependent on
the shear properties of the test soil. Both torques and rotations will be
measured by transducers in an instrumented head. Soil properties will be
inferred by modeling tests analytically using descriptive procedures.

Potential Benefits

The proposed in situ testing procedure :s intended to provide
descriptions of in situ cyclic and dynamic soil properties to the level of
accuracy and detail appropriate for the intermediate and final stages of the
analysis and design of important structures located in seismically active
areas. This would allow more effective use of the costly and potentially
powerful analysis procedures used for this application. Defining in situ
cyclic and dynamic soil properties more accurately and in greater detail will
reduce error and uncertainty in predicted site-specific earthquake
excitations and predicted behaviors of soil-structure-equipment systems
(dams. buildings. offshore structures, embankments, etc.) during earthquakes.
In turn, this would advance our ability to economically insure the integrity
and reliability of soil-structure-equipment systems during earthquakes.

Potential Commercial Applications and Users

There are several potential commercial applications of the proposed
testing procedure. The main application is intended to be the design,
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construction, and maintenance of soil-structure-equipment systems to insure
resistance to earthquakes. Additionally, the procedure is expected to apply
to the design, construction, and maintenance of I) soil-structure-equipment
systems to insure resistance to water wave and blast loadings, 2) machine
foundations, and 3) delicate soil-structure-equipment systems to insure
isolation from vibrations. Potential users of the testing system or the
information provided by the testing system include agencies of governments,
universities, geotechnical engineering firms, oil companies, and power
companies.

Phase I Objectives, Procedures, and Accomplishments

Phase 1 work included several studies: a theoretical feasibility stuoy, a
supplpmentary theoretical feasibility study, and an operational fea~ibility study.

We conducted a theoretical feasibility study to determine the
theoretical feasibility of the proposed testing system. Tests were simulated
analytically considering expected ranges of selected soil properties.
Studies were carried out to determine the theoretical feasibility of the
testing system for determining I) the low amplitude dynamic shear modulus and
the variation in the dynamic shear modulus with shear strain, 2) the
degradation charactEristics of clays, and 3) the degradation and liquefaction
characteristics of sands and silts.

Results from our study indicate that the proposed testing system is
the~retically feasible. The behavior of the testing system was predicted to
be sensitive to each soil property considered in a clear, physically
reasonable manner.

Ouring our study, we identified one area requlrlng further study. The
configuration of the inner cylinder, specified for the preliminary design of
a laboratory res~arch prototype testing system, was thought to be torsionally
more flexible, relative to the test soil, than we had originally considered.
As a result, we carried out a cursory supplementary study in addition to our
proposed theoretical feasibility study. The purpose of the supplementary
study was to estimate roughly the rotational flexibil~ty of the inner
cylinder, as configured in the preliminary design of the testin~ system,
relative to the rotational flexibility of the test soil. The estimate was
made to help determine whether special attention would be required as a
result of such relative fle1ibility. The results of the study indicate that
the inner cylinder may be torsionally flexible relative to the test soil
under certain conditions. This may increase somewhat uncertainty in inferrin~

soil properties from test results. However, we concluded that because of the
many effective s~eps which could be taken, if necessary, to mitigate this
concern, the proposed testing system should serve its ,tated purpose well and
advance our ability to determine in situ cyclic and dynamic soil properties.

An operational feasibility study was conducted to determine the
operational feasibility of a laboratory research prototype testing system.
This system will be functionally similar to the field system scheduled for
development during Phase III. The mechanical engineering design firm of
Sweet & Aiken, Inc., (Sweet & Aiken) conducted the study. Studies were
carried out to determine the operational feasibility of a laboratory testing
system for determining I) the low amplitude dynamic sheat modulus and the
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variation in the dynamic shear modulus with shear strain, 2) the cyclic
degradation characteristics of clays, and 3) the cyclic degradation and
liquefaction characteristics of sands and silts.

Results from the operational feasibility study indicate that the
laboratory research ~rototype testing system is operationally teasible. The
main components of the system, which sacisfy reasonably well design crit~ria

specified by our firm, were found to be either available or readily
producible and it was determined that these components could be assembled
into a convenient, workable arrangement. The operatj' nal feasibility study
resulted in a preliminary design for a laboratory res, ,rch pro'otype testing
system.

Not all specified criteria were satisfied; however, the resulting
consequences are not expected co be severe. For example, Sweec & Aiken was
unable Co find a cransducer capable of accurately measuring the smallest
specified angles of rotation of che inner cylinder. However. it appears thac
reasonably small angles will be abl~ to be measured. Thus. the potencial
increase in uncertainty in inferring soil properties from test results was
judged to be only modest. Also. advances in appropriate technologies are
expected to advance our ability to infer soil properties using the proposed
testing system.

Sweet & Aiken estimated a cost of $78.260 for the detailed design and
construction of a complete laboratory research prototype testing system.
This is a conservative estimate and such a cost is consistent with that ot
the design and construction of comparable testing systems. The benefits of a
working system are expected to greatly exceed the overall cost. The cost
saving alone, resulting from ba~ing the design of a sin&le major structure
on appropriately accurate and detailed information on in situ dynamic and
cyclic soil ~roperties. is expected to greatly exceed the cost of the
development of the testing system.

Estimate of Feasibility

Based on the results of the feasibility studies discussed in this
report. we concluded that the proposed in situ testing system is feasible.
Ultimately. the testing system is expected to effectively provide infozmation
on in situ cyclic and dynamic soil properties to the level of accuracy and
detail appropriate for [he intermediate and final stages of the anal~sis and
design of important structures located in seismically active are~~. The
Phase I studier. indicate that a laboratory research prototype testing system
is theoretically. operationally. and economically feasible. Since the
additional equipment required for a field system is rensonably conventional.
and si~ce the additional problems that could be encountered in the field
appear to be either small or surmountable. WP. believe that an in situ field
testing system is feasible.

Much research and development will be required before the full potential
of the testing system can be realized. This is consistent with comparable
testing systems. Much effort will be needed because the problem of
determining in situ cyclic and dynamic soil prope.ties is not a simple
problem. the testing system is somewhat complex. and the testing system has
considerabl~ safety and economic implications.
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NOMENCLATURE

In this sec:tion. we define the nomenclature used in the main body of
this report and in Appendices A and B.

A • Surface area of active (unshielded) portion of inner cylinder

CT • Coefficient of viscous damping

CI • Parameter of Ramberg-Osgood equations; Parameter of
liquefa~tion and degradation submodel

C2. C]. (4 • Parameters of liquefaction and degradat:on submodel

DE • Energy lost in test soil due to viscous damping

Di • Inner diameter of inner cylinder

DO ~ Outer diameter of inner cylinder

Dr . Relative density

D· . lnne r diameter of circular sha ftL

Do .. Outer diameter of circular sha ft

ER ~ Energy ratio

e .. void ratie'

Fi .. Rotatiunal flexibility of inner cylinder relative to
rotational flexibility of test soil during initial cycle of
loading

.. Frequency Ln cycles per second

G .. Tangent s~e~i modu~us of test soil

Gi .. Shear nodulus of inner cyl inder

Gmo ~r.degraded low amplitude shear modulus

Go .. low amplitude dynamic shear modulus

G .. Shear modulus of circular shaft

g .. Acceleration due to gravity

h c • Thickness of wall of inner cylinder (mass moment of inertia
calculations)

h s .. Thickness of segment of test soil (ma~s moment of inertia
calculations)
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I • Total mass moment of inertia of effectively rotating masp

J • Polar moment of inertia of cross section

KE • Tn3tantaneous kinetic energy of rotating mass

Ko • Coefficient of earth pressure at rest

Kr • Tangent torsional spring constant

KTo • Low amplitude torsional spring constant

k2 • Parameter of liquefaction and degradation submodel

L • Length of circular shaft

• Length of active (unshielded) portion of inner cylinder

lIB· Height of instrumented head (mass moment of inertia
calculations)

lc Length of inner cylinder (mass moment of inertia calculations)

Is • Length of segment of test soil (mass moment of inertia
calculations)

m • Parameter of liquefaction and degradation ~ubmodel

NC • Number of cycles

Nq • Bearing c.<pacity factor

Ny Bearing capacity fact~r

n = Parameter of liquefaction and degrada~ion submodel

R • Parameter of Ramberg-Osgood equations

RIB Radius of instrumented head (mass moment of inertia
calculations)

Rc Radius of inner cylinder (mass moment of inertia calculations)

Rs • Radius of segment of test soil (mass moment of inertia
calculations)

r • Radius

r i • Outer radius of inner cylinder

r o • Inner radius of outer cylinder
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SE • Sum of energy lost in test soil due to hysteresis and
instantaneous elastic strain energy stored within test soil

Su • Rotational stiffness of inner cylinder relative to rotational
stiffness of test soil during ultimate cycle of loading

T • Torque applied to inner cylinder

TA Amplitude of cyclic torque applied to inner cylinder

TD • Damping torque

Ts • Spring torque

TsA • Amplitude of cyclic spring torque

T • Static torque a~ting throughout circular shaft

t • Time; Degradation parameter

u • Horizontal displacement

u • excess porewater pressure

W • Work done by applied load

z • Depth below surface of ground

a • Parameter of Ramberg-Osgood equations

y Shear strair,; Amplitude of cyc1 ic shear strain

'(A Amplitude of cyclic shear strain

YIH W~ight per unit volume of instrumented head

Yc Weight per unit volume of inner cylinder

'1 r Shear strain developed in test soil in horizontal planes

'IrA· Amplitude of cyclic shear strain developed in test soil in
horizontal planes

Peak shear strain developed in test soil in horizontal planes
during ultimate cycle of loading

'Is • Total weight per unit volume of test soil

'I Effective weight per Jnit volume of soil

~ = ratio of damping to critical damping
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G. e . Rotation and rotational velocity of rigid inner cyLinder

SA • Amplitude of cyclic rotation of rigid inner cylinder

GAL· Limiting amplitude of cyclic rotation of rigid inner cylinder

8i • Static twist of active portion of flexible inner cylinder

Static rotation of rigid inner cylinder embedded in undegraded
test soil due to static torque. T

Amplitude of low frequency (inertia and viscous damping forces
negligible), cyclic rotation of rigid inner cylinder embedded in
fully degraded test soil caused by low frequency, cyclic
torque having amplitude, T

e • Static twist between ends of circular shaft

p • Mass density of soil

00 • Average effective confinin~ pressure

00 • Initial effective vertical stress

Ov • Effective vertical stress

CVi' avi • Initial effective vert~cal stress

1 • ~hear stress; ~plitude of cyclic shear stress

1A • Amplitude of cyclic shear stress

1h • Amplitude of cyclic shear stress applied to horizontal planes

1m • Average of shear strengths in horizontal and vertical planes

TmO • Undegraded shear strength

Tr • Shear stress developed in test soil in horizontal planes

TrA • Amplitude of cyclic shear stress developed in test soil in
horizontal planes

Trs • Shear stress developed in test soil, in horizontal planes. as
a result of shear strain

¢ • Effective angle of internal friction

w • Circular frequency in radians per second

Wn • Damped natural circular fre~uency in radians per second
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INTRODUCTION

This report, to the National Science Foundation, covers work performed
during Phase I of a planned thr~e phase project. The purpose of the project is
to develop an in situ testing procedure for determining in situ cyclic and
dynamic soil properties. Phas~ I was a feasibility study, Phase II will be a
research phase, and Phase III will be a commercialization phase. Phase I
work was supported by a Small Business Innovation Research (SBIR) grant
awarded to our firm, Dynamic In Situ Geotechnical Testing, Inc. The project
falls under the domain of the Earthquake Hazard Mitigation program.

In the remainder of this report, we present and discuss, in detail, the
purpose of the project, existing methods, the proposed method and its
potential benefits. Phase I objectiv~s. procedures, and accomplishments, and
our estimate of feasibility. We also present technical definitions and
terminology, discuss potential commercial application~ and users, identify
recipients of this report, provide references, and provide supplementary
information in the appendices.



PURPOSE OF PROJECT

In this section, we state the purpose of our project. We also summarize
potential benefits, relevant definitions, and baCkground information.

The purpose of our project is to develop an in situ geotechnical testing
procedure tor obtaining accurate and detailed descriptions of in situ cyclic
and dyn9mic engineering soil properties. This information is required for
earthq~dke analyses involving foundation soils. The level of accuracy and
detail to be provided is intended to be appropriate for the int~rmediate and
final stages of the analysis and design of important stru~tures located in
seismically active areas. Based on our experiences, we feel that there are
no existing procedures for determining most of the soil properties of
interest in the detail and to the accuracy that is needed for the effective
use of the costly and potentially powerful analysis procedures used at the
later stages of analysis and design.

If successfully completed, the project should advance earthquake hazard
mitigation technology by advancing our ability to economically insure the
integrity and reliability of soil-structure-equipment systems during
earthquakes. Tnese systems include earth structures (dams, embankments,
etc.) as well as concrete and steel structures (buildings, offshore
platforms, etc.). The testing procedure is intended to reduce potential for
error and uncertainty in predicting site-~pecific earthquake g,Jund motions
and system response and stability. This should result in greater safety,
reliabi~ity, and economy.

Specifically, we are developing an in situ testing procedure for
definin~ accurately and in detail the in situ liquefaction and cyclic
degradation characteristics of a soi', the low amplitude dynamic shear
modulus, and the variation in the dynamic shear modulus with shear strain.

Herein, liquefaction is defined as the almost total loss of the
stiffness and strength of a sand or silt. Liquefaction is caused by the
buildup of excess porewater pressure in the soil. Degradation, a related
phenomenon, which may occur in sands, silts, and clays, is the reduction in
the stiffness of a soil. 80th phenomena may be caused by cyclic loads
resulting from earthquakes. The dynamic shear modulus is the shear stiffness
of a material under dynamic loading. In soils, this property varies
considerably with shear strain (24).

These soil properties are important because they significantly affect
the excitation, response, and stability of soil-structure-equipment systems
during earthquakes. Liquefaction primarily affects stability. It does so,
for example, by reducing the bearing capacity of foundation soils, the
integrity of earth struct~~es, and the resistance of pile-founded structures
to lateral loads. Liquefaction has caused considerable damage to
soil-structure-equipment systems during recent earthquakes, notably in Alaska,
1964, and in Niigata, 1964 (28) (38). The low amplitude dynamic shear modulus
of a soil deposit and the variation in the dynamic shear modulus with shear
strain affect the natures of both the excitation to and the response of
systems. The response of an earth structure is additionally affected by the
dynamic shear modulus of the structure itself. Cyclic degradation of a soil
during earthquakes affects excitation, response, and stability. Degradation
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changes the stiffness of a soil deposit during an earthquake, and thus,
changes the nature of the excitation to aud the response of a system.
Degradation changes the stiffness of an earth structure itself, and thus,
additionally affects the nature of its response. Degradation, in a manner
similar to liquefaction, but to a lesser degree, also affects the stability
of soil-structure-equipment systems.

Because of the importance of these soil properties, they are required for
earthquake analyses which predict the excitation to, response of, and stability
of soil-structure-equipment systems. Such analyses serve as a basis for
earthquake resistant design and include: 1) earthquake site response
analyses used to estimate liquefaction potential and to obtain site-specific
ground motion histories and design response spectra, 2) earthquake
soil-structure interact" a analyses used to obtain the response of
soil-structure syste~' Jr the excitation to supported equipment, and 3)
earthquake stability analyses used to predict the stability of natural slopes
or the slopes of earth structures. Examples of earthquake analysis
procedures are DESRA (12) and CHARSOIL (35).

Uncertainty and error in defining in situ soil properties will create
uncertainty and error in the results of analyses relying on these properties.
In fact, the limitations in our ability to accurately and descriptively
define in situ soil properties can severely limit the effectiveness of the
costly and potentially powerful analysis procedures which have be~n developed
during recent years. To be effective, such analysis procedures, which are most
appropriate for the intermediate and final stages of the analysis and design
of important structures located in seismically active areas, require detailed
and accurate descriptions of the in situ properties of interest.

By improving our ability to define the in situ soil properties of
interest, in both accuracy and detail, we will reduce uncertainty and
potential for error in the results of earthquake analyses. This will allow, in
plrticular. the potential benefits of costly and potentially powerful analysis
procedures to be realized to a far greater degree. This will result in
greater safety, reliability, and economy of soil-structure-equipment systems
constructed in seismically active areas and may eliminate earthquake
resistance as a barrier to the feasi~ility of construction at a site.
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TECHNICAL DEFINITIONS AND TERMINOLOGY

In this section, we define and explain important technical terms used in
this report. These terms include the low amplitude dynamic shear ~odulus,

the variation in the dynamic shear modulus with shear strain, relative
density, the degradation and liquefaction characteristics of sands and silts,
and the degradation characteristics of clays.

Low Amplitude Dynamic Shear Modulus~,--Referringto Fig. I, the low
amplitude dynamic shear modulus is the slope, at low levels of shear strain
«0.001%), of the nonlinear shear stress-strain curve for a soil loaded
dynamically. Generally, stress-strain behavior of soils at these levels of
shear strain is linear. Reference 25 provides more detail.

Variation in Dynamic Shear Modulus with Shear Strain--As shown in Fig.
I, high le~els of shear strain induce highly nonlinear shear stress-strain
behavior in soils. As a result, the tangent shear modulus, G, may vary
considerably with shear strain. Reference 24 provides more detail..

Relative Density, D~of a Sand or Silt--The relative density of a
sand or cohesionless silt is a measure of the compactness of the a~rangement

of its grains. Relative density is indicated with a scale of 0 to 100%. A
sand with a relative density of 0% is a structurally "loose" sand in its
least compact state. A sand with a relative density of 100% is a
structurally "dense" sand in its most compact state. The relative density of
a sand or silt has a strong influence on its cyclic degradation and
liquefaction characteristics. Generally, sands or silts with lower relative
densities «50%) have little resistance to degradation and liquefaction while
sands or silts with higher relative densities (>70%) have high resistance.
Reference 28 provides more detail.

Degradation and Liquefactiqn Characteristics of Sands and Silts--Under
large, earthquake-type, cyclic shear loads, because of buildups in excess
porewater pressure, the shear stiffness (slope of straight line through peaks
of shear st~ess-strain curve) of a sand or silt may decrease with an increase
in the number of cycles of loading. This cyclic decrease in shear stiffness
~s referred to as cyclic degradation. As shown in Fig. 2, the degradation of
an element of soil, under a cyclic shear load having a uniform amplitude, may
be observed as an increase in the amplitude of the resulting cyclic shear
~train of the ~lement with an increase in the number of cycles of loading.
Under loadings corresponding to large earthquakes, loose sands will generally
show severe degradation while dense sands will show only miLd degradation.
After a sufficient number of cycles of loading, the loose sands may undergo
unrestrained deformation, which is termed liquefaction. Dense sands will not
liquefy because of the restraining effects of dilation, the expansion of the
volume of the structur~ of a soil due to shear load. Rather, a dense sand
will show only limited deformations regardless of the number of cycles of
loading. The frequently used t~rm, initial liquefaction (28), identifies the
instant, during cyclic loading, when the excess porewater pressure of an
element of soil first rises to the level of the initial effective confining
pressure. Initial liquefaction may occur in loose and in dense sands.
References 28 and 29 provide more detail.

Degradation Characteristics of Clays--Under large, earthquake-type,
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Figure I: Nonlinear Shear Stress-Strain Curve for Soils
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cyclic shear loads, because of buildups in excess porewater pressure and
structural breakdown (21), the shear stiffnesses of clays may degrade
similarly to those of sands and silts. Clays, howI.ver, generally do not
liquefy (29). Instead, like dense sands, clays u~ually develop limited
deformations after a large number of cycles of lOHding (see Fig. 2).
References 20, 21, and 29 provide more detail.
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EXISTING METHODS

In this section, we critically review the existing methods for
performing the functions of the proposed testing system. These functions
include determining the cyclic degradation and liquefaction characteristics
of a soil, the low amplitude dynamic shear modulus, and the variation in the
dynamic shear modulus with shear strain.

We mainly discuss methods for determining degradation and liquefaction
characteristics of soils. Providing in situ cyclic degradation and
liquefaction characteristics, to a level of accuracy and detail appropriate for
the intermediate and final stages of the analysis and design of important
structures located in seismically active areas, is expected to be the main
capability of the proposed testing system. Methods for determining in situ
liquefaction and degradation characteristics are at an early stage of
development and thus, involve considerable uncertainty and potential for
error. Also, the consequences of uncertainty and error in estimates of in
situ degradation and liquefaction characteristics are generally expected to
be greater than those in estimates of dynamic shear moduli.

A number of significant advances have been made in the very active field
of dynamic and cyclic soil testing (37); however, because of the need for
safe'--, reliability, and economy in the massive or delicate
soil-s,iucture-equipment systems of the future, there is still considerable
motivat,on for further advancement. The proposed testing procedure is
intended to advance our ability to determine in situ cyclic and dynamic soil
properties by overcoming some of the shortcomings of existing methods. These
shortcomings can create error and uncertainty which can severely limit the
effectiveness ~f costly and potentially powerful ~nalysis procedures.
Currently, the properties of interest are obtained either by laboratory
testing of soil samples recovered from a site, in situ testing at the site,
or a combination of these metho~s.

Laboratory t~sting is attractive because the soil properties of interest
can be determined directly. That is, cyclic shear loads, representative of
earthquakes, can be applied to samples to induce appropriate respvnses.
Detailed information (for example, cyclic strain history>, required at the
intermediate and final stages of analysis and design, can be readily
obtained, and laboratory testing is applicable to all soils. Additionally,
laboratory testing offers the means to create conditions different from those
existing in situ. However, laboratory testing suffers from the problem of
disturbance to in situ conditio~s. This problem caL lead to considerable
uncertainty and potential for error in interpreted solI properties. We feel
that this uncertainty and potential for error can be excessive for the
interme~iate and final stages of analysis and design and inconsistent I~ith

that introduced by analysis proced.. ~es appropriate for these stages.

Our experiences indicate that in situ conditions can be greatly
disturbed and difficult to recreate. For eKample, during the recovery,
transport, and test preparation of samples, loose sand sa~ples may be
densified significantly (28) leading to considerable uncertainty and
potential for error in estimates of liquefaction resistance. In contrast,
dense sand samples may be significantly loosened. Additionally, it is often
difficult to recreate the in situ state of stress. This is because it is
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often difficult and costlY to determine this state of stress. Even when the
state of stress has been net~rmined, commonly used laboratory tests
frequently cannot adequately recreate the defined state of stress. This
difficulty leads to even turther uncertainty and potential for error in
estim3tes of liquefaction resistance. While freezing of samples has bp.en
offered as a means to min;mize disturbances, based on our experiences, this
process is complicated ar.d can itself introduce considerable uncertainty and
potential for error. AliO, the in situ state of stress and degree of
saturation may not be p~eserved. Arulmoli et a1. (2) suggest the use of
electrical measurements to reconstruct a sample to its original in situ
state. This procedure may be difficult for two reasons: I} we would expect
considerable uncertainty in relating electrical measurements taken in
laboratory samples to those taken in situ when in situ conditions are
complex (i.e., many factors such as age and cementation act on soil, Ref.
28), and 2} it would be very difficult to recreate complex in situ conditions
in laboratory samples. In addition to uncertainty and potential for error
in estimates of liquefaction resistance, disturbance to in situ conditions
may also cause considerable uncertainty and potential for error in
interpreted degradation characteristics and shear moduli.

In situ testing overcomes, to a degree, some of the problems with
laboratory testing since in situ conditions may be better preserved.
However, our experiences with in situ testing have given rise to concerns
which are unique to each property of interest.

Several concerns arise in determining liquefaction and cyclic
degradation characteristics of sands and silts by in situ testing, and as
pointed out by Woods (37), " ... in situ ~valuation of liquefaction potential
remains elusive." We feel that there are no in situ methods which can
provide the information on in situ cyclic degradation and l\quefaction charac
teristics to the level of accuracy and detail appropriate for the intermediate
and final stages of the analysis and design of important structures located
in seismically active areas. The basic problem of most methods is that they
are indirect methods. That is, loads corresponding to earthquakes are not
applied to elements of ~oil and appropriate responses are not induced.
Cyclic degradation and liquefaction are very complex phenomena which are functions
of many parameters. Thus, measuring these phenomena indirectly may result in
considerable uncertainty in deriving single parameters to describe liquefaction
and degradation characteristics (for example, amplitude of cyclic shear stress
needed for initial liquefaction in 10 cycles of loading. Ref. 29). As a
result of additional assumptions, even greater uncertainty may result in
deriving detailed information regarding cyclic degradation and liquefaction
characteristics (for example, i~crease in cyclic shear strain amplitude with
an increase in the number of cycles of loading). In situ methods for
determining liquefaction and degradation characteristics are discussed in the
following paragraphs.

Currently, tests for determining in situ liquefaction resistance involve
penetrating devices into the ground. Liquefaction resistance is estimated
from penetration resistance (29). Penetration tests are useful for the
preliminary stage of analysis or design. Additionally, penetration tests may
be used to extrapolate detailed and accurate information over a site and to
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identify locations where further detailed and accurate information should be
obtained.

However, penetration tests would not be expected to provide information
on cyclic degradation and liquefaction characteristics to a high level of
certainty. With penetration testing, one concern, believed to cause
considerable scatter in data relating penetr8~ion and liquefaction
resistances, is that the loading of the soil and its mode of failure are
considerably different from those induced by earthquakes. In the cone
penetrometer test (CPT), a cone is slowly pushed into the soil, and in the
standard penetration test (SPT), an open cylinder is violently driven into
the soil. In each case, the failu~e of the soil is immediate and severe. In
contrast, earthquake-induced loads are cyclic and generally of lower
intensity. The soil fails by gradually losing its resistance to load over a
number of cycles of loading. ~ second concern, resulting from the fact that
penetration resistance is an indirect measure of liquefaction resistance and
also believed to cause considerable scatter in data relating liquefaction and
penetration resistances, is the effect of the numerous factors such as age,
past seismic history. and cementation which can affect the properties of a
soil (28). Although it is argued that these factors affect the two
resistances in directionally the same manner (28), because of the differences
in loading and failure discussed above, the factors are unlikely to affect
both resistances to the same degree. Thus, it is easily conceived that two
soils having ~ give~ penetration resistance may have two different
liquefaction resistances. As a result of scatter and the need for safety,
design curves relating liquefaction ?nd penetration resistances ace very
conservative. Use of such curves may lead to excessively. and possibly
prohibitively. costly designs. Furthermore, correlations are not available
for all soils which co~ j liquefy (for example, calcareous soils).

New in situ approaches for inferring in situ degradation and
liquefaction characteristics are being advanced. Sasaki and Koga (27)
prop~se the use of a vibrating cone penetrometer to estimate liqu~faction

resistance. The force required to advance a vibrated cone penetrometer at a
controlled rate or the difference between the forces required to advance the
cone penetrometer with and without vibrations is taken as an indicator of
liquefaction resistance. The static component of this test (penetration
without vibrations) is expected to share the advantages and
disadvantages of th~ CPT discussed in the previous paragraph. However, the
vibratory component is not expected to offer a strong advantage over the
conventional CPT in evaluating liquefaction resistance. While vibratory
loads are more appropriate for estimating the potential for
earthquake-induced liquefaction, the results from the .ibratory component of
the vibratory cone penetrometer test would be expected to be dominated by the
cyclic properties of the zone of soil immediately adjacent to the tip and
sides of the cone. This zone would be highly disturbed as a result of
displacement by the cone. This displacement wOllld be expected to alter
greatly the most important factors affecting liquefacti0n resistance:
relative ~ensity, structure, the in situ state of stress. cementation.
effects of stress history, etc. (28).

Dobry et al. (10) and Stokoe and Nazarian (34) propose the use of in
situ shear wave velocity as an indicator of in situ liquefaction
susceptibility. Dobry et al. (10) combine shear wave velocity measurements
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with the concept of the strain approach. This results in a convenient,
simplified procedure for predicting the threshold ground acceleration below
which excess porewater pressures will not develop. Shear wave velocity, used
with or without the strain &pproach, is potentially a useful indicator of
liquefaction susceptibility appropriate for the preliminary stage of analysis
or design. Additionally, shear wave velocity measurements, which may be
co~veniently made (at least for onshore sites) (34), are potentially useful
for extrapolating detailed and accurate information over a site and
identifying locations where further detailed and accurate information should
be obtained.

However, approaches based on shear wave v~locity would not be expected
to provide detailed information on cyclic degradation and liquefaction
characteristics to a high level of accuracy. Shear wave velocity. like
penetration resistance. is an indirect measure of liqu~faction resistance
during earthquakes. The low levels of loading generally induced in a soil by
shear waves and the responses developed do not generally correspond to the
loads and responses developed during large earthquakes. Thus. like the use
of penetration resistance. the use of shear wave velocity as a measure of
liquefaction resistance during earthquakes would be expected to involve
excessive uncertainty for higher stages of analysis and design. This is
supported by the work of DeAlba et al. (8). They observed, from laboratory
tests, that samples may show similar shear wave velocities but very different
resistances to liquefaction. Additionally. it is difficult to determine
shear wave velocity offshore; however, considerable effort is being directed
toward this problem (33) (26).

Castro et a1. (S)proposetheuseofaninsituvanesheartesttoprovidean
indication of in situ liquefaction resistance. The difference between the in
situ shear resistance of a soil at high strain, and the shear resistance of
the soil at high strain under a constant confining pressure corresponding to
the initial in situ pressure. is taken as an indicator of liquefaction
resistance. This difference provides a measure of the in situ potential for
the contraction or dilation of a cohesionless deposit under shear loads.
Tnis procedure. although ~lightly more complicated than other in situ index
tests because of th~ neEd for additional information. is potentially a useful
indicator of liquefaction resistance appropriate for the preliminary stage of
analysis or design. The procedure is algo potentially useful for
~xtrapolaLing detailed and accurate information over a site and identifying
locations where further detailed and accurate information should be obtained.

However. this approach would not be expected to provide detailed
i"formation on cyclic degradation and liquefaction characteristics to a high
level of accuracy. Like the other index tests discussed, this method is
indirect. The high levels of noncyclic shear loads applied to the soil and
the noncyclic responses developed do not correspond to the loads and
responses developed during earthquakes. Thus. this method would be expected
to involve excessive uncertainty for advanced stages of analysis and design.
While Castro et al. did apply cyclic, earthquake-type loads with the vane.
the) apparently did this only to compare static behavior before and after the
application of the cyclic loads. Since this meLhod has much in common with
our proposed method, we mention further ';pects of this method in the
sections entitled PROPOSED METHOD, pg. 21. and ESTIMATE OF FEASIBILITY,
pg. 83·
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Arulmoli et al. (2) propose the use of electrical measurements to
determine liquefaction and degradation characteristics. Detailed information
concerning the in situ liquefaction and degradation characteristics of sandy
soils may be derived from correlations between liquefaction ~nd degradation
characteristics and combinations of various electrical parameters. The
electrical parameters are obtained from the in situ measurement of electrical
quantities. The electrical parameters are potentially useful indicators of
liquefaction resistance appropriate for the preliminary stage of analysis or
design. Additionally, as with other index tests, the electrical method is
potentially useful for extrapolating detailed and accurate information over a
site and identifying locations where further detailed and accurate
information should be obtained.

However, electrical measurements would not be expected to provide
detailed information on cyclic degradation and liquefaction characteristics
to a high level of accuracy. The electrical method is clearly an indirect
method. Additionally, it is not apparent how in situ factors such as the in
situ state of stress and cementation would be taken into account. For
example, Arulmoli et al. (2) appear to indicate that electrical measurements
are fairly insensitive to the state of stress. Thus, like other indirect
methods, the electrical method would be expected to involve considerable
uncertainty in estimating liquefaction and degradation characteristics. The
level of uncertainty would be ex?ected to be excessive for the intermediate
and final stages of analysis and design.

Esashi et al. (\ \) and Briaud and Meyer (4) propose the use of cyclic
pressuremeters for determining the cyclic degradation characteristics of
soils. Using this procedure, cyclic lateral pressures are apDlied through a
cylindrical rubber membrane to the cylindrical wall of the soil in which the
pressuremeter is embedded. TIle cyclic lateral movement of the membrane is
estimated. The procedure has two important features: I) the procedure is
direct, and 2) the procedure is conducted in situ and when using the self
boring capability (I), would not be expected to introduce excessive
disturbance to the test soil. Thus, assuming adequate analytical procedures
exist for interpreting test results, the procedure would be expected to
provide information appropriate for advanced stages of analysis and design.
Because of the nature of the loading induced by the cyclic pressuremeter. it
would be expected to be effective for predicting the behavior of foundations
subjected to cyclic lateral loads generated from above the foundation (for
example, behavior of offshore piles subjected to wave loading).

However, the cyclic ~ressure~eter is expected to have several
significant drawbacks with respect to determining the behavior of soils
during earthquakes. These drawbacks would be expected to create excessive
uncertainty in deriving in situ cyclic degradation and liquefaction
characteristics to the level of accuracy and detail appropriate for the
intermediate and final stages of the analysis and design of important
structures located in seismically active areas. The drawbacks include I)
apparent limitations on the intensity of the applied cytlic loads, 2)
potentially excessive drainage from the test soil during testing, and 3)
poorly defined boundaries for the test soil.

The intensity of the cyclic load which can be applied appears to be
limited because the pressuremeter seems to be able to load the soil
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effectively only after exceeding the original in situ lateral stress.
Unloading below this l~vel appears to result in unrepresentative
stress-strain behavior (3). Thus, it would appear that the peak to peak
cyclic sh~ar str~ss which may be induced in the test soil by the
pressuremeter may be somewhat less than 1/2 of that which could be induced by
large earthquakes. This would be expected to limit considerably the ability
of the pres8uremeter to induce cyclic degradation and liquefaction and may be
one reason why material degradation (see Degradation and Liquefaction
Characteristics of Sands and Silts, pg. 4) does not seem to be particularly
significant during a cyclic pressuremeter test in a highly plastic clay (Fig.
2, Ref. 3). This may also be one reason why results from cyclic
pressuremeter tests presented by Esashi et al. (II) do not appear to show the
level of cyclic degradation expected in soils subjected to earthquake
loadings. Their data indicates a decrease in the modulus of deformation of
only about 30% during the first 20 cycles of loading when testing a "soft silt".
After this the modulus stabilized. Their data also shows that the modulus of a
"comparatively hard" soil remained unchanged over about 200 cycles of
loading.

Excessive drainage would be expected during tr cyclic testing of
permeable sandy soils because the pressuremeter does not provide barriers to
drainage. When using a vane shear device, Castro et al. (5) observed
substantial drainage during somewhat comparable cyclic tests in sandy soils.
The vane shear device also does not provide barriers to drainage. Generally,
earthquakes can induce high levels of degradation and liquefaction because
significant drainage does not occur leading to increased excess porewater
pressures and decreased effective stresses. Thus, when cyclically testing
sandy soils with the pressuremeter, the levels of cyclic degradation expected
during earthquakes may not be observed. Addi l i.onally, the effects of
volumetric changes of the soil structure perrltted by drainage are expected
to be complex and difficult [0 estimate. it could be easily visualized that
under cyclic loading a freely draining soil could densify, and in the absence
of high porewater pressure, actually increase in rigidity with an increase in
the number of cycles of loading. Excessive drainage may partially explain
the low levels of degradation which seem to have t~ken place during the tests
conducted by Esashi et al. (I I).

Finally, the poorly defined bou~daries of the test soil may present some
difficulty. Drainage, stresses, and strains may be distributed over a
relatively large region in a complex manner. This may create uncertainties
in analytical modeling. As a result, interpretation of test results in terms
of the cyclic degradation and liquefaction characteristics of the test soil
would be ExpE~ted to be relatively difficult.

To OUr knowledge, there are no commonly used in situ testing procedure~

f~r determining the in situ cyclic degradation characteristics of clays to
the level of accuracy and detail appropriate for the intermediate and final
stages of ~be analysis and design of important structures located in
seismically active areas. The level of ~fort that has been and still is
being directed at determining the in situ behavior of sands and silts during
earthquakes does not appear to have been directed at determining the in situ
behavior of clays.

An example of recent work in determining the cyclic degradation
characteristics of clays is the work of Briaud et al. (3). They discuss the
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testing of clays using a cyclic pressuremeter. As indicated previously, the
cyclic pressuremeter offers considerable potential for certain important
problems, but is expected to have drawbacks with regards to deter~ining the
behavior of soils during earthquakes. We feel the most serious drawback with
regard to testing clayey soils would be the apparent limitation on the
intensity of the applied cyclic stress and thus, on the potenti~l to induce
cyclic degradation. Drainage would not be expected to be a problem when
testing clays using the pressuremeter. As a result, the difficulties
presented by a poorly defined sample would not be expected to be as large
when testing clays as when testing sands.

To our knowledge, there are no commonly used in situ testing procedures
for determining the in situ variation in the dynamic shear modulus with shear
strain. However, considerable effort has been directed toward developing
this capability. References I and 37 discuss in detail past efforts,
pointing out strengths and drawbacks of various proposed procedures.

Examples of recent work toward providing in situ testing procedures for
determining the in situ variation in the shear modulus with shear strain
include rressuremeter studies conducted by Esashi et al. (11) and Brlaud et
al. (3) and developmental work undertaken by Sidey et al. (31).

The pressuremeter appears to be a potential means for determining the
variation in the shear modulus with shear strain. The greatest source of
uncertainty in interpreting shear moduli from test results would be expected
La be poorly defined sample boundaries. Since, in general,
volume change, porewater pressure buildup, and drainage would not be expected
to be dominant factors in tests for determining shear moduli, this
uncertainty may not be excessive.

Sidey et al. (31) presented feasibility and preliminary studies for a
borehole shear device. This device also appears to be a potential means for
determining the variation in the shear modulus with shear strain. With t:.is
system, which is conceptually similar in some respects to our proposed
system, a single cylinder will be embedded into the te~t soil below the base
of a borehole. The cylinder will be excited cyclically in torsion and the in
situ var~ation in the shear modulus with shear strain will be inferred from
the response of the system. Uncertainty would be expected in interpreting
soil properties since the boundaries of the test soil will not be
particularly well defined. However, as with the pressuremeter, this
uncertainty may not be excessive. The system does not appear to be compact
and portable; thus, the system would be expected to be difficult to use in
harsh (for example, offshore) or confined (for example, indoors)
environments.

There are a number of in situ methods in use for determining the in situ
low amplitude dynamic shear modulus; however, each has drawbacks or
limitations as discussed in detail in Ref. 37. For example, the widely
accepted seismic crosshole test, in which the wave propagation velocity in a
soil is measured, requires at least two boreholes; thus, this test may be
relatively expensive and difficult to use in cC;lti~~~ or harsh environments.

Rtcently, testing procedures have been advanced for determining the low
amplitut.e dynamic shear modulus within a single borehole. These procedures
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include wave propagation procedures such as one developed by the 010
Corporation in Japan (no known reference) and one developed by K. H. Stokoe
et al. (33). With the Dyo system, the wavespeed of waves propagated along
the wall of a borehole is measured. Since these walls are generally quite
disturbed from the drilling process, measured wave speeds are not expected to
correspond to wavespeeds in undisturbed soils. To our knowledge, the system
developed by K. H. Stokoe et al. has not yet been applied in practice. An
alternative procedure developed by Hardin (14) involves a harmonically
rotating, cone-ended, torsional sleeve which may be either penetrated below
the base of a borehole or lodged against the walls of the borehole. In
either mode, the test soil is expected to be disturbed. The borehole wall
would have been disturbed by the drilling process, and, in penetrating the
cone-ended device below the base of a borehole, much of the soil in the test
zone would have been displaced by the device.
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PROPOSED METHOD

In this section. we describe the proposed testing procedure in some
detail and discuss the major features of the procedure and various potential
modes of operation.

The proposed testing procedure is intended to provide accurate and
detailed descriptions of in situ cyclic and dynamic soil properties. This
information is needed for earthquake analyses involving foundation soils.
The level of accuracy and detail to be provided i~ intended to be appropriate
for the intermediate and final stages of the analysis and design of important
structures located in seismically active areas. Alternatively, the
procedure could be used as an index test.

The testing procedure is intended to effectively combine attractive
features of laborat~ry and in situ testing while minimizing shortcomings.
The method will be direct. Cyclic earthquake-type shear loads will be
applied to a well-defined element of soil in a simple but effective manner.
The response of the test soil is expected to correspond closely to behavior
during earthquakes. Thus, uncertainties associated with the loading of the
soil and its mode of failure will be reduced. Tests will be conducted in
situ and a number of steps will be taken to minimize disturbances to in situ
conditions. Thus. the very important effects of in situ factors are expected
to be captured in measurements. Several features are to be provided to help
indu~e the phenomena of interest and to simplify the interpretation of test
results. The information needed by earthquake analys~s will be directly
provided, minimizing intermediate interpretation. Also, the procedure is
expected to apply to most soils of interest. Finally. the method will
require only a single borehole so that it may be used in confined and harsh
environments.

Figures 3 and 4 show, schematically, the main components of the probe of
the testing system. Equipment ~bove the probe is not shown. Using
conventional equipment and procedures, two concentric. thin-walled cylinders
~ill be carefully penetrated below the base of the borehole. The test soil
will be the well-defined annular zone of soil between the two cylinders. A
cyclic or impulsive torque or cyclic rotation of selected amplitude will be
applied to the inner cylinder about its vertical axis to induce simple,
earthquake-type shear stre~ses and strains in the test soil. In response.
the cylinder is expected to rotate or develop torque in a manner dependent on
the shear properties of the test soil. Both the torque and rotation will
be measured by transducers in the instrumented head l

• Secondary responses
such as the buildup in excess porewater pressure could also be measured. The
torsional shear stress-strain distributions that are expected to develop
within the test soil, while not complex. will be nonuniform; thus, soil
properties will be inferred by modeling tests analytically (soil-probe

IDe Domenico (9)was awarded a patent in 1982 for a two cylinder testing
system for determining the static strength of soils. This system is
configured similarly to ours but functions differently than ours. After
penetration, the inner cylinder is removed leaving a pressurized membrane
in its ~lace. Thus, lateral pressure is imposed on the test soil.
An annu~ar piston located between the two cylinders applies a vertical
load to the test soil causing the soil to fail statically.
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interaction analysis) using available, well-tested, and easily adaptable
analysis procedures. Soil properties will be iteratively assumed until
computed and measured result~ agree acceptably. The final assumed properties
are expected to closely represent the in situ properties.

For demonstrative purposes, Fig. 5 presents. schematically, what we
would expect to be the most commonly used testing sequence. First, an
impulse test would be conducted to determine dynamic shear moduli. An
impulsive torque would be applied to the inner cylinder. As shown in Fig.
5(a). the amplitude, frequency, and rate of decay of the oscillating
rotational response of the inner cylinder would be expected to be strongly
related to the shear stiffness of the test soil. For example, when testing
stiffer soils with higher shear moduli, we would expect the inner cylinder to
os~illate at lower amplitudes and higher frequencies.

After the impulse test, a low frequency, cyclic test would be conducted
to determine degradation and liquefaction characteristics. A cyclic torque
havir.~ a uniform amplitude would be applied to the inner cylinder. As shown
in Fig. 5(b), the rate of increase in the amplitude of the cyclic rotation of
the in1er cylinder and the ultimate value of this amplitude would be expected
to bc strongly related to soil characteristics. When testing highly
degradable, liquefiable soils (loose sands), under appropriate levels of
loading, we would expect rapid increases in the amplitude of rotation of the
inner cylinder with an increase in the number of cycles of loading. When
testing such soils, if the excess porewater pressure were to rise to the
level of the confining pressure, liquefaction, resulting in virtually
unrestrained rotation of the inner cylinder, would be expected. When testing
more easily liquefiable soils, we would expect liquefaction in fewer cycles.
As shown in Fig. 5(b), when testing moderately degradable, nonliquefiable
soils (dense sands, clays), we would expect only gradual increases in the
amplitude of the rotation of the inner cylinder with an increase in the
number of cycles of lo:ding. When testing dense sands, because of the
restraining effect of dilation. 'the inner cylinder would not be expected to
undergo unrestrained rotation regardless of the level of excess porewater
pressure. Generally, unrestrained rotations would not be expected when
testing c1aYb either.

Cu~rently, the testing procedure is to consist of a number of important
features and to involve important steps to preserve in situ conditions. Both
inner and outer cylinders are to have thin walls. As shown in Figs. 3 and 4,
the penetrating edges of the cylinders will be shaped to minimize
disturbance to the test soil during penetration. The inside of the outer
cylinder and the outside of the inner cylinder will be coated with a low
friction material to minimize disturbance to the test soil caused by shear
during penetration and to minimize the development of residual shear stresses
in the test soil prior to testing. These surfaces are to be grooved
vertically to minimize slip during testing without excessively disturbing th~

test soil during penetration. Additionally, we will relieve the penetration
force prior to testing to minimize static stresses developed in the test soil
as a result of penetration. We will also incorporate i~atures to minimize
the influence of the soil within the inner cylinder on the met ion of this
~ylinder. The smooth inner wall of this cylinder will be coated with a low
friction material, soil will be diverted away from the inner wall by jutted
penetrating edges, shown in Fig. 4, and confining pressures acting on the
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soil within the inner cylinder will be minimized by providing excess volume.
The upper portion of the rotating inner cylinder will be shielded as shown in
Fig. 4. Thus, only the soil scme distance below the base of the borehole
will be excited and effects of the disturbsnces near the base of the borehole
will be reduced. An annular piston, shown in Fig. 4 and located between the
two cylinders, will apply an appropriate vertical pressure to the top of the
test soil to recreate, as clusely as possible, the vertical state of stress
existing prior to removal of soil from the borehole.

Two verti~al pressure systems have been under consideration. The
simplest system would use a short stroke piston as shown in Fig. 6(a). Using
this system, a selected vertical pressure would be applied after penetration.
Because of the low friction or the walls of the inner and outer cylinders,
prior to the application of the vertical stress the test soil would be
expected to be almost unloaded. After the application of the selected
vertical pressure, because of the low friction and the rigidity of the walls
of the cylinders, the lateral stress developed in the test soil would be
expected to correspond closely to that developed in a normally consolidated
level deposit. This is a very common practical condition and simple shear
tests have been configured to simulate thil condition. In many practical
cases, the in situ lateral stress would be expected to either equal o~ exceed
the lateral stress corresponding to this condition. Thus, information on
liquefaction and degradation characteristics related to stability, obtained
under this condition, would generally be conservative. Test results could be
corrected, if necessary, for different lateral pressures as is commonly done in
laboratory testing (28). Clearly, this would introduce uncertainty.

The second somewhat more complex system, shown in Fig. 6(b), will
consist of a long stroke piston which will move along the entire length of
the two cylinders. Similar piston systems have been used in samplers to
prevent excessive deformations during sampling (36). With this system, the
unloading of the test soil during penetration should be minimized an~ the
original in situ stresses acting on the test soil should be preserved
reasonably well. A selected vertical pressure would be applied at an early
stage during penetration. Because of the low friction of the cylinder walls,
elements of soil immediately ahead of the penetrating cyline~rs would be
expected to be subjected to approximately the vertical stress existing prior
to removal of soil from the borehole. The lateral stresses actin' on these
elements and the lateral deformations of these elements in responbe to the
applied vertical stress would be expected to be reasonably close to those
existing prior to the rp.moval of soil from the borehole. The passage of the
cylinders over an element would not be expected to alter the state of stress
and deformation of the element greatly because of the geometry, low friction,
and rigidity of the cyl~nders and tt· presence of the vertical pressure.
Thus, with this system we would ~xpect to preserve the in situ state of
stress reasonably well. Additionally, pressurizing the test soil early
during penetration is expect~~ to reduce penetration-induced changes in void
ratio.

We plan to use the simpler system shown tn Fig. 6(a) during the initial
stages of research. During these stages, identifying the torque-rotation
characteristics of the testing system is of primary concern. This can be
done more effectively using the simpler vertical pressure system. Should the
testing system prove to be effective with the simpler system, we would then
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develop the secona, more refined system.

Several features of the proposed testing system are expected to help
induce the main phenomena of interest, cyclic degradation and liquefaction.
We expect to be able to ap~ly shear loads to the test soil equally
effectively in either direction. Thus, there should not be test-imposed
limitations on the peak to peak amplitudes of the cyclic excitations which
can be applied. Therefore, we should be able to induce reasonably well the
cyclic degradation expected during earthquakes. The outer cylinder and the
piston are intended to impede the flow of water from the test soil during
cyclic tests carried out on permeable sands and silts. This should promote
the buildup in excess porewater pressure and thus, the develop:~lent of cyclic
degradation and liquefaction. A~ternatively, the outer and inner cylinders,
and the piston may function to impose approximately constant volume
conditions on the test soil. In this mode, instead of relying on excess
porewater pressure, we would be relying on constant volume conditions (13) to
bring about the cyclic changes in effective confining pressure which give
rise to the cyclic degradation and liquefaction of sands and silts. Finally,
the outer cylinder would serve to confine the excitation energy in a
relatively small zone of soil. Thus, relatively high stresses should be
obtainable with a minimum vf power.

Also, several features of the proposed testing procedure are intended to
simplify the interpretation of test results bringing the test within the
descriptive capabilities of state-of-the-art analyses. The configuration of
the probe is intended to promote the development of a relatively simple state
of axisymmetric torsinnal shear stress and strain in the test soil. This
state is expected to be relatively easy to model with respect to stresses,
strains, and porewater flow. Additionally, the inner and outer cylinders,
and the piston will provide relatively well-defined boundaries which are
expected to be relatively easy to describe analytically. These boundaries
will also help isolate the test soil from its surroundings. Thus, complex
interactions between the test suil and its surroundings should be reduced.
Such interactions were identified by Castro et al. (5) as possible
explanations for certain trends in the results from vane shear tests in sands.
Finally, the testing system will be designed to test relatively long samples
so that effects of end conditions will be reduced.

We plan to use a descr~~ :ive soil-probe interaction analysis to
a~curately infer in situ soil properties from test results. References 17,
18, and 19, describe an applicable analysis procedure which was conceived and
developed by the technical advisor of our firm. This multidimensional,
dynamic, nonlinear, continuum analysis procedure has been proved capable of
accurately simulating the torsional, dynamic behavior of an axisymmetric,
soil-rigid body system. The analysis treats the soil as a nonlinear,
inelastic continuum and permits slip between the continuum and the rigid
body. This analysis will allow us to determine the low amplitude dynamic
shear modulus and the variation in the dynamic shear modulus with shear
strain. To be able to determine cyclic degradation and liquefaction
characteristics, we will extend the soil oodeling to describe the degradation
of soil stiffness, liquefaction, and the flow of porewater within and out of
the test soil during testing. Appropriate modeling for these extensions is
discussed in Refs. 12, 20, and 22.
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Until appropriate models are well-developed. we will be unable to model
pr~cisely the behavior of dense sands and silts at high levels of ~xcess

porewater pressure. Current. commonly used, state-of-the-art models, such as
the ones we plan to use, do not model dilation. At this time, we do not
consider this limitation severely restrictive. The sands and silts that pose
the greatest problems in providing earthquake resistant structures are looser
sands and silts.

The proposed procedure should provide. with a mlnlmum of intermediate
interpretation, the information required by commonly applied earthquake
analysis procedures such as DESRA (12) dnd CHARSOIL (35). This is because
the soil modeling to be used in the soil-probe interaction analysis will be
almost identical to that used in such analysl~ procedures.

Variations on tests are expected to be possible. Rather than an
impulsive torque, a high frequency, cyclic torque could be applied to the
inner cylinder. This would be intended to give resonant response from which
shear moduli could be inferred. Similarly, low frequency, cyclic,
controlled-rotation tests could be used to determine degradation and
liquefaction characteristics of sands and silts, rather than low frequency,
cyclic, controlled-tvrque tests.

Additionally, low frequency, cyclic tests involving sands and silts
could be conducted in two different modes, a constant pressure mode and a
constant volume mode. In the constant pressure mode, we would rely on excess
porewater pressure to cause the changes in ~ffective confining pressure which
lead to the cyclic degradation and liquefaction of the test soil. In this
mode, the pressure initially applied by the vertical pressure system would be
maintained throughout a test. Tests would be carried out at frequencies high
enough to permit the development of significant e~cess porewater pressure, yet
low enough to allow the effective simulation of earthqudkes. In the constant
volume mode, we would rely on approximately constant volume conditions (13) imposed
on the test soil to bring about the changes in effective confining pressure which
lead to cyclic degradation and liquefaction. In this mode, after the
application of the selected vertical pressure, the position of the piston
would b~ maintained throughout a test. Some boundary flexibility would,
however, exist at the upper and lower ends of the test soil. Tests would be
carried out at frequencies low enough to avoid the development of significant
excess porewater pressure.
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POTENTIAL BENEFITS

In this section, we discuss the main potential benefits of the proposed
testing system. These benefits, which include technical, safety, and
economic benefits, ~re first discussed in general and then in detail.

The proposed in situ testing procedure is intended to advance our ability
to economically insure the integrity and reliability of
soil-structure-equipmenr. systems during earthquakes. It is to do so by
prcviding more accurate and detailed descriptions of in situ cyclic and
dynamic soil properties than ~1n currently be provided. This would allow
more effective use of the costly and potentially powerful analysis procedures
used at the intermediate and final stages of the analysis and design of im90rtant
structures located in seismically active areas.

Curr~ntly, the effectiveness of such analysis procedures is limited by
our inability to define cyclic and dynamic soil properties accurately and in
detail. Thus, defining these properties more accurately and in greater
detail will reduce uncertainty and the potential for error in predicted
site-specific earthquake excitations and predicted responses and stabilities
of soil-structure-equipment systems during earthquakes. In turn, this will
lead to greater safety, reliability, and economy of soil-structure-equipment
systems.

Technically, the proposed testing procedure should provide more accurate
and detailed descriptions of cyclic and dynamic soil properties by
effectively combining attractive features of in situ testing and laboratory
testing while minimizing shortcomings. The procedure will be direct. Cyclic
earthquake-type shear loads will be applied to a well-defined element of soil
in a simple but effective manner. The response of the test soil is expected
to correspond closely to b~havior during earthquakes. Thus, uncertainties
associated with the loading of ~he soil and its mode of failure will bt
reduced. Tests will be conducted in situ and a number of steps will be taken
to preserve in situ conditions. Thus, the very important effects of in sitlJ
factors are expected to be captured in measurements. Several features are to
be provided to help induce the phenomena of interest and to s\mplify the
interpretation of test results. The method should apply to most soils of
interesr. Also, by simulating tests analytically using models very similar
to those used in earthquak~ analysis procedures, the method will provide,
with a minimum of intermediate interpretation, the soil properties required
for earthquake analyses. Finally, the method will require only a si"~le

borehole, so that it may be used in confined and harsh environment~.

The technical benefits of the proposed testing procedure arl expected to
produce significant safety benefits. For example, a loose sand sample may
densify an unknown amount because of disturbances during recovery, transp~rt,

and test preparation. As a result, the sample may show gre~ter resistance to
liquefaction in a laboratory test than the sample had in the field. The same
sample may also lead to overestimates i~ dynamic shear moduli or degradation
resistance. This may lead to unconservative estimates of site-specific
earthquake ground motions for soil-structure-equipment systems with low
natural frequencies (offshore structures. for example). Thus, laboratory
testing may lead to unconservative estimates of soil behavior. In contrast,
the proposed testing procedure, which i, expected to minimize disturbances,



would be expected to reduce the possibility of unconservative estimates of
soil behavior.

The technical benefits of the proposed testing procedure are also
expected to produce significant economic benefits without a reduction in the
targeted level of safety. For example, a dense sand sample may be loosened
during recovery, transport, and test preparation. As a result, in a
laboratory test, the sample may show less ~esistance to liquefaction than the
sample had in the field. The same sample may also lead to underestimates in
dynamic shear moduli and degradation resistance. This may lead to
excessively conservative and costly predictions of site-specific earthquake
ground motions for soil-structure-equipment systems with low natural
frequencies (offshore structures, for example). Thus, laboratory testing may
lead to excessively conservative and costly estimates of soil behavior. In
contrast, the proposed testing procedure, which is expected to minimize
disturbances, would be expected to reduce the possibility of excessively
conservative estimates of soil behavior.

Additionally, the proposed testing procedure may affect feasibility
decisions and design considerations. For example, using this procedure to
more fully and accucately account for in situ factors may prove a
liquefaction resistant structure to be economically feasible at a marginal
site. Similarly, for a superior site, use of the procedure may eliminate the
costly need to design and construct a structure to resist liquefaction. (The
additional cost for designing and constructing a large offshore platform to
resist a modest amount of liquefaction is conservatively estimated to be
several million dollars.) These possibilities arise as a result of the
very significant effects of in situ factors (age, stress history, etc.) on
liquefaction resistance (28). For example, from Fig. 7 it may be inferred
that in situ factors can increase the resistance uf a soil to initial
liquefaction by a factor of 2 to 3.5. Based on our experiences, we believe
that such and even lesser factors can have dramatic effects on estimates of
the potential for liquefaction and its extent. Thus, using a procedure such
as the proposed procedure to preserve in situ conditions can be important to
feasibility de~isions and design considerations.
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POTENTIAL C~~RCIAL APPLICATIONS AND USERS

In this section. we discuss the potential commercial applications of the
proposed tp.sting procedure. We also identify potential users of the
procedure or of the information provided by the procedure.

There are several important potential worldwide commercial applications
of the proposed testing procedure. Generally, the procedure is expected to
be useful for determining in situ cyclic and dynamic engineering soil
properties before. during, and after the construction of soil-structure
equipment systems. Thp. main application of the testing pr~cedure

is intended to be the design, construction, and maintenance of
soil-structure-equipment systems co insure resistance to earthquakes.
Additionally. the procedure is expected to apply to the design. constru~:tion.

and maintenance of I) soii-structure-equipment systems to insure resistance
co water wave and blast loads, 2) machine foundations, and 3) delicate
soil-structure-equipment systems co insure isolation from vibrations.

Also, there are a number of potential users of the proposed testing
procedure or of the information provided by the procedure. Potential users
include organizations involved in construction related activities, for
example, age.lcies of governments, universities, geotechnical engineering
firms, oil companies, and power companies.
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RECIPIENTS OF REPORT

The Office of Energy-Related Inventions (DERI) of the National Bureau of
Standards (NBS) is the only other organization, outside the NSF, which will
receive copies of this rep~rt. Currently, the DERI is evaluating the
proposed testing procedure for possible support from the Department of Energy
(OOE). The proposed testing procedure has been advanced to the second stage
of evaluation by the OERI.
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PHASE I OBJECTIVES, PROCEDURES, AND ACCOMPLISHMENTS

In this section, we discuss, in detail, the Pha5e I research objectives,
procedures, and accomplishments. The accomplishments cover the performances
of the proposed theoretical feasibility study, a supplementary theoretical
feasibility study, and the proposed operational feasibility study. First,
the theoretical feasibility study is presented, then, the supplementary
theoretical feasibility study is presented, and finally, the operational
feasibility study is presented.

Theoretical Feasibility Study

Introduction and Summary

We conducted a theoretical feasibility study to determine the
theoretical feasibility of the proposed testing system. Tests were simulated
analytically considering expected ranges of selected soil properties.
Studies were carried out to determine the theoretical feasibility of the
testing system for obtaining I) the low amplitude dynamic shear modulus, 2)
th~ variation in the dynamic shear modulus with shear strain, 3) the
degradation characteristics of clays, and 4) the degradation and liquefaction
characteristics of sands and silts.

Results from our study indicate that the proposed testing system is
theoretically feasible. The behavior of the testing system was predicted to
be sensitive to each soil property considered in a clear, physically
reasonable manner.

There were also secondary objectives of the theoretical feasibility
study. These objectives were generally satisfied.

During our study, we identified one area requiring further study. The
configuration of the inner cylinder, specified for the preliminary design of
a laboratory research prototype testing system, was thought to be torsionally
more flexible, relative to the test soil, than we had originally considered.
As a result, we carried out a supplementary cursory study presented in the
subsection entitled Supplementary Theoretical Feasibility Study, pg. 63.
The study indicates that the inner cylinder may be torsionally flexible under
certain conditions. This may increase somewhat uncertainty in inferring soil
properties from test results. However, we concluded that because of the
number of effective steps which could be taken, if necessary, to mitigate this
concern, the proposed testing system should serve its stated purpose well.

Details are provided in the remaining subsections. We state the
objectives and genp.ral procedures of the theoretical feasibility study,
present and discuss analysis procedures used in the study, present and
discuss results from the study, and present conclusions.

Objectives

The main objective of the theoretical feasibility study was to determine
the theoretical feasibility of the proposed testing system for determining I)
the low amplitude dynamic shear modulus, 2) the variation in the dynamic
shear modulus with shear strain, 3) the degradation characteristics of clays,
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and 4) the degradation and liquefaction characteristics of sands and silts.

There were also several secondary objectives of the theoretical
feasibility study. These objectives were I) to provide the design criteria
needed for the detailed design of the laboratory research prototype testing
system scheduled for Phase II, 2) to develop an initial testing methodology
for Phase II laboratory research testing, and 3) to develop a simple but
effective analysis procedure for qualitatively checking, during Phase II, the
results from laboratory research tests and developmental results from
descriptive soil-probe interaction analyses, to be constructed as part of
Phase II research.

General Procedures

The theoretical feasibility of the proposed testing system was
determined by simulating tests analytically considering expected ranges of
selected soil properties. If we predicted the behavior of the testing system
to be sensitive to a soil property in a clear. physically reasonable manner,
then we concluded that we could reasonably infer this property from the
behavior of the testing system and therefore, that the proposed testing
procedure is a theoretically feasible means for determining this property.

The secondary Objectives of the theoretical feasibility study were
pursued in the following manners. We developed preliminary design criteria
needed for the preli~inary design of the laboratory research prototype
testing system. We provided these criteria to the mechanical engineering
firm designing the system. Using these criteria. the firm developed a
preliminary design of the system. Using the preliminary design as a basis.
we had planned to revise our criteria to final design criteria, but
we did not carry out this last task. Therefore. this task will be proposed
for Phase II research. To satisfy the objective of developing an initial
testing methodology for Phase II testing. we reviewed the results of our
analytical simulations. Based on this review, we identified the most
promising modes of testing. Finally. the performance of the theoretical
feasibility study automatically satisfied the Objective of developing a
simple. but effective, analysis procedure for use in Phase II research.

~nalysis Procedures

In the following subsections. we present and discuss the analysis
procedures used for the theoretical feasibility study. Specifically. we
present and discuss our analytical modeling. solution procedures, a solution
check procedure. assumptions. and validations of solution procedures.

Analytical Modeling--As shown in Fig. 8, the analytical model
developed for the theoretical feasibility study was a simple
single-degree-of-freedom, torsional spring-dashpot-mass moment of inertia
system. The spring represented the nonlinear, inelastic. degrading,
torsional reaction of the test soil to rotation of the inner cylinder. The
dashpot represented viscous damping of the test soil. The mass moment of
inertia represented the rotational inertia of the inner cylinder, its
instrumented head, and an appropriate portion of the test soil.

The modeling involved the following elements: I) a relationship between
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the spring torque and t~e corresponding shear stres. developed within the
test soil along the wall of the a~tive (unshielded) portion of the inner
cylinder, 2) a relationship between the rot~tion of the rigid inner cylinder
and the shear strain developed within the test soil along the wall of the
active portion of the inner cylinder, 3) a relationship giving the tangent
spring stiffness of the single-degree-of-freedom system, 4) relationships
describing the nonlinear, inelastic, shear stress-strain behavior of the test
soil, 5) relati~nships describing the cyclic degradation of shear
stress-strain behavior observed in clays, 6) relationships describing the
cyclic degradation of shear stress-strain behavior observed in sands and
silts and the liqu~faction of such soils. and 7) a relationship for the mass
moment of inertia of the effectively rotating ~ass. These elements are
summarized below. Detailed derivations for eiements I), 2), and 3) are
provided in Appendix 8.

Assuming a uniform distribution of shear stress in the vertical
direction within the test soil along the wall of the inner cylind~r (see Fig.
9), the following relationship was derived relating the cha~ge in the spring
torque, ~Ts' to the corresponding change in the shear stress in the test soil
along the wall of the active portion of the i~ner cylinder, ~Trs(ri):

where ri • outer radius of inner cylinder
I • active length of inner cylinder

(I)

A form of Eq. I, valid when damping and inertia forces are negligible,
the amplitude of the cyclic torque applied to the inner cylinder, TA,
function of the corresponding cyclic shear stress ratio, TrA(ri)/avi:

where avi • initial effective vertical stress
TrA(ri) • amplitude of cyclic shear stress

gives
as a

We derived a relationship between the change in the rotation of the
rigid inner cylinder, ~e, and the change in the shear strain developed in the
test soil along the wall of the inner cylinder, ~Yr(ri)' For this, we
assumed an axisymmetric, linear, horizontal displacement distribution in the
test soil, as indicated in Fig. 10, and no slip between the cylinders and the
test soil. The derived relationship is given as:

0)

r o • inner radius of outer cylinder
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An expression for the tangent spring stiffness, KT, was derived and is
given as:

where G(ri) • tangent shear modulus of test soil along wall of
inner cylinder

(4 )

The tangent sh~ar modulus. G(ri)' needed to define the spring constant.
KT. using Eq. 4, was derived from the shear stress-strain model describing
the behavior of the test soil. We used ~wo models to represent' the
undegraded, nonlinear. inelastic shear stress-strain behavior of the test
soil: a Ramberg-Osgood model (24) and a hyperbolic model (12). The
hyperbolic model was used in simulating tests for determlning the degradation
characteristics of clays and the degradation and liquefaction characteristics
of sands and silts. while the Ramberg-Osgood model was used in simulating all
other tests. The Ramberg-Osgood mo~el requires the definition of the low
amplitude dynamic shear modulus of the test soil. the shear strength. and
parameters describing the shape of the shear stress-strain curve. The
hyperbolic model requires only the definition of the low amplitude dynamic
shear modulus and the shear strength.

To represent the cyclically degrading shear stress-strain behavior
expected when conducting low frequency, cyclic tests in ~egradable clays. we
constructed a clay degradation submodel. This submodel corresponds to the
model presented in Ref. 20. Using this model. the cyclic degradation of
shear stiffness and strength was computed as a function of cyclic strain
amplitude and a degradation para~eter describing the degradation
characteristics of the test soil.

We used two models to represent the cyclically degrading shear
stress-strain behavio~ expected when conductin~ low frequency. cyclic tests in
degradable sands and silts which could possibly liquefy. One model was
analytically-based and one was based on published test 1ata.

The analytically-based method involved a sand and silt degradatio~ and
liquefaction submodel corresponding to the model presented in Ref. 22. This
model ~s expected to predict. reasonably accurately. the behavior of loose,
liquefiable sands and the behavior of dense, nonliquefiable sands at lower
levels of excess porewater pressure. Using this model. excess porewater
pressure was computed primarily as a funl:tion of cyclic strain amplitude and
parameters describing the densification and rebound characteristics of the
test soil. Shear moC!li and strength were cyclically degraded in accordance
with the computed excess porewater pressure. Liquefaction. the almost complete
loss of the stiffness and strength of a soil, was predicted if the excess pore
water pressure rose to the level of the initial effective overburden pressure.
Alternatively. a shear failure could be pt-1icted if the applied cyclic shear
stress exceeded the cyclically degraded shea~ strength.
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We constructed the se~ond model basr~ upon published test data to more
realistically predict the behavior of dense sands at higher levels of excess
porewater pressure. One limitation with ~urrently available sand and silt degra
dation and liquefaction models, with whi~h we are familiar, is that these models
do not fully take into account t.he restraining effects of dilation. These ~ffects

are significant for dense sands and prevent the unrestrained deformation
which may develop in loose, liquefiable sands (see Fig. 2). The published
test data, which includes effects of dilation, relates the cyclic simple
shear stress applied to a commonly used test sand, the resulting cyclic shear
strain. and the relative density of the sand. Figure II taken from Ref. 28,
shows the test data. The figure gives the amplitudes of the cyclic shear
strains developed in large, freshly prepared samples of Monterey No. 0 sand
subjected to cyclic simple shear stresses having uniform amplitudes.
Specifically, Fig. II(a) presents the limiting shear strain amplitude
developed as a function of relative density. In this special case of freshly
deposited and identically prepared samples tested in the same pressure
environment. relative density essentially determines degradation and
liquefaction characteristics. Figure II(b) presents the shear strain
amplitude, developed after 10 cycles of loading, as a function of relative
density and shear stress ratio, Th/a~. The quantities oJ and Th are the
initial effective ver.tical stress and the amplitud~ of the applied cyclic
horizontal shear stress, respectively.

The total mass moment of inertia was calculated assuming parameters for
the inner cylinder, the instrumented head, and the portion of the test soil
which we assumed would effectively rotate with the inner cylinder. Figure 12
presents assumed geometries and includes nomenclature. For our study, we
assumed a solid disk for the instrumented head and thin-walled cylinders for
the inner cylinder and the zone of soil assumed to be effectively rotating.
Thus. using basic principles of mechanics, the total mass moment of inertia,
I, was estimated using the following expression:

where g • acceleration due to gravity
YIH • equivalent unit weight of instrumented h.~ad

Yc • unit weight of inner cylinder
Ys • total unit weight of test soil

(5)

The remaining symbols are defined in Fig. 12.

Solution Procedures--We used two procedures for obtaining solutions:
a dynamic procedure and a static procedure. The dynamic procedure was used
to simulate tests for determining dynamic shear moduli and initially to
simulate tests for determining cyclic degradation and liquefaction
characterj~tics of sands and silts using the analytical model. lbe static
procedure was used later to simulate tests for determining cyclic degradation
characteristi~s of clays and cyclic degradation and liquefaction
characteristics of sands and silts after it was established that dynamic
effects were small (see Appendix A, pg. A-14). The dynamic effects were small
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because of the low excitation and response frequencies considered (Icps).

With the dynam'c procedure, we simulated tests by solving the equation
of motion for the sLngle-degree-of-freedom system. Because of the
nonlinearity of the spring. we used a numerical integration procedure for
solving the equation of motion. Specifically, Je used the widely accepted
step-by-step procedure described in Ref. 6. This procedure is based on the
assumptions of a linear variation in acceleration and constant properties
during computational time steps.

The basic steps used in the dynamic solution procedure are summarized
with reference to Fig. 13. At the beginning of a computational time step,
values are known fer T, e, de/dt, dZG/dt Z, and KT. These values are either
specified as initial conditions, or are known from calculations for the
previous time step. The values for Yr(ri) and 'rsCri) are obtained from e
and Rr. Past and current values for YrCri) and 'rsCri} are used to obtain a
value for the strain-dependent, possibly degraded, tangent shear modulus of
the test soil along the wall of the inner cylinder, G(ri)' The corresponding
tangent spring stiffness, KT, is obtained from this tangent shear modulus
using Eq. 4. Values for ~e and ~(de/dt) are obtained for the time step using
the above-mentioned numerical solution procedure. These values are used to
obtain new values for 8, de/dt, and d2S/dt<. The process is repeated until a
solution has been obtained for the duration of interest.

With the static procedure. dynamic effects were neglected, and static
equilibrium was satisfied for selected times during the cyclic loading. With
this simplification, the torque applied to the instrumented head was equated
to the torque applied to the test soil. When using the analytic •. ! models to
describe cyclic degradation and liquefaction characteristics, w·~ obtained
solutions by satisfying equilibrium after each half-cycle of loading. The
shear modulus and strength were degradea after each half-cycle. When using
the test data publishec by Seed (28) to define the degrading shear-stress
strain behavior of the test soil, we considered only a single time during any
test. As stated previously, this data relates the amplitude of the cyclic
simpl~ shear stress applied to a test sand. the amplitude of the resulting
cyclic shear strain, and the relative density of the sand. To simulate tests
using the proposed testing system, we converted the stress amplitudes to
equivalent applied torque amplitudes using Eq. 2 and the corre~ponding strain
amplitudes to equivalent rotation amplitudes usingEq. 3. ~n the conversions,
we assumed the behavior of the soil to be independent of the planes on which
shear stresses dev£lop. The converted data provided, for a range of cyclic
torque loadings and a given time during a test, the preaicted amplitude of
the cyclic rotation of the inner cylinder as a function of relative density
(degradation and liquefaction characteristics).

Solution Check Procedure--We constructed an energy balance procedure
to help validate nonlinear dynamic solutions. The basic concept of the
energy balanc~ is presented in Refs. 16 and 39 and is summarized in this
subsection.
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The key parameter of the energy balance is the energy ratio, ER(ti,
defined as:

ER(t) • SE(t) + KE(t) + DE(t)
W(c)

where W(t) • work done on system by applied load
SE(t) • sum of energy lost in test soil due to hysteresis

and instantaneous elastic strain energy stored
within test soil

OE(t) • energy iost in test soil due to viscous damping
KE(t) • instantaneous kinetic ~nergy of rotating mass

The individual terms are given as:

0(c)
W( t) - f T( t ) de

[)

G(t)
SE (t) .- fOTs('oJ dG

0(t)
DE (t) • f TO( t> d0

U

(7)

(8)

(9)

( 10)

where T(t) • applied torque
0(t) .. rotation of inner cylinder

Ts(t) • spring torque
TD(l) • damping torque

I • mass moment of inertia of rotating mass

Equations 7, 8, and 9 may be effectively integrated by use of the
trapezoidal rule.

At any instant of time during a simulation, the value of the energy
ratio should equal one. That is, the work done on the system should equal
the sum of the euergy lost by the system and the instantaneous energy stored
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by the system. A value ather than one may indicate either an invalid
solution or numerical error.

Assumptions--The simulations of tests involved several significant
simplifications or assumptior,s: a lumped parameter system; a linear.
axisymmetric, horizontal disp:acement distribution in the test soil in
horizontal planes; uniform beh.vior i~ the vertical direction; independence
in the behavior of the soil with respect to the planes on which shear
stresses develop; no apparatus friction or viscous damping; and no slippage.
A~so, we did not model the flow of porewater caused by gradients in excess
pocewater pressure.

Even though the simplp mOdel was reasonably descrlptive. because of the
simplifying assumptions and because not all important phenomena were
modeled, the model was expected tl) give results wliich were only qualitatively
accurate. However, the level of ilccuracy provided was judged sufficient and
appropriate for establishing feasibility and providing design criteria for a
prototype testing system.

Validations--In this subsection, we briefly describe the validations
which were carried out for the computer procedures used. The
validations are presented in detail in Appendix A. The computer procedures
validated included those which were used to simulate impulse and high
frequency. cyclic tests for determining the low amplitude dynamic shear
modulus and the variation in the dynamic shear modulus with shear strain. and
low frequency, cyclic tests for determining the degradation characteristics
of clays and the degradation and liquefaction characteristics of sands and
silts.

Procedures were validated in various manners. Solutions were tested in
the linear range by comparison with closed-form solutions. Because
appropriate nonlinear. de~rading. closed-form solutions were not found to be
available. we validated the nonlinear. degradation. and liquefaction
procedures by use of an energy balance (see Solution Check Procedure, pg.
36). We also studied solutions judgmentally to insure that they were
reasonable.

Presentation and Discussion of Results

In this subsection, we present and discuss the main results of our
theoretical feasibility study. To determine the theoretical feasibility of
the proposed testing system, we simulated representative tests analytically
considering expected ran~es of selected soil properties. If the behavior of
the testing system was predicted to be sensitive to a soil property in a
clear, physically reasonable manner. then it was concluded that.
theoretically, the soil property could be inferred from test results and
therefore. that the testing system is a theoletically feasible means for
determining .his property. In the subsections that follow. we first discuss
model parameters common to most simulations and then, wedisc~$s. by property,
the simulations.

Model Parameters Common to Most Simulations--Several model parameters
were common to most simulations. All tests were simuldted assuming a probe
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having dimensions approximately compatible with commonly used drilling
equipment. The outer cylinder was assumed to have an inner diameter of 3 in,
and the inner cylinder, an outer diameter of 1 in. The activo! (unshielded)
length of tbe inner cylinder was assumed to be 8 in and the shielded length.
4 in. Thus, the annular element of test soil was assumed to be 8 in tall and
I in thick with an inner radius of 1/2 in. We roughly estimated a value of
0.00028 Ib-sec 2-ft for the mass moment of inertia of the rotating mass.
Referring to Fig. 12, for mass mOlllent of inertia calculations, we assumed a
12 in long steel (weight peT unit volume. 487 pcf) inner cylinder having an
outer radius of 1/2 in and a wall thickness of 1/16 in, and, arbitrarily, a
solid aluminum (weight per unit volume· 169 pcf) instrunented head having a
height of 1/2 in and a diameter of J in. The test soil considered to be
effectively rotating with the inner cylinder was assumed to be a cylindrical
volume of soil (total weight per unit volume· 122 pcf) having a length of 8
in, a t~ickness of 1/2 in, and an inner radius of 1/2 in. We did not
consi'~r variations in the total weight per unit volume of the soil in our
predictions because variations in tbis parameter were expected to have little
effect on conclusions.

Low Amplitude Dynamic Shear Hodulus--To determine the theoretical
feasibility of the proposed testing sy~,em for determining the low amplitude
dynamic shear modulus. we considered soil propert;.es ranging from those
expected in a uniform, saturated, loose sand deposit at a Shallow depth of 5
ft, to those expected in a uniform, dry, dense sand depos~t at a depth of 50
ft. This range of properties is expected to cover reasonably well the
properties in deposits of clays and silts at similar depths. The depths
considered cover the shallower layers of a deposit. These layers usually
experience the greatest activity during earthquakes and therefore, require
the most accurate definition for earthquake analyses. The lower bound of the
range for the low amplitude dynamic shear modulus was calculated to be
5. 14xl0 5 psf while the upper bound was calculated to be 5.86xI0' pst. These
bounds were calculated assuming a depth, effective unit weight, void ratio,
and coefficient of earth pressure at rest of 5 ft, 56 pcf, 0.85, and 0.6,
respectively, for the lower bound, and 50 ft. 122 pet. 0.35, and 1.0,
respectively. fOI the upper bound. The equation used to calculate the low
amplitude dynamic shear modulus is presented in Ref. 15. A value of viscous
damping corresponding to 2% of critical damping was assumed. This is
representative ot sands (25).

We simulated both low amplitude impulse tests and low amplitude, high
frequency, cyclic tests. The simulations of the impulse tests are discussed
first, after which the simulations of the high frequency, cyclic tests ~re

di.scusred.

For the simulations of low amplitude impulse tests, we consi.dered a
torsional impulsive loading having a rectangular shape and a duration greater
than 1/2 the natural period of the system. Thus, the impulsive loading was of
long duration (6). The response of the inner cylinder to this type of
loading was a decaying rotational oscillation. The amplitude of the loading
was 0.015 ft-lb. This induced only linear elastic behavior in the test soil
for the range of low amplitude dynamic shear moduli considered. The duration
of all loadings was 1.7 ms.
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Results are presented in Fig. 14. Figure 14(a) gives samples of the
predicted measured quantities while Fig. 14(b) gives selected parameters of
predicted measured quantities. The selected parameters include the peak and
the frequency of the cyclic rotation of the inner cylinder. The peak
rotation, in all cases, was the initial peak.

The results of the study indicate that, during low amplitude impulse
tests, the behavior of the testing system will be sensitive to the low
amplitude dynamic shear modulus in a clear, physically reasonable manner.
Referring to Fig. 14(b), the frequency of the oscillation of the inner
cylinder was predicted to be about 3 times larger when testing the most rigid
sand than when testing the least rigid sand while the amplitude of the peak
rotation of the inner cylinder was predicted to be about 10 times larger when
testing the least rigid sand than when te~ting th~ most rigid sand. In fact,
the peak rotation was predicted to be significantly more
sensitive to the low amplitude dynamic shear modulus than the shear wave
velocity (tteoretically proportional to square root of low amplitude
dynamic shear modulus) measured in widely used seismic wave propagation tests
(in our example case, about 3 times more sensitive).

The results of this study are physically reasonable. One would expect,
for a given low amplitude loading, the peak rotation of the inner cylinder
to be greate: and the frequency of oscillation to be
less, wh~n testing less rigid sand. Thus, it was concluded that conducting
impulse tests using the proposed testing procedure is a theoretically
feasible means for determining the low amplit~de dynamic shear modulus.

For the simulations of low amplitude, high frequency, cyclic tests, we
considered a sinusoidal torque excitation. The response of the inner
cylinder to this loading was a cyclic rotation consisting of a decaying
transient component and a steady state component. For a test soil of given
properties, frequency response curves were developed in the vicinity of the
damped natural frequency. The frequency response curves were developed by
maintaining the amplitude of the loading while varying the frequency. The
frequency response curves were based only on the steady state component of
the response. The amplitude of the loadings was 0.00\ ft-lb. This induced
only linear ~lastic behavior for the range of low amplitude dynamic shear
moduli considered.

Results are presented in Fig. 15. Figure 15(a) gives samples of
predicted measured quantities while Fig. 15(b) gives selected parameters of
the predicted measured quantities. The selected parameters include the
damped natural frequency of the cyclic rotation of the inner cylinder and the
amplitude of this rotation at the damped natural frequency.

The results of the study indicate that, during low amplitude, high
frequency. cyclic tests, the behavior of the testing system will be sensitive
to the low amplitude dynamic shear modulus in a clear, physically reasonable
manner. Referring to Fig. l5(b), the damped natural frequency of the
oscillation of the inner cylinder was predicted to be about 3 times larger
when testing the most rigid sand than when testing the least rigid sand and
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the amplitude of the cyclic rotation of the inner cylinder at the damped
natural frequency was predicted to be about 10 times larger when testing the
least rigid sand than when testing the most rigid sand.

The results of this study are physically reasonable. One would expect,
for a given low amplitude loading, the amplitude of the cyclic rotation of
the inner cylinder at the damped natural frequency to be less and the damped
natural frequency to be greater when testing more rigid sand. Thus, it was
concluded that conducting high frequency, cyclic tests using the proposed
testing procedure is a theoretically feasible means for determining the low
amplitude dynamic shear modulus.

8as~d on our experiences in analytically simulating low amplitude
impulse tests and low amplitude, high frequency, cyclic tests, we concluded
that the impulse test is a preferab1e test for deternining the low amplitude
dynamic shear modulus. With the need to carry out a frequency sweep, the
high frequency, cyclic test is somewhat more complex than the impulse test.
Also, with the impulse test, it would be necessary to carry out simulations
only for a very short duration to obtain the information required. In
cont~ast, because of the time needed to reach steady state conditions, with
the high frequency, cyclic test it would be necessary to carry out
simulations for a relatively long duration.

Variation in the Dynamic Shear Modulus with Shear Strain--To determine
the theoretical feasibility of the testing system for determining the
var~ation in the dynamic shear modulus with shear strain, we varied the variation
in dynamic shear modulus with shear strain without varying other parameters. The
test soil was considered to have the same shear stress-slrain behavior for low
levels of strain but we varied shear stress-strain behavior for high levels of
strain. To do this, we considered the test soil to have a single low amplitude
dynamic shear modulus and shear stress-strain curve shape. However, we varied the
shear strength over a range that could be realistically expected for the selected
low amplitude dynamic shear modulus. Figure 1& presenls the upper and lower
bounds for the shear stress-strain skeleton curves used for our study.

For the study, we as ·d properties expected in sand deposits.
However, results are expected to apply equally to silts and clays.
The low amplitUde dynamic shear modulus for each stress-strain curve was
2xl06 ~sf. The Ramberg-Osgood parameters defining the shape of the curves
were a • I, C, • 0.8, and R • 5. The upper bound shear strength was
calculated to be 1500 psf while the lower buund was calculated to be 500 psf.
The low amplitude dynamic shedr modulus and the shear strengths were
calculated assuming the followi~g: depth. 6 ft, void ratio - 0.35,
coefficient of earth pressure at rest· 1.0, effective unit weight of soil·
122 pcf, and effective angle of internal friction· 42 deg for the lower
bound sh~ar stress-strain curve, and depth. 77.5 ft, void ratio - 0.85,
coefficient of earth pressure at rest· 0.6, effective unit weight of soil.
S6 pcf, and effective angle of internal friction - 32 deg for the upper bound
shear stress-strain curve. The equations used to calculate the low amplitude
dynamic shear moduli and the shear strengths are presented in Refs. 15 and
16. The shear strengths were averages of the shear strengths estimated
separately for horizontal and vertical planes. Intermediate values ot
strength were also considered. The selected Ramberg-~sgood shape parameters
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give stress-strain curves that closely match experimental data for sands
(24). A value of viscous damping corresponding to 2% of critical damping was
assumed. This value is representative of sands (25).

We simulated both impulse tests and high frequency, cyclic tests. The
simulations of impulse tests are discussed first, and ~hen, the simulations of
high frequency, cyclic tests are discussed.

For the simulations of the impulse tests, we considered an impulsive
loading having a rectangular shape. The r~sponse of the inner cylinder to
this loading was a decaying, cyclic rotation. To study the effects of
lOading amplitude, we considered two different amplitudes for the torsional
impulsive loading: a medium amplitude of 2.7 ft-Ib, and a reLatively high
amplitude of 5.2 ft-Ib. These amplitudes were intended to induce shear
strains on the order of 0.05% and 0.15%, respectively, in the test soil
having a medium strength of 1000 psf. The duration of all the loadings was
I. I ms which, in each case, exceeded the time of occurrence of the first peak
of the rotation of the inner cylinder.

Results are presented in Fig. 17. Figure 17(a) gives samples of the
predicted measured quantities while Fig. 17(b) gives selected parameters of
the predicted measured quantities for the two amplitudes of loading. The
selected parameters include the peak rotation of the inner cylinder and the
time to this peak. The peak rotation of the inner cylinder, in all cases,
was the initial peak. The time to this peak was used as a measure of the
apparent natural period of the nonlinear system for the level of strain
i~duced; the greate. the time to this peak. the greater was the apparent
natural period of the cyclic rotation of the inner cylinder. Results were
not plotted for simulations in which the strength of the test soil was
exceeded.

The results of the study indicate that. during impulse tests which
induce nonlinear shear stress-strain behavior in the test soil. the behavior
of the testing system will be sensitive to the variation in the dynamic shear
modulus with shear strain in a clear, physically reasonable manner. For
example, referring to Fig. 17(b), for the medium amplitude of loading, the
peak rotation and the time to this ~eak were predicted to be about 2 times
larger when testing the weakest sand than when testing the strongest sand.
Similar behavior was also predicted for the high amplitude of loading.
Additionally, an increase in the peak rotation ryf the inner cylinder and an
increase in the tice to this peak were predicted, for each case considered,
as the amplitude of the loading was increased.

The results of this study are physically reasonable. For loadings which
induce nonlinear shear stress-strain behavior, one would expect the peak
rotation of the inner cylinder and the time to this pe~k to in~rease with
decreases in the shear rigidity of the test soil at high strains.
Additionally, one would expect the peak rotation of the inner cylinder and
the time to this peak to increase with increases i~ the amplitude of loading
when testing a given soil at strains for which the soil behavior is
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nonlinear. Thus, it was concluded that conducting impulse tests at higher
amplitudes of loading using the proposp.d testing procedure is a theoretically
feasible means for determining the variation in the dynamic shear modulus
with shear strain.

For the simulations of high frequency, cyclic tests for determining the
var;ation in the dynamic shear modulus with shear strain, we considered a
sinusoidal torque excitation. The response of the inner cylinder to this
loading was a cyclic rotation consisting of a decaying transient component
and a steady state component. For a test soil of given properties, frequency
response curves were developed in the vicinity of the apparent natural
frequency to determine useful response parameters. The frequency response
curves were developed by maintaining the amplitude of the loading while
varying the frequency. The frequency response curves were based only on the
steady state component of the response. Two amplitudes of loading were
selected: a medium amplitude of 2.2 ft-lb and a relatively high amplitude of
4.S ft-lb. These amplitUdes were intended to induce shear strains on the
order of 0.05% and 0.15%, respectively, in the test soil having a medium
strength of 1000 psf, at the apparent natural frequency. These strains
corresponded approximately to those induced in the simulations of impulse
tests discussed previously in this ~ubsection.

Results are presented in Fig. IS. Figure IS(a) gives samples of the
predicted measured quantities while Fig. IS(b) gives selected parameters of
the predicted measured Quantities for the two different levels of loading.
The selected parameters include the apparent natural frequency of the cyclic
rotation of the inner cylinder and the amplitude of the cyclic rotation of
the inner cylinder at the apparent natural frequency.

The results indicate that, during high frequency, cyclic tests which
induce nonlinear shear stress-strain behavior in the test soil, some
parameters describing the behavior of the testing system will 1 sensitive to
the variation in the dynamic shear modulus with shear strain, \.. le, under
some conditions, other parameters may not. The behavior of the testing
system was physically reasonable. For example,
referring to Fig. 18(b), for the medium amplitude of loading, the apparent
natural freqoency of the cyclic rotation of the inner cylinder was predicted
to be about 1.5 times greater while the amplitude or the cyclic rotation of
the inner cylinder at the apparent natural frequency was predicted to be
slightly larger when testing the strongest soil than when testing the weakest
soil. A similar trend was predicted for the apparent natural frequency for
the high amplitude of loading; however, the amplitude of the rotation of the
inner cylinder was predicted to be about 1.2 times smaller when testing the
strongest soil than when testing the weakest soil for which data was plotted.
Additionally, a decrease in the apparent natural frequency of the cyclic
rotation of the inner cylinder and an increase in the a~plitude of the cyclic
rotation of the inner cylinder at the apparent natural frequency were
predicted as the amplitude of the loading was increased for any given set of
soil properties.

The results are physically reasonable. For loadings which induce
nonlinear shear stress-strain behavior, one would expect decreases in the
apparent natural frequency of the cyclic rotation of the inner cylinder with
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decreases in shear strength while holding other parameters describing
stress-strain behavior constant. The decrease in shear stiffness and the
increase in hysteretic dam9ing accompanying the decrease in shear strength
would both contribute to a reduction in the apparent natural frequency. The
insensitivity predicted for the amplitude of the cyclic rotation of the inner
cylinder at the apparent natural frequency when considering the loading
having medium amplitude was the result of the compensating effects of changes
in shear stiffness and corresponding changes in hysteretic damping.
For sinusoidal torque loads at the apparent
natural frequency. decleases in shear stiffness would be expected to result
in increases in the amplitude of the cyclic rotHtion of the inner cylinder
while the corresponding increases in hysteretic dampin~ would be expected to
result in compensating decreases in this amplitude. The relative magnitudes
of these compensating effects would be expected to vary with strain. Thus,
the relationship between the amplitude of the cyclic rotation of the inner
cylinder and the variation in the dynamic shear modulus with sh~~r strain is
predicted to be complex and may not show obvious trends. Finally, one would
expect the predicted decreases in the apparent natural frequenr.y of the
cyclic rotation of the inner cylinder anu increases in the amplitude of the
cyclic rotation of the inner cylinder at the apparent natural frequency with
increases in the amplitude of the loading, assuming a given set of soil
properties. Thus, because at least one parameter of the response of the
testing system was predicted to be sensitive to the variation in the dynamic
shear modulus with shear strain in a clear, physically reasonable manner, we
concluded that conducting high freque~cy. cyclic tests using the proposed
testing procedure is a theoretically feasible means for determining the
variation in the dynamic shear modulus with shear strain.

Based on Ol~ experiences in simulating impulse tests and high frequency.
cyclic tests which induce high levels of shear strain. we concluded that the
impulse test would be a prpferable test for determining the variation in the
dynamic shear modulus with shear strain. With the need to carry out a
frequency sweep, the high frequency, cyclic test is somewhat more compl~x

than the impulse test.

Degradation CharGcteristics of Clays--To determine the theoretical
feasibility of the proposed testing system for determining the degradation
characteristics of clays, a range of soil conditions was established by
varying the degradability of the test soil while maintaining
constant the parameters d~scribing the undegraded shear stress-strain
behavior (behavior expected during first cycle of loading). Thus, elements
of soil at a single depth in uniform, satu~ated deposits were considered. We
did not vary depth since behavior for different depths was
expected to be qualitatively similar.

The degradability of the soil was varied by assuming three different
degradation parameter functions (20). These functions, which describe cyclic
degradation characteristics, are shown in Fig. 19. The Zunctions describe
the characteristics of a highly degradable. a moderately degradable, and a
nondegradable clay. The average degradation parameter curve presented by
Idriss et al. in Fig. 12 of Ref. 20, was used to describe the degradation
characteristics of the highly degradab'e soil while 0.5 times this function
was used to describe the degradation characteristics of the moderat~ly
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degradable soil. The ba.le curve was converted to terms of shear strain from
terms of normal strain (20) by assuming Poisson's ratio. 0.5 and linear
elastic behavior. The degradation parameter function for the nondegradable
clay was zero over the entire range of shear strain.

The low amplitude dynamic shear modulus and shear strength were
calculated to be 720,000 psf and 660 psf. respectively. The depth, effective
unic weight, void ratio, coefficient of earth pressure at rest, effective
angle of internal friction, and cohesion were assumed to be 50 ft, 44 pef,
1.3, 0.6, 28 deg, and 0 psf, respectively. The equations used to calculate
tle low ~mplitude dynamic shear modulus and the shear strength are presented
in Ref. 15. The shear strength was the average of the shear strengths
estimated separately for horizontal and vertical planes. Since solutions
were obtained by the static procedure, we did not assume a value for viscous
damping.

Guided by current laboratory practice for determining clay degradation
characteristics (20). we considered a low frequency, cyclic excitation having
a uniform rotation amplitude. The inner cylinder responded by
developing the low frequency, cyclic torque needed to maintain the imposed
rotation. Three amplitudes of rotation were considered: a high amplitude
equal to 0.02 rad, a medium amplitude equal to 0.01 rad, and a low amplitude
equal tl' 0.004 rad. These amplitudes, intended to induce various levels of
degradation, were predicted to cause cyclic shear strains in the test soil
along the wall of the inner cylinder having amplitudes of 3%, 1.8%, and 0.6%.
respectively.

Results are presented in Fig. 20. Figure 20(a) gives samples of the
predicted measured quantities. Figure 20(b) gives a selected parameter of
the predicted measured quantities as a function of the number of cycles of
loading for the various levels of degradability and the various amplitudes of
excitation considered. The selected parameter was the
amplitude of the cyclic torque developed by the inner cylinder. averaged over
each cycle.

The results of the study indicate that the behavior of the testing
system will be sensitive to the degradation characteristics of a clay in a
clear, physically reasonable manner. For example, referring to Fig. 20(b),
with the high rotation amplitude imposed on the inner cylinder. the amplitude
~f the cyclic torque developed by the inner cylinder was predicted to be
about 50% less after 50 cycles of loading when testing the highly degradable
clay than when testing the nondegradable clay, and about 30% less when
testing the mod~rately degradable clay. Qualitatively similar behavior was
predicted for the other amplitudes of loading. Also, as shown in Fig. 20(b),
it was predicted that. when testing the highly degradable clay, the amplitude
of the torque developed by the inner cylinder would decrease by about 50% in
50cles at the high amplitude of roLation. by about 25% at the medium
amplitude, and by about 20% at the low amplitude. Qualitatively similar
behavior was predicted for the clay having medium degradability while
degradation was not predicted for the nondegradable clay.

The results of the study are physically repsonable. Because the test
soil will be more susceptible to degradation when it is more degradable and
subjected to larger loads, one would expect the amplitude of the cyclic
torque developed by the inner cylinder to be less after a given number of
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cycles of rotation when testing a more degradable clay at a given amplitude
of rotation and when testing a clay of given degradability at higher
amplitudes of rotation. Thus, it was concluded that the proposed testing
procedure is a theoretically feasible means for determining the degradation
characteristics of clays.

Degradation anJ Liquefaction Characteristics of Sands and Silts--To
determine the feasibility of the proposed te~ting system for obtaining the
degradation and liquefaction characteristics of sands and silts, we modeled
the degradation and liquefaction characteristics of the test soil
analytically and by the use of published test data (see Sol~tion Procedures,
pg. 36). The published test data was used to more fully take into account
the restraining effect of dilation.

The range of soil conditions considered for the study based on the
analytical model was established by varying the degradation and liquefaction
characteristics of the test soil. Also, we varied the undegraded
shear stress-strain behavior (behavior expected during first cycle of
loading) to be consistent with the degradation and liquefaction
characteristics of the te~t soil. Elements of sand at a single depth
in uniform, saturated deposits were considered. We did not vary depth since
behavior for different depths was expected to be qualitatively
similar. Also, silts were expected to behave similarly to the sands.

The test soil was assumed to have high, medium, and low resistance to
degradation and liquefaction. The parameters defining the three models are
presented in Table I. Values for the parameters defining the degradation and
liquefaction characteristics, CI' CZ' C), C4 , k2' m, and n, were obtained
from Ref. 2). The low amplitude dynamic shear moduli wpre calculated using
the equation presented in Ref. I,. Strengths were estimated iteratively such
that the sands having low, medium, and high resistance to degradation and
liquefaction showed approximately the same resistance to initial
liquefaction. under cyclic simple shear loading, as freshly deposited
Monterey No. 0 test sand (see Ref. 28) at relative densities of 541" 75%, and
90%, respectively. For the strength estimates, we constructed a simple
model to simulate cyclic simple shear tests. We iteratively assu~ed shear
strengths until the behavior predicted with this model agreed reasonably well
with the data presented in Ref. 28. Figure 21 shows comparisons between the
behavior predicted by our simple shear model at the final stage of iteration
and that observed during the tests reported by Seed. Because of the
approximate nature of our study, we did not distinguish betwe~n initial
liquefaction and shear failure (see Analytical Modeling, pg. 32).

The range of soil c~nditions considered for the study based on the
published test data was also established by varying the degradation and
liquefaction characteristics of the test soil. Elements of sand at a
single depth in uniform, saturated deposits were considered. We did not vary
depth since behavior for different depths was expected to be
qualitatively similar. Silts were expected to behave similarly to the sands.
The degradation and liquefaction characteristics of the test soil
were varied by varying the relative density. Figure I I presents the
published test data (see Solution Procedures, pg. 36). In this special case
of freshly deposited and identically prepared samples of sand tested in the
same pressure environment, relative density essentially determines
degradation and liquefaction characteristics. Broad ranges of degradation
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Low Medium High
Parameters Resistanc. Sand Resistance Sand Resistance Sam'!

z <tc) 25 25 25
Gmo Cps£) 1,550,000 1,700,000 1,810,000
Tmo (psf) 800 1200 1400
Y (pd) 63 66 68
e 0.66 0.59 0.54
Dr (%) 54 75 90
Ko 0.50 0.45 0.40
S 0.02 0.02 0.02
Cil 0.666 0.52 0.346
~21 1.968 2.518 3.536
e3

1 4.761 4.569 3.707
("4 1 3.865 3.706 3.025
m1 0.43 0.43 0.43
0 1 0.62 0.62 0.62
k2 l 0.0025 0.0025 0.0025

IAfter Hartin et al., ( 1981)

Table 1: Parameters Defining Analytically-Based Models - Degradation and
Liquefaction Characteristics of Sands and Silts Study
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and liquefaction characteristics were assumed. The sand was considered to
have relative densities ranging from 40% (very little resistance to
liquefaction and degradation) to 100% (highly resistant to liquefaction and
deg.adation). Consistent with the study based on the analytical model, we

lsidered an element of soil at a depth of 25 ft. A single effective unit
weigh[ Qf 60 pcf was assumed.

Guided by current laboratory practic~ for determining the cyclic
degradation and liquefaction characteristics of sands and silts, we
considered a low frequency, cyclic, controlled-torque excitation having a
uniform amplitude. The response of the inner cylinder was
a low frequency, cyclic rotation. When using the analytically-based moJel,
tests we.e simulated assuming amplitudes of applied torque which induced
shear stress ratios ranging in value from 0.075 to 0.40. When using the
model based on the published test data, we simulated tests assuming
amplitudes of applied torque which induced shear stress ratios ranging in
value from 0.15 to 0.40.

Figures 22 and 23 present results. Figure 22(a) presents samples of
predicted measured quantities obtained using th~ analyticslly-based model.
Figures 22(b) and (c) present a selected parameter of the predicted measured
quantities as a function of the number of cycles of loading for the various
soil conditions and amplitudes of loading (indicated in Fig. 22 as high,
medium, and low stress ratios). The selected parameter was
the amplitude of the rotation of the inner ~ylinder. Expected responses when
taking dilation fully into account are sketched in Figs. 22(b) and (c).
Figure 23 presents parameters obtained using the model based on the published
test data. Figure 23(a) gives the estimated amplitude of the rotation of the
inner cylinder after 10 cycles of loading as a function of the amplitude of
the applied cyclic torque and relative density. Figure 23(b) gives the
estimated limiting amplitude of the cyclic rotation of the inner cylinder as
a function of relative density.

The results of the study involving the analytically-based model indicate
that the behavior of the testing system will be sensitive to the degradation
and liquefaction characteristics of a sand. Referring to Fig. 22, it was
predicted that for a medium torque amplitude (medium stress ratio) it wi 1:
take about 15 times as many cycles of loading for the inner cylinder to reach
a rotation amplitude of 5xI0-~ rad when testing the sand that is highly
resistant to degradation and liquefaction than when testing the sand having
low resistance. Also. it was predicted that when testing the sand having
medium resistance, it will take about 15 times as many cycles for the inner
cylinder to develop a rotation amplitude of 5xIO-~ rad when applying a torque
having a low amplitude of 1.4 ft-lb (low stress ratio) as when applying a
torque having a high amplitude of 2.9 ft-Ib (high stress ratio). Finally, it
was predicted that the inner cylinder would develop unrestrained rotations in
about 16 times as many cycles of loading when testing the sand having high
resistance to liquefaction and degradation at the medium amplitude of loading
(medium stress ratio) than when testing the sand having low resistance.
Unrestrained rotation of the inner cylinder indicated either liquefaction of
the test sailor shear failure.

The results of the study are physically reasonable for loose sands and for dense
sands at lower levels of excess porewater pressure. In these cases, the amplitude of
the cyclic rotation of the inner cylinder would be expected to increase at a
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greater rate with an increase in the number of cycles of loading when testing
sands less ~esistant to liquefaction and degradation and when applying higher
Qmplitudes of torque to the inner cylinder. Additionally, when testing loose
sands the inner cylinder would be expected to undergo unrestrained rotations
if loadad sufficiently.

However, the results are not physically reasonable for dense sands at higher
levels of excess porewater pressure. Because of the restraining effect of dilation,
the inner cylinder w"uld not be expected to undergo unrestrained rotation when
testing a dense sand regardless of the level of excess porewater pressure.
Rather, as sketched in Figs. 22(b) and (c), the inner cylinder would be
expected to develop a limited amplitude of rotation. As explained in the
section entitled PROPOSED METHOD, pg. 22, current, commonly used,
state-of-the-art analytical models, such as the one we used, do not model
dilation. As a result, we were unable to model effectively the behavior of
dense sands at high levels of excess porewater pressure using analytical
models. Thus, from the results obtained using the analytically-based model,
we were only able to conclude that the proposed testing procedure is a
theoretically feasible means for determining the degradation and liquefaction
characteristics of looser sands and silts and the degradation characteristics
of denser sands and silts at lower levels of excess porewater pressure.

The results of the study involving the published test data indicate that
the behavior of the testi~g system will be sensitive to the degradation
and llquefaction characteristics of all sands at higher levels of excess pore
water pressure. For example, referring to Fig. 23(a), when applying a cyclic torque
hav ing an ampli tude of 3.3 ft-l b, it was predicted that, after 10 eye! es of load ing,
the inner cylinder will develop a rotation .amplitude when testing a sand
having low resistance to liquefaction and degradation (relative density·
55%) about 5 times larger than that developed when testing a highly resistant
sand (relative density. 90%). Additionally, referring to Fig. 23(b), the
li~iting amplitude of the rotation of the inner cylinder was predicted to be
about 4 times larger when testing the sand having low resistance to
liquefaction and degradation than when testing the highly resistant sand.
Also, as shown in Fig. 23(b), with sufficiently large amplitudes of applied
torque, virtually unrest ruined rotations of the inner cylinder were predicted
when testing the sand at relative densities less than about 45%. This
indicated liquefaction of the test soil.

These results are physically reasonable. One would expect both the amplitude
of the cyclic rotation of the inner cylinder after an arbitrary number of
cycles of loading and the limiting amplitude of this rotation to be less when
testing sands with greater resistance to liquefaction and degradation. Also,
one would expect liquefaction after a sufficient number of cycles of loading
at an appropriate amplitude when testing sands having little resistance to
liquefaction. Thus, it was concluded that the pr0posed testing system is a
theoretically feasible means for determining the degradation and liquefaction
characteristics of sands and silts.

Figures 24 and 25 are presented for demonstrative purposes. These
figures show plots of other information that was computed, using the
analytically-based model. This type of information could be derived from
measured data by soil-probe interaction analysis. Figure 24(a) gives the
buildup in the excess porewater pressure within the test soil as a function
of the number of cycles of loading at a high shear stress ratio. while Fig.
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25(a) similarly gives the amplitude of the cyclic shear strain within the
test soil. Such information may be used to develop typical presentations of
degradation and liquefaction characteristics such as those shown in Figs.
24(b) and 25(b). Figure 24(b) presents the shear stress ratio as a function of
the number of cycles of loading required to cause the excess porewater pressure
to rise tu the level of the initial effective vertical stress (liquefaction
in looser sands) or to cause shear failures for the various soil conditions.
Figure 25(b) presents similar information in terms of a
specified level of the amplitude of the cyclic shear strain rather than a
specified level of excess porewater pressure.

Conclusions

In this subsection, we itemize the main conclusions resulting from the
theoretical feasibility study. These conclusions directly relate to the
objectives presented in the subsection entitled Objectives, pg. 28.

I) The proposed testing system is a theoretically feasible means for
determining the low amplitude dynamic shear modulus, the variation in the
dynamic shear modulus with shear strain, the degradation characteristics of
clays, and the degradation and liquefaction characteristics of sands and
silts.

2) The theoretical feasibility study served as a basis for the
preliminary design criteria needed to conduct an operational feasibility
study for determining the operational feasibility of a laboratory research
prototype testing system and to develop a preliminary design for such a system.

3) Based on the results of the theoretical feasibility study, an
initial testing methodology was established for Phase II research involving
the laboratory testing of a research prototype testing system. The impulse
test was selected as the preferab1e test for determining dynamic shear
moduli. Using conventional practice as a guide, the low frequency, cyclic,
controlled-rotation test was selected as the initial testing mode for
determining the degradation characteristics of clays, while the low
frequency, cyclic, controlled-torque test was selected as the initial testing
mode for determining the degradation and liquefaction characteristics of
sands and silts.

4) The analytical procedures, developed as part of the theoretical
feasibility study, will serve as simple, but effective means
for qualitatively checking, during Phase II research, the results from
laboratory tests involving a research prototype testing system, and
developmental results from descriptive soil-probe interaction analysis
procedures, to be constructed as part of Phase II research.

5) We found two unexpected results in the theoretical feasibility study.
The peak rotation of the inner cylinder during long duration impulse tests for
determining the low amplitude dynamic shear modulus was predicted to be
significantly more sensitive to the low amplitude dynamic shear modulus than
the shear wave velocity. Laboratory testing would be required to confirm
this finding. Also, the results of our study indicate that the impulse test
may be preferable to the high frequency, cyclic test for determining dynamic
shear moduli.
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Supplementary Theoretical Feasibility Study

Introduction and Summary

We conducted a cursory supplementary theoretical feasibility study in addition
to our proposed theoretical feasibility study. The purpose of this supplementary
study was to estimate roughly the rotational flexibility of the inner cylinder. as
configured in the preliminary design of the testing system, relative to the
rotational flexibility of the test soil. The estimate was made to determine
whether special attention would be required as a result of such relative
flexibility. For our theoretical feasibility study, we assumed rigid
behavior for the inner cylinder. Rigid behavior is desired mainly so that
the measured rotational motions will be due entirely to the rotation of the
test soil. Because of project limits, we estimated the rotational
flexibility of the inner cylinder relative to that of the test soil only during
low frequency, cyclic, controlled-torque tests for determining the
degradation and liquefaction characteristics of sands and silts. This mode
of testing is expected to be the main capability of the proposed testing
system.

The results of our cursory study indicate that the inner cylinder, as
configured in the preliminary design of the testing system, may be
rotationally flexible relative to the test soil during the initial cycles of
loading. However, the inner cylinder was predicted to be rotationally rigid
in ~omparison to the degraded test soil during the later cycles of loading.

Based on the results of the study, we concluded that the estimated
rotational flexibility of the inner cylinder would increase uncertainty in
inferring soil properties from test results. Nevertheless, because of the
many promising mitigating steps which could be taken, if necessary, to reduce
the uncertainty caused by flexibility of the inner cylinder, we feel that the
proposed testing system will ser~e its stated purpose well and will advance
our ability to determine in situ cyclic and dynamic soil properties.

We provide details in the remaining subsections. We state the objective
and procedures of the supplementary theoretical feasioility study and present
and discuss results, mitigating steps, and conclusioLls.

Objective

The objective of this supplementary study was to provide a rough
estimate of the rotational flexibility of the inner cylinder, as configured
in the preliminary design of the testing system (see report from Sweet &
Aiken, Inc., in Appendix C), relative to the rotational flexibility of the
test soil. The estimate was made to help determine whether any special
attention should be directed toward the issue of the rotational flexibility
of the inner cylinder. Rigid behavior is desired, mainly, so that the
measured rotational motions will be entirely due to the rotation of the test
soil. The study was conducted considering only the low frequency, cyclic,
controlled-torque test for determining the degradation and liquefaction
characteristics of sands and silts. This testing mode is expected to be the main
capability of the proposed testing system.
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Procedures

In this subsection. we discuss the procedures used to estimate the
rotational flexibility of the inner cylinder relative to that of the test
soil during low frequency. cyclic, controlled-torque tests. This relative
flexibility was estimated for the initial cycle of loading. before
significant degradation of the test soil is expected to have taken place.
Estimates were also made for the ultimate cycle of loading during which the
test soil is expected to have either liquefied or developed limited cyclic
deformations. However, for the ultimate cycle of loading we estimated the
rotational stiffness of the inner cylinder relative to that of the test soil.
Estimates were made assuming expected ranges of soil conditions and applied
torque. In our estimates. we did not consider the rotational flexibility of
the inactive portion of the inner cylinder. SinCe this portion will not
interact with the test soil, the effects of the rotational flexibility of
this portion could be taken into account quite accurately.

The rotational flexibility of the inner cylinder relative to that of the
test soil during the initial cycle of loading, Fi, was estimated using the
following relationship:

F· •
1 ro-r'_(__1 )

ro - Gmo]
( I I )

where r' - outer radius of inner cylinder
1

ro - inner radius of outer cylinder
Do - outer diameter of inner cylinder
D· - inner diameter of inner cylinder

1
G· • shear modulus of inner cylinder

1
1 • active length of inner cylinder

Gmo • undegraded low amplitude dynamic shear modulus of
test soil

lmo • undegraded shear strength of test soil
t • applied torque

Equation II gives the ratio of the static twist of the active portion of the
flexible inner cylinder alone. caused by a static torque acting throughout
the cylinder, to the static rotation of a rigid inner cylinder embedded in
the undegraded test soil, caused by the same torque. Thus. the flexible
inner cylinder and the test soil were considered independently. Also,
rotations estimated for the rigid inner cylinder were caused entirely by the
rotation of the test soil. A derivation for Eq. 11 is presented in Appendix
B. pg. B-4.

~he following equation was used to estimate the rotational stiffness of
the inner cylinder relative to the rotational stiffness of the test soil
during the ultimate cycle of loading. Su:
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(12 )

where ~ruA(ri) - amplitude of cyclic shear strain developed in te~t soil along
wall of inner cylinder during ultimate cycle of loading

Equation 12 gives the ratio of the amplitude of the low frequency, cyclic
rotation of the inner cylinder caused by a cyclic torque assuming the inner
cylinder to be rigid and embedded in fully degraded test soil, to the
static twist of the flexible inner cylinder alone, caused by a torque equal invalue
to the amplitude of the cyclic torque and acting throughout the cylinder.
Thus, the flexible inner cylinder and the test soil were considered
independently. Also, rotations estimated for the rigid inner cylinder were
caused entirely by the rotation of the test soil. A derivation for Eq. 12 is
presented in Appendix B, pg. B-6.

To apply Eq. 12, the amplitude of the cyclic shear strain developed in
the test soil along the wall of the inner cylinder during the ultimate cycle of
loading, YruA(ri)' was estimated using the published test data presented by
Seed (28) and shown in Fig. ll(a). This figure gives, as a function of
relative density, the limiting acplitudes of shear strain that developed in samples
of sand in response to cyclic shear stresses applied to the samples. The data
and the use of the data are discussed more fully in the subsection entitled
Solution Procedures, pg. 36. In using Eq. 12, we assumed that the limiting
strains were independent of the applied stresses (28). Thus, the applied
torque did not affect our predictions of the rotations developed by the test
soil during the ultimate cycle of loading.

Presentation and Discussion of Results

In this subsection, we present and discuss the results of our study of
the rotational flexibility of the inner cylinder relative to that of the test
soil. To estimate both the rotational flexibility and stiffness of the inner
cylinder relative to the test soil, we assumed a steel inner cylinder having
an active lengt~ of 8 in, an outer diameter of 1 in, and a wall thi~kness of
1/16 in. These dimensions were based roughly on the configuration of the
inner cylinder in the preliminary design of the testing system (see report
from Sweet & Aiken, Inc., Appendix C).

The soil properties considered correspond to those expected in a loose,
uniform, saturated sand deposit having low resistance to degradation and
liquefaction and tho~c expected in a dense, uniform, saturated sand deposit
having high resistance to degradation and liquefaction. The following
conditions were assumed for the loose and dense deposits, respectively:
coefficient of earth pressure at rest· 0.6 and 0.4, effective angle of
internal friction. 3Z deg and 4\ deg, void ratio· 0.85 and 0.54, and the
effective unit weight· S6 and 68 pef. Properties were obtained for depths
of about 5 and 75 ft. For these depths, the strengths of the loose deposit
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were estimated to be 100 and 1450 psf, and the strengths of the dense
deposit were estimated to be 200 and 3600 psf, respectively. Also, for
these depths the low a~plitude dynamic shear moduli were estimated to be
514,000 and 1,990,000 psf for the loose depo&it and 723,000 and 3,100,000 psf
for the dense deposit, respectively. The shear strengths for the loose
deposit and shear moduli for both deposits were calculated using expressions
presented in Refs. 15 and 16. These shear strengths were averages of the
shear strengths estimated separately for horizontal and vertical planes. The
strengths for the dense deposit were estimated by calibrating a simple shear
model to test data presented by Seed (28) (see Degradation and Liquefaction
Characteristics of Sands and Silts, pg. 53). Torques representing various
levels of applied shear stress ratio, TrA(ri)/Ovi' were considered. An
amplitude of cyclic shear strain equal to 40% was taken to represent
liquefaction (see Fig. II(a».

Summaries of results are provided in Table 2. Table 2(a) provides the
rotational flexibility of the active portion of the inner cylinder, relative
to that of the test soil, during the initial cycle of loading for the various
soil and test conditions considered. Table 2(b) provides the rotational
stiffness of the active portion of the inner cylinder, relative to that of
the test soil, during the ultimate cycle of loading for the various soil and
test conditions considered.

The results of the cursory study indicate that during the initial cycles
of loading during low frequency, cyclic, controlled-torque tests for determining
the degradation and liquefaction characteristics of sands and silts, the
inner cylinder of the testing system may be rotationally flexible relative to
the test soil. This relative flexibility may be a source of uncertainty in
inferring soil properties from test results. This relative flexibility, and
the uncertainty it may introduce, is predicted to be greatest when testing
stiff, dense sand deposits at great depth using low levels of excitation.
The rotational flexibility of the inner cylinder was predicted to decrease
relative to the test soil with higher levels of excitation because higher
torques caused decreases in the stiffness of the nonlinear test soil but not
of the linear inner cylinder.

The results also indicate that, under all conditions, the inner cylinder
will be rotationally very rigid in comparison to the test soil during the
ultimate cycle of loading when the test soil has fully degraded. Thus, the
rotational flexibility of the inner cylinder relative to that of the test
soil should not be a large source of uncertainty in inferring soil properties
from the later, more important, stages of a cyclic test.

Mitigating Steps

In this subsection, we discuss some of the steps which could be taken,
if necessary, to decrease uncertainty introduced into test results by
rotational flexibility of the inner cylinder. Generally, such uncertainty
may be reduced by reducing the rotational flexibility of the inner cylinder
relative to that of the test soil and by taking into account the rotational
flexibility of the inner cylinder in the interpletation of test results.

There are a number of ways to greatly reduce the rotational flexibility
of the inner cylinder relative to that of the test soil. The most promising
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Depth ( ft>

5 75

Shear 0.05 1.0 3.5
Stress
Ratio O. 15 0.7 2.3

Loose Sand

Depth (ft)

-5 75

Shear 0.2 1.2 4.5
Stress
Ratio 0.4 0.7 3.0

Dense San~

(a) Relative Rotational Flexibility, F i , - Initial Cycle of Loading

Depth (ft)

5 75

Shear 0.05 13,000 900
Stress
Ratio 0.15 4,000 JOO

Loose Sand

Depth ( ft>

-5 75

Shear 0.2 500 27
Stress
Ratio 0.4 250 14

Dense Sand

(b) Relative Rotational Stiffness, Su, - Ultimate Cycle of Loading

Table 2: Rotational Flexibility and Stiffness of Active Portion of
Inner Cylinder Relative to Rotational Flextbility and Stiffness of Test
So i I
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methods appear to be reducing the length of the inner cylinder or appropriately
increasing the diameters and wall thicknesses of the inner and outer cylinders.
Consistent with other in situ testing methods, testing may be optimized by
the use of differently sized systems for different conditions. Additionally,
for greater certainty in results from earlier stages of loading, the
rotational flexibility of the inner cylinder could be reduced relative to
that of the test soil by conducting tests at higher levels of excitation.

The most promising means of taking the rotational flexibility of the
inner cylinder into account when interpreting soil properties from test
results is directly moJeling the rotational flexibility of this cylinder in
the soil-probe interaction analysis. This is expected to be effective
because it is not expected to bp. difficult to describe, in reasonably
complete and accurate detail, the flexibili~y of the inner cylinder and the
interaction of the flexible inner cylinder with the test soil. The inner
cylinder will have a relatively ';implegeometry and relatively simplematerial
properties, and the predominate stresses developed in the inner cylinder and
the test soil during testing are expected tobe simple torsional shear stresses. To
additionally account for the rotational flexibility of the inner cylinder,
~r~aler weight could be placed on data obtained during the later stages of a
cyclic test.

Conclusions

In this subsection, we present the conclusions arIsIng from the study of
the rotational flexibility of the inner cylinder relative to that of the test
soil. The conclusions apply only to low frequency, cyclic, controlled-torque
tests for determining the degradation and liquefaction characteristics of
sands and silts.

I) The inner cylinder of the proposed testing system, as configured In
the preliminary design, may be rotationally flexible relative to the test
soil during the initial cycles of loading. This relative rotational
fleAibility is expected to be greater when testing denser soils at greater
depthS and when applying lower levels of excitation. This relative
flexibility will be a source of uncertainty when inferring soil properties
from test results.

2) The inner cylinder was predicted to be rotationally very Iigid in
comparison to the test soil, under all conditions considered, during the
ultimate cycle of loading when the test soil has fully degraded. Thus, a
relatively high degree of certainty is expected when inferring soil
properties from test results obtained during the later stages of loading.

3) Uncertainty in the interpretation of test results, caused by the
rotational flexibility of the inner cylinder relative to that of the teJt
soil, may be reduced considerably by reducing this relative rotational
flexibility. The most promising methods [or reducing relative flexibility
include decreasing the length of the inner cyl inder or appropriately increasing the
diameters and thicknesses of the inner and outer cylinders. Consistent with
other in situ testing procedures, testing may be optimized by use of
differently sized systems for different conditions. Additionally, to reduce
relative flexibility, tests may be carried out at higher levels of
e;I.':itation.
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4) Uncertainty in the interpretation of test results, caused by the
rotational flexibility of the inner cylinder relative to that of the test
soil, may also be reduced considerably by accounting for the rotational flex
ibility of the inner cylinder in the interpretation of test results. The most
promising method for doing this is to directly model the rotational
flexibility of the inner cylinder in the soil-probe interaction analysis used to
infer soil properties. Also, greater weight could be placed on data obtained
during the later stages of a test.

5) Prior to developing a final design for a laboratory research
prototype testing system, modest analytical studies should be conducted to
optimize the dimensions of the probe.

6) Because of the many promising mitigating steps which could be taken,
if necessary, to reduce the uncertainty in test results caused by the rotational
f lexibil ity of the inner cylinder, the proposed test ing system is expected to serve its
stated purpose well and to advance our ability to determine in situ cyclic
and dynamic soil properties.

Operational Feasibility Study

Introduction and Summary

An operational feasibility study was conducted to determine the
operational feasibility of a lahoratory research prototype testing system.
This system will be functionally similar to the field system scheduled for
development during Phase Ill. Since our firm did not have the necessary
expertise, we ar~aneed for the mechanical engineering design firm of Sweet &
Aiken, Inc., (Sweet & Aiken) to conduct the study. Studies were carried out
to determine the operational feasibility of a laboratory testing system for
determining I) the low ampLitude dyn~mic shear modulus and the variation in
the dynamic shear modulus with shear strain by impulse test, 2) the cyclic
degradation characteristics of clays by low frequency, cyclic,
controlled-rotation test, and 3) the cyclic degradation and liquefaction
characteristics of sands and silts by low frequency, cyclic,
controlled-torque test. Baseq on the results of our theoretical feasibility
study, these three testing modes were judged to be the most promising modes
of testing.

Results from the operational feasibility study indicate that a
Laboratory testing system is operationally feasible. The main components of
the system, which satisfy reasonably well specified design criteria, were
found to be either available or readily producible and it was determined that
these components could be assembled into a convenient, workable arrangement.
The design criteria, developed by our firm as part of our theoretical
feasibility study, specified mechanical, excitation, and measurement
requirements. The operational feasibility study resulted in a preliminary
design for a laboratory research prototype testing system.

Not all specified criteria were satisfied; however, the resulting
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consequences are not expected to be severe. For example, Sweet & Aiken was unable to
find a transducer capable of measuring accurately the smallest predicted angles of
the rotation of the inner cylinder that might occur during low frequency,
cyclic, controlled-torque tests for determining degradation and liquefaction
characteristics of sands and silts. However, it appears that we will be able to
measure reasonably small angles. Thus, the potential increase it: uncertainty in
inferring soil properties from test results was judged to be only modesl.

Sweet & Aiken estimated a cost of $78,260 for the detailed desi~n and
construction of a laboratory research prototype testing system. Thi: is a
conservat ive est imate. Rased on Our exper iences, we fee I the est imatt!d cost is
consistent with that of the design and construction of comparable testing
systems.

Details are provided in the remaining subsections. We state the
objectives and procedures of the operational feasibility study, define the
main components of the laboratory research prototype testing system, present
and discuss our specified design criteria, present and discuss results from
the operational feasibility study conduct~d by Sweet & Aiken, and present
conclusions. In discussing the operational feasibility study, we concentrate
on the geotechnical aspects of the testing system. The report from Sweet &
Aiken, which summarizes the firm's work and is included in Appendix C,
concentrates on the operational aspects of the testing system. Thus, the two
reports are intended to complement each other.

Objectives

The main obj~=tive of the operational feasibility study was to determine
the operational feasibility of a laboratory research prototype testing system
for determining I) the low amplitude dynamic shear modulus and the variation
in the dynamic shear modulus with shear strain by impulse test, 2) the cyclic
degradation characteristics of clays by low frequency, cyclic,
controlled-rotation test, and 3) the cyclic degradation and liquefaction
characteristics of sands and silts by low frequency, cyclic,
controlled-torque test. These three testing modes were judged to be the most
promising modes of testing based on the results of the theoretical
feasibility study. The laboratory research prototype testing system will be
functionally similar to, but somewhat simpler than. the field system
scheduled f~r development during Phase III. If successful, the operational
feasibility study was to result in a preliminary design for a laboratory
research prototype testing system. A secondary objective of the operational
feasibility study was to develop an accurate cost estimate for the detailed
design and construction of the laboratory research prototype testing system.

Procedures

The operational feasibility of the laboratory research prototype testing
system was determined by determining whether ~he main components (see Main
Components, pg. 71), which satisfy specified design criteria. were
available. and whether these components could be assembled into a convenient,
workable arrangement. If it was found that the required components were
available and could be assembled into a convenient, workable arrangement,
then, we concluded that the laboratory research prototype testing system is
operationally feasible.
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First, our firm specified design criteria for the testing system
including mechanical, excitation, and measurement requirements. Then, Sweet
& Aiken conducted the study to determine the operational feasibility of the
laboratory system for determining I) the low amplitude dynamic shear modulus
and the variation in the dynamic shear modulus with shear strain by impulse
test, 2) th~ cyclic degradation characteristi~s of clays by low frequency,
cyclic, controlled-rotation test, and 3) the cyclic degradation and
liquefaction characteristics of sands and silts by low frequency, cyclic,
controlled-torque test.

The following main tasks were performed as part of the operational
feasibility study: I) the evaluation and selection of the excitation
systems, 2) the evaluation and ielection of the measurement systems, 3) the
design of the configuration of the probe (including sizing of main components
and selection of seals, bearings, and materials), 4) the design of the
vertical pressure system, ~) the development of a preliminary design layout,
6) the optimization of cylinder wall friction, 7) the evaluation and
selection of the power and support cables, 8) the identification of problem
areas, and 9) the development of an accurate cost estimate for the detailed
des. 6n and construction of a laboratory system.

Main Components

The main components of the laboratory research prototype testing system
considered in the operational feasibility study were those components which
were judged essential to the performance of the stated functions of the
testing system and were not obviously feasible. These components included
mechanical, excitation, and measurement components and are expected to
resemble closely the corresponding components of a field unit. The main
mechanical components considered were the inner cylinder, the outer cylinder,
the shield, the vert:cal pressure system, the sealing systems, and the bearing
systems. The main excitation components considered included the power, control,
and drive components required to provide the selected ex~itations. The main
measurement components considered included the sensing, transmission, display, and
recording components required to measure, transmit, display, and record
appropriate excitation and response information. Components, which were not
strongly addressed in the operational feasibility study, included a
laboratory penetration system and an air pressure system for the probe.
These items were considered feasible.

Design Criteria

In this subsection, we present the design criteria specified for the
design or thp selection of the main components of the laboratory research
prototype te ting system. We specified mechanical, excitation, and
measurement requirements. The specified criteria, which are preliminary
criteria, are summa=ized in Table 3. In the following subsections, we
present the mechanical and the excitation and measurement requirements.

Mechanical Requirements--The mechanical requirements cover those
specifications which affect the design or selection of the mechanical
systems, including t;le vertical pressure system. The following items were
specified: the sizes and geometries for the inner and outer cylinders, the
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maximum penetration forces, the desired wall characteristics of the inner and
outer cylinders, the maximum differential lateral pressures acting on the
inner and outer cylinders, the maximum water pressure, and the range of
differential vertical pressures to be applied by the vertical pressure
system. These items are discussed in the following paragraphs.
Specifications are summarized in Table 3.

The sizes and geometries for the inner and outer cylinders were
specified With the primary objective of developing a probe which is
compatible with commonly used offshore drilling equipment. The field probe
is intended to be lowered with a wireline through a drillstring, latched to
the drillbit, and then operated (4), Thus, the outer diameter of the outer
cylinder was specified to be 3 in. Larger systems could be developed specifically for
onshore use. The diameter specified for the inner cylinder was judgmentally
selected to be large enough to provide sufficient contact with the test soil
and to allow soil to intrude into the inner cylinder during penetration, yet
small enough to provide a sufficien.ly large and reasonably undisturbed
sample. To avoid excessive disturbance to the test soil, the wall thickness
of the outer cylinder was specified to be the same as that of normal,
thin-walled, 3 in diameter sampling tubes. The wall thickness of the inner
cylinder was specified to be even thinner to minimize disturbance to the test
soil. to facilitate the intrusion of soil into the inner cylinder, and to
minimize the amount of soil displaced by this cylinder. Also, we specified
that the volume inside the inner cylinder should be large enough to prevent
the development of significant confining pressure within the soil inside this
cylinder. This feature was intended to help reduce the effect of the soil
within the inner cylinder on the motion of this cylinder during testing. The
active length (unshielded length) uf the inner cylinder was specified to he 8
in, so that samples wi L1 have a length comparable to the length of samples for labo
ratory testing (-6 in) with additional length to allow for end effects. The 4 in
length specified for the shield was judged sufficient to place the eX~ltation

at a depth below the base of the borehole where the soil is expected to be
relatively undisturbed by the drilling process. The total length specified
for the outer cylinder was equal to the sum of the shielded and unshielded
lengths of the inner cylinder. The penetrating edges of both cylinders were
specified to be sharpened in a manner that would minimize disturbances to the
test soil during penetration. Additionally, the penetrating edges of the
inner cylinder were specified to be jutted inward to divert soil entering
the inner cylinder away from the wall of this cylinder during penetration.
l11is feature is intended to help minimize the effects of the soil within the
inner cylinder on the rotation of this cylinder during testing and also, to
prevent the plugging of the soil within this cylinder during penetration due
to wall friction.

We specified the following conservative maximum axial forces that might
normally be developed during penetration: inner cylinder - 4000 lb, outer
cylind~r - 14,000 lb, and total - 18,000 lb. The~e forces correspond to
penetration forces that might normally be developed in a dry, dense sand
deposit at a depth of 50 ft or in a saturated, dense sand deposit at a depth
of about 80 ft. Based on our experiences, we feel these specifications
adequately cover penetration into the layers in which the greatest activity
is expected to take place during earthquakes. Reasonable bending forces which may
occur dur ing penetration were covered partially by c('m:ervatism in our est 'mates
of penetration forces and partially by conservatism in design (see report
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from Sweet & Aiken, Appendix C). The following were assumed in calculating
maximum penetration forces: a uniform, dry deposit of dense sand. depth. ~O ft.
effective unit weight of soil· 122 pcf. coefficient of earth pressure at
rest· 5, cohesion· 0 psf. effective angle of internal friction of soil. 45
deg. and effective angle of friction between the soil and the cylinder (clean
steel) • II deg. The bearing capacities of the penetrating edges were
roughly estimated assuming the edges to bF blunt and to act as long footings.
We used Meyerhoffs conservative (maximum) bearing capacity factors (32): Ny 
280 and Nq • 130.

We specified the maximum differential lateral pressure which might act
on either of the two cylinders conservatively as 30.000 psf. For this
specification we assumed the conditions itemized in the preceding paragraphs. The
maximum differential lateral pressure acting on the inner cylinder was
expected to occur immediately following the penetration of the probe and the
application of vertical pressure to the test soil. At this stage. the test
soil would experience full lateral pressure while the soil within the inner
cylinder would be expected to experience very little lateral pressure. The
maximum differential lateral pressure acting on the outer cylinder was
expected to occur during low frequency, cyclic, controlled-torque tests in
loose sands or silts at the occurrence of liquefaction. At this time,
the test soil within the outer cylinder would bear negligible effective
lateral stress, while the soil surrounding the outer cylinder would bear
the original high lateral stress.

The maximum water pressure under which the testing system should operate
was specified as 100,000 psf. This corresponds to a depth. in salt water. of
about 1500 ft.

The differential vertical pressure to be applied by the vertical
pressure system was specified to range from 0 to 6000 psf. The maximum
pressure corresponds to the effective pr~~sure developed in a uniform, dense,
saturated deposit of sand at a depth of atout 80 ft. Two modes of operation
were specified for the vertical pressure system (see
PROPOSED METHOD, pg. 22). In one mode, the constant pressure mode, the
vertical pressure acting on the test soil is to remain constant throughout
testing. In the second mode, the constant volume mode, the position of the
piston of the vertical pressure system is to remain substantially fixed once
an appropciate vertical pressure has been applied. We also requested that
the feasibility of a piston system capable of operating along the entire
length of the inner and outer cylinders be addressed (see PROPOSED METHOD,
pg. 19).

We specified various characteristics for the inner and outer cylinders.
For both the outside of the inner cylinder and the inside of the outer
cylinder, we specified that the surface friction should be minimized in the
vertical direction but that the traction should be maximize~ in the
horizontal direction by providing appropriately sized verticaL grooves along
these surfaces. Thus, disturbance to the test soil during penetration caused
by surface friction would be minimized while the tendency for sl.p between
the test soil and the cylinder walls nuring testing would also ~e minimized.
The outside surface of the outer cylinder was specified to have vertical
grooves to provide more effective anchoring to the surrounding soil during
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testing without causing excessive penetration force. The inside surface of
the inner cylinder was specified to be smooth and to have a minimum of
friction to minimize the effect of the soil within the inner cylinder on the
motion of this cylinder during testing.

We specified that frictional torques developed by the sealing systems
and the bearings supporting the inner cylinder be kept to an absolute
minimum. This was to minimize the effects of bearing and seal friction
relative to the effects of soil properties on the rotation of the inner
cylinder during testing. For a similar reason, we specified that sources of
viscous damping be minimized.

Excitation and Measurement Requirements--In this subsection, we
present and discuss the requirements for the excitation and measurement
systems for the most promislng testing modes. The specified criteria were
developed as part of our theoretical feasibility studies. To develop the
crit( cia, we evaluated the behavior of the testing system considering upper
and lower bounds for the appropriate soil properties. nle specified
preliminary design criteria are summarized in Table 3.

To determine the low amplitude dynamic shear modulus and the variation
in the dynamic shear modulus with shear strain, an impulsive torque will be
applied to the inner cylinder, as shown in Fig. 5(a). The cylinder is
expected to respond by developing a high frequency, decaying rotational
vibration. The torque and angular acceleration will be measured.
We specified excitation and measurement requirements that would provide the
properties of interest over a practical range of soil conditions. The range
was roughly bounded at the soft end by conditions in a loose, uniform,
saturated sand deposit at a shallow depth of 5 ft and at the stiff end by
conditions in a dense, uniform, dry sand deposit at a significant depth of 50
ft. The corresponding range of properties is expected to cover the
properties of most clay and silt deposits at comparable depths. Properties
were calculated as described in.the subsections entitled Low Amplitude
Dynamic Shear Modulus, pg. 39, and Variation in the Dynamic Shear Modulus
with Shear Strain, pg. 43. A mass moment of inertia of 0.00028 ft-Ib-sec2

was calculated for the rotating mass.

To determine the degradation characteristics of clays, a low frequency,
cyclic rotation having a uniform amplitude will be applied to the inner
cylinder. In response, the inner cylinder is expected to develop the cyclic
torque required to maintain the selected rotation. The torque and
angular displacement will be measured. We provided exc~tation and
measurement specifications that would result in a system that could provide
degradation characteristics over a practical range of soil conditions. The
range was roughly bounded at the soft end by conditions in a uniform,
saturated, highly degradable deposit of clay at a depth of 5 ft, and at the
stiff end by conditions in a uniform, saturated, nondegradable deposit of
clay at a depth of 100 ft. Properties were calculated for these depths as
1escribed in the subsection entitled Degradation Characteristics of Clays,
pg. 49. It was not necessary to consider a mass moment of inertia for the
rotating mass since we used the static procedure to obtain solutions (see
Solution Procedures, pg. 33).

To determine the degradation and liquefaction characteristics of sands
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and silts, a low frequency, cyclic torque having a uniform amplitude will be
applied to the inner cylinder, as shown in Fig. 5(b). The :ylinder is
expected to respond by developing a cyclic rotation. The torque and
angular displacement will be measured. We provided excitation and
measurement specifications that would result in a system that could provide
degradation and liquefaction characteristics over a practical range of soil
conditions. The range was roughly bounded at the soft end by conditions, at
a depth of 5 ft, in a loose, uniform. ~dLurated sand deposit having low
resistance to degradation and liquefaction and at the stiff end by
conditions, at a depth of 75 ft, in a dense, uniform, saturated sand deposit
having high resistance to degradation and liquefaction. Properties were
calculated for these depths as described in the subsection entitled
Degradation and Liquefaction Characteristics of Sands and Silts, pg. 53.
It was not necessary to consider a mass moment of inertia for the rotating
mass since we used the static procedure to obtain solutions (see Solution
Procedures, pg. 33).

Presentation and Discussion of Results

In this subsection, we present and discuss the result. of the operational
feasibility study conducted by Sweet ~ Aiken, concentrating on the geotechnical
aspects of the testing system. Using the design criteria provided by our firm,
Sweet ~ Aiken carried out the tasks itemized in the subsection entitled
Procedures, pg. 71. In Appendix C, we present the report from Sweet & Aiken,
which presents the results of the operational feasibility study, concentrating
on the operational aspects of the testing system.

The results of the operational feasibility study indicate that a
laboratory research prototype testing system is operationally feasible. The
main components, which satisfy reasonably well our design criteria, were
found to be either available or readily producible, and it was found that
these components could be assembled into a convenient, workable arrangement.
Thus, Sweet & Aiken developed a preliminary design for a laboratory research
prototype testing system and provided a cost estimate for the detailed design
and construction of such a system.

In the following subsections, we present the preliminary design of the
laboratory research prototype testing system and the sequence of steps in the
operation of the system. Then, we discuss the mechanical components,
systems, and features, and the excitation and measurement systems of the
preliminary design. Also, the cost estimate for the laboratory system is
presented and discussed.

Preliminary Design of Laboratory Research Prototype Testing System--The
preliminary design of the laboratory rese4rch prototype testing system
consists of specified mechanical, hydraulic, and electronic components con
ceptually assembled into one possible arrangement. The preliminary design is
presented and discussed in the report from Sweet & Aiken. Drawing 850227-10,
attached to the report, is an engineering drawing showing the main components
of the probe of the testing system arranged in a convenient, workable manner.
Figure 2. I in the report presents a schematic diagram of the drive and
measurement systems while Fig. J. I presents a schematic diagram of the
hydraulic circuitry for the excitation system. Sketch A-I in the Appendix of
the report from Sweet & Aiken presents a sketch showing accessory
electronic comp~~lents arranged in a circuit.
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Operation of Laboratory Testing System--To carry out a laboratory test
using a system corresponding to that of the preliminary design, the probe
would be carefully penetrated into the test soil to the proper depth. The
penetration force would then be relieved and the shield raised a small amount
to free the inner cylinder. Then, an appropriate "ert ical pressure would be applied
to the test soil using the vertical pressure system. The vertical pressure system would
be set to operate in either the constant pressure or the constant volume mode
(see PROPOSED METHOD, pg. 22). A test would be condl'cted by selecting and
activating the desired excitation and displaying and recording the measured
quantities. Recorded test results would be processed appropriately.

Mechanical Components, Systems, and Features--The mechanical
components. systems, and features of the preliminary design of the laboratory
research prototype testing system satisfy reasonably well the mechanical
requirements specified in the subsection entitled MeChanical Requirements,
pg. 71. The mechanical components, systems, and features are discussed, in
detail, in the following paragraphs.

The mechanical components satisfy most specified size and geometry
requirements. The only departure from specifications occurred as a result of
the shield. To provide an adequately thick inner cylinder, an adequately
thick shield, and adequate clearance between the cylinder and the shield, as
shown in the engineering drawing, it was necessary to constrict the inner
cylinder above the region of the bottom of the shield. The inside of the
constriction was provided with jutted edges. These edges are intended to
funnel soil in the inner cylinder away from the walls above ~~e c~nstriction

to minimize the influence of the soil within the inner cylinder on the motion
of this cylinder and to prevent the plugging of soil within the inner
cylinder during penetration.

The mechanical components, including the inner cylinder, the retractable
shield, and the outer cylinder. were designed to withstand the specified
maximum penetration forces and maximum differential lateral pressures.
Additionally, there should be enough reserve strength in these components to
withstand reasonable bending loads developed during penetration.

The probe was designed to operate under the specified maximum water
pressure. The main systems which will enable satisfactory operation under
this pressure include the sealing systems and a chamber air pressure system.
The most important seal separates the instrumented head from the
environmental fluids below. The seal can operate effectively only under a
small pressure differential; thus, the chamber ab~ve the seal will be
pressurized with air. This seal is the only seal which will provide
resistance to the rotation of the inner cylinder, as may be seen in the
engineering drawing. Effects of the seal on the motion of the inner cylinder
during testing could be taken into account, if necessary, in soil-probe
interaction analyses (see PROPOSED METHOD, pg. 21). The seal is a low
friction se31 estimated to develop a resisting torque of less than 0.15
in-lb. Air will be used, instead of a liquid, to provide the required pressure
differential across the seal to minimize extraneous damping of vibrations
during impulse tests. Air will be provided. at a controlled pressure, to the upper
chamber of the laboratory system by a laboratory source through an air line.
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The mechanical systems should perform required functions to
specifications. The vertical pressure system, shown in the engineering
drawing, will be provided with the selectable capability to maintain either a
constant pressure on the top of the test soil or the position of the piston
after application of a selected pressure. Hydraulic fluid will be introduced
into the chamber at the cop of the piston and the pressure or volume
of the fluid will be controlled remotely.

The mechanical features of the testing system should provide specified
performance characteristics. The cylinder walls will be provided with
several specified features. ~ne outside surface of the outer cylinder will
be grooved vertically providlng an effective reaction anchor to the
surrounding soil. Both th~ inside surface of the outer cylinder and the
outside surface of the ~uner cylinder will be grooved vertically and covered
with a thin coat of polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE), a low friction material.
The coefficient of friction between PTFE and soil was estimated by Sweet &
Aiken to be about 0.09. Thus, friction will be very low in the vertical
direction to minimize disturbance to the test soil during penetration, while
traction will be maximized in the tangential direction to minimize slip
between the cylinders and the test soil during testing. The inside wall of
the inner cylinder will be smooth and coated with PTFE to minimize friction.
This will help minimize the effect of the soil inside the inner cylinder on
the motion of this cylinder and the tendency of the soil to form
a plllg within the inner cylinder during penetration. Sweet & Aiken estimate
that the PTFE coating should survive numerous tests without excessive wear.
PTFE coats may be reapplied when desired. To avoid excessive
difficulties with abraded cylinder coatings or grooves, the inner and outer
cylinders will be removable and exchangeable. This capability would also
prove useful in providing different grades of cylinder grooving for different
grades of soil.

The positioning bearings, required to position the inner cylinder, were
given special attention. To minimize the effects of bearing
fri~tion on the interpretation of test results, these bearings were placed
above both the torque and motion measurement transducers in the preliminary
design. While bearing friction will still effect behavior somewhat. this
arrangement will help isolate the effects of soil properties on the behavior
of the inner cylinder. Special precision bearings were selected to serve as
positioning bearings to minimize friction and thus, the effects of the
bearings on the motion of the inner cylinder. Sweet & Aiken indicated that
the coefficient of friction of theSe bearings is 0.00018.

Excitation and Measurement Systems--The selected excitation and
measurement systems satisfy most of the preliminary design criteria specified
in the subsection entitled Excitation and Measurement Requirements, pg. 75.
In the following paragraphs, we discuss the selected excitation and
measurement systems.

To determine the low amplitude dynamic shear modulus and the variation
in the dynamic shear modulus with shear strain. an impulsive torque will be
applied to the inner cylinder, as shown in Fig. 5(a). In response, the inner
cylinder is expected to rotate with a high frequency, decaying oscillation.
The selected excitation system includes hydraulic motors and the equipment
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required to control and operate the motors.
include torque transducers, accelerometers,
operate these components.

The selected measurement systems
and the equipment required to

Not all specified criteria were satisfied; however, the resulting
consequences are not expected to be severe. The specified upper level of
torque was not satisfied. We conservatively specified the highest level of
torque to be applied to the inner cylinder to be 20 ft-lb. The motor and
torque transducer systems selected have upper limits of about 17 ft-Ib.
Components could have been selected with higher limits but we preferred
sacrificing increased capacity for greater accuracy at lower torques. The
relatively small reduction in torque capacity should limit only moderately
the capabilities of the testing system. We would probably not be able to
define shear moduli at larger strains for stiffer soils at greaLer depths.
This is not a serious limitation because, generally, it is the softer soils
at shallower depths that pose the greatest threat during earthquakes.

Secondly, the response time for the servovalve which will control the
motor is longer than ideal for producing an impulsive loading. Thus, we will
not be able to apply loads as quickly as desired. As a result, the vibratory
component of t~e response of the inner cylinder to a load of given amplitude
may not be as pronounced as if the load were applied instantaneously. The
manufacturer of the servovalve states, in the literature provided by Sweet &
Aiken, that the time to develop 90% of the output in response to a step input
of curr~nt is 0.0025 sec. The vibration frequencies of the inner cylinder
during impulse tests were estimated to range from 700 (soft soil) to 2400 cps
(stiff soil) when testing soils in the linearly elastic range and from 400
(soft soil) to 1400 cps (stiff soil) when testing soils well into the
nonlinear range. Therefore, the ideal of an impulsive loading is approached
more closely when testing softer soils at higher strains. Since softer soils
driven to higher ~trains seem to cause the most problems during earthquakes,
the proposed tesLlng system would be expected to provide the greatest
accuracy in defining shear moduli when testing the soils of greatest concern.
If necessary. steps could be taken toward approaching more closely the ideal
of an impulsive loading. One possibility includes reducing the natural
frequency of the rotating mass either by shortening the active length of the
inner cylinder or by increasing the mass moment of inertia of the inner
cylinder.

Finally, neither a single motor nor a single torque transducer appears
to be capable of satisfying specified criteria over the entire range. Thus,
motors and t0rque transducers having different capacities will be
interchanged in the laboratory research prototype testing nystem to provide
the desired capabilities. Sweet ~ Aiken provided literature from a
manufacturer describing a single motor, currently beine developed, which may
be able to satisfy our criteria. If we are unable to provide a single probe
for field use that covers the entire range of interest, then, consistent with
current practice. w~ plan to offer different probes covering different
ranges.

To determine the degradation characteristics of clays, a low frequency,
cyclic rotation having a uniform amplitude will be applied to the inner
cylinder. In response. the cylinder is expected to develop the low
frequency, cyclic torque required to maintain the selected rotation. The
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selected excitation system includes the previously discussed hydraulic motors
and the equipment required to control and operate the motors. The selected
measurement systems include angular displacement transducers, the previously
discussed torque transducers. and the equipment required to operate these
components.

Not all specified criteria were satisfied; however, the resulting
consequences are not expected to be severe. Sweet & Aiken was unable to find
an available displacement transducer which the firm feels could be
used to accurately measure angular displacements as small as those specified.
However. Trans-Tek, Inc .• (Trans-Tek) indicated that its 600 series ~ngular

displacement transducer could be modified and calibrated, for a modest cost,
to provide the required small measurem~nts. A letter from Trans-Tek
confirming this information is included in the report from Sweet & Aiken.
Two interchangeable transducers may be required to cover the specified range
of angular displacements.

Also. Sweet & Aiken was unable to find a single torque transducer
capable of satisfying the specified criteria over the entire range. Thus, as
stated previously, for the laboratory research prototype testing system,
interchangeable torque transducers having different capacities will be used.

Finally, Sweet & Aiken was uncertain whether a single hydraulic motor
could accurately provide the smallest torques specified. Thus, the lower
capacity motor required for i..apulse test!' may also be required for low
frequency, cyclic, controlled-rotation tests. The previously described motor
which is under development may be able to satisfy the entire range of our
criteria for these tests. As mentioned
previously, if we are unable to provide a single probe for field use that
covers the entire range of interest, then, consistent with current testing
practice, we plan to offer different probes having different ranges.

To determine the degradation and liquefaction characteristics of sands
and silts, a low frequency. cyclic torque having a uniform amplitude will be
applied to the inner cylinder, as shown in Fig. 5(b). In response, the
cylinder is expected to develop e low frequency, cyclic rotation. The
selected excitation ~ystem includes the previously discussed hydraulic motors
and the equipment required to control and operate the motors. The selected
measurement systems include the previously discussed torque transducers and
angular displacement transducers and the equipment required to operate these
components.

~ot all specified criteria were satisfied; however, the resulting
consequences are not expected to be severe. Sweet & Aiken was unable to find
a displacement transducer for accurately measuring the smallest
angular displacements specified. However. it appears that a transducer could
be provided that would accurately measure angles reasonably close to our
specified lower limit. We specified that angular displacement amplitudes as
low as 0.001 deg should be measured with reasonable accuracy. Trans-Tek
indicated. in a lette~ included in the report from Sweet & Aiken, that a
600 series angular dlsplacement transducer could be modified and calibrated,
for a modest cost, to provide an angular displacement transducer with a
resolution of 0.001 deg and a range of !0.5 deg. Sweet & Aiken reported that
Trans-Tek is certain that measurements down to 0.01 deg could be made
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accurately with the testing system, but that measurements below 0.01 deg
would be of questionable accuracy.

The consequences of not being able to measure accurately the smallest
specified angles are not expected to be severe for several reasons. The
conditions under which these small angles are expected are fairly limited.
These angles are expected only when applying very low levels of shear stress
to the test soil and only during the initial cycles of loading before
significant degradation has taken place. To minimize uncertainty in
interpreting soil properties, when these conditions occur we would place
~reater emphasis on behavior during the later stages of tests, during which
measurements are more accurate. It would appear that enormously useful
information such as the number of cycles to liquefaction or to any reasonable
level of specified or limited strain could be defined quite accurately under
all conditions with the testing system as currently designed. Thus, we
believe tllat the lower bound of the range for accurate measurements indicated
by Sweet & Aiken will lead to reasonably accurate and detailed descriptions
of in situ cyclic degradation and liquefaction characteristics.
Additionally, improvements in transducer technology may result in
improvements in our ability to measure the smallest angles specified.

Two angular displacement transducers will be required in the testing
system to carry out low frequency, cyclic, controlled-torque tests. A single
Trans-Tek angular displacement transducer calibrated to give high accuracy in
tie measurement of small angles cannot cover the entire specified range
of angular displacements. The entire specified range may occur during a single
low frequency, cyclic, controlled-torque test. For example, when testing a
loose sand at very low levels of stress, during the initial cycles of loading
the inner cylinder will undergo small angular displacements. At a later
stage during the test, after dignificant degradation has occurred, very
large, virtually unrestrained, angular displacements may develop. Although
Sweet & Aiken does not show two ang~lar displacement transducers in the engi
neering drawing in their report, the firm indicated that two angular displacement
transducers, each calibrated [0 a different range, may be included in the
testing system. Alternatively, low frequency, cyclic, controlled-rotation
tests may be carried out to determine the degradation and liquefaction
characteristics of sands and silts.

Also, Sweet & Aiken were unable to find a single torque transducer
capable of measuring the entire range of torques specified. As mentioned
previQusly, interchangeable torque transducers having different capacities
will be used in the laboratory research prototype testing system.

Finally, Sweet & Aiken WdS uncertain whether a single hydraulic motor
could accurately provide the smallest torques specified. Thus, the lower
capacity motor required for impulse tests may also be required for low
frequency, cyclic, controlled-torque tests. The previously described motor
which is under development may be able to satisfy the entire range of torques
specified for the low frequency, cyclic, controlled-torque test. As
mentioned previously, if we are unable to provide a single probe fOT field
use that cov~rs the entire range of interest, then, consistent with current
testing practice, we plan to offer different probes having different ranges.

Cost Estimate--Sweet & Aiken estimated a cost of $78,260 for a
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complete laboratory research prototype testing system. The estimate includes
estimated costs for detailed design, purchases, manufacture, and construction.
Individual costs are itemized in the report from Sweet & Aiken. The cost estimate
is conservative. For the cost estimate, Sweet & Aiken assumed that all electronic
components will be purchased. It is likely that we will rent many of these
components for Phase II research leading to a considerable reduction in cost.

Conclusions

In this subsection, we itemize the main conclusions resultin~ from the
operational feasibi.lity study. These conclusions directly relate to the
objectives presented in the subsection entitled Objectives, pg. 70.

I) Based on the results of the operational feasibility study conducted
by the mechanical engineering firm of Sweet & Aiken, we concluded that a
laboratory research prototype testing system for determining the low
amplitude dynamic shear modulus and the variation in the dynamic shear
modulus with shear strain by impulse test, the degradation characteristics of
clays by low frequency, cyclic, controlled-rotation test. and the degradation
and liquefaction characteristics of sands and silts by low frequency, cyclic,
controlled-torque test is operationally feasible.

2) Sweet & Aiken developed a preliminary design for a laboratory
research prototype testing system.

3) Sweet & Aiken estimated a cost of $78,260 for the deslgn and
construction of a complete laboratory research prototype testing system.

4) Not all sp~cified criteria were satisfied by the preliminary design;
however, the consequences are not expected to be severe and improvements are
expected with advances in related technology. It appears that we will be
unable to measure the smallest angles predicted during low frequency, cyclic.
controlled-torque tests for deterwining >he degradation and liquefaction
characteristics of sands and sil~s. Thus. we may be unable to determine, as
accurately as desired. soil behavior during the initial cycles of loading from
tests conducted at lower level, of load. A13o, it appears that we will not
be able to apply loads as rapidly as desired during impulse tests. Thus, we
may not observe as pronounced a vibratory response from the inner cylinder as
would be expected during ideal impulse tests. Finally. to satisfy specified
design criteria. some components of the laboratory research prototype testing
system will have to be interchanged. If we are unable to provide a single probe
for field use that covers entirely the range of interest. then, consistent with
current testing practice. we plan to offer different probes covering
different ranges. Each of the concerns identified is a product of
limitations in current technology. Therefore, adva~ces in appropriate
technology may be expected to reduce or eliminate each of these concer~s.
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ESTIMATE OF FEASIBILITY

In this section, we provide our opinion concerning the feasibility of
the proposed in situ testing system. First, we provide our general opinion,
and then, we provide supporting details.

Based on the results of the feasibility studies discussed herein, we
have concluded that the proposed in situ testing system is feasible.
Ultimately, the system is expected to effectively provide information on in
situ cyclic and dynamic soil properties to the level of accuracy and detail appro
priate for the interm~diate and final stages of the analysis and design of
important structures located in seismically active areas. The Phase I
studies indicate that a laboratory research prototype testing system is
theoretically, operationally, and economically feasible. Since the
additional equipment required for a field system is reasonably conventional,
and since the additional problems that could be encountered in the field
appear to be either small or surmountable, we believe that an in situ field
testing system is feasible.

Much research and development will be required before the full potential
of the system can be realized. This is consistent with comparable testing
s}stems. Much effort will be needed because the problem of determining in
situ cyclic and dynamic soil properties is not a slmple one, because the
testing system i3 ~elatively complex, and because the testing system has
considerablr safety and economic implications. As a result of our Phase I
work we have already identified several areas in which work is required. We
expect to identify more areas during later stages of work.

The tLleoretical and operational feasibility studies presented herein
indicate that a laboratory research prototype testing system is
theoretically, operationally, and economically feasible. To determine the
theoretical feasibility of the laboratory testing system, we analytically
simulated tests considering expected ranges of the soil properties of
interest. The behavior of the testing system was predicted to be sensitive
to each soil property considered in a clear. physically reasonable manner.
As a result, we concluded that each soil property considered could be
inferred from this behavior and therefore, that the testing system is a
theoretically feasible means for determining each property. A simple
analytical model was used to simulate tests. In practice, we feel that we
will be able to infer the soil properties of interest to the required le7el
of detail and accuracy by analytically simulating tests using descriptive
analytical procedures. Powerful analytical procedures are available which
are expected to be capable of describing, accurately and in detai~, the
geometry and performance of tests and most of the important phenomena
occurring during tests. Also. results obtained using a testing system
somewhat similar. in principle. to ours (5) roughly support our estimate of
the theoretical feasibility of the proposed testing system.

Prior to and during the Phase I theoretical feasibility studies, areas
were identified in which future research and development could improve the
effectiveness of the proposed testing system. For example. advancing our
ability to describe the effects of dilation on shear stress-strain behavior
during cyclic loading is expected to improve our ability to accurately infer,
from test results. the behavior of dense sands under cyclic loads.
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Similarly, optlmlzlng the dimensions of several of the components of the
probe is expected to improve our ability to accurately infer, from test
results. all properties of interest.

We arranged for the aechanical engineering firm of Sweet & Aiken, Inc.,
to determine the operational feasibility of the laboratory research prototype
testing system. Sweet & Aiken found that the main components. which satisfy
reasonably well specified mechanical, excitation, and measurement
requirements. are either available or could be produced at modest cost.
Sweet & Aiken also found that these components could be assembled into a
convenient. workable arrangement. Thus. we concluded that the laboratory
research prototype testing system is operationally feasible. The many
operating laboratory systems (37) which are similar, in principle. to o~r

system, and which measure similar parameters at comparable magnitudes support
this conclusion.

Ouring the Phase I operational feasibility study. several areas wer~

identified in which future development could improve the effectiveness of
the proposed testing systpm. For example, improvements in the ability to
measure small values of angular displacement would be expected to improve our
ability to infer the cyclic degradation and liquefaction characteristics of
sands and silts. Such improvements may realistically be expected as a result
of motivation by fields such as robotics for which small precision
measurement systems are ~equired.

To help us determine the economic feasibility of the proposed testing
system, Sweet & Aiken provided a cost estimate for the detailed design and
construction of a laboratory research proto~ype testing system. In view of
potential benefits and considering the esti'ated cost for the development of
comparable testing systems, the laboratory research prototype testing system
was judged to be economically feasible.

We believe that a field in situ testing system will also be
theoretically, operationally, and economically feasible. A field system is
expected to be theoretically feasible because the principle of operation of
the field system will be identical to that of the laboratory research
prototype testing system. However. under severe conditions, for example.
when testing offshore in high sea states, behavior may differ somewhat from
behavior under milder conditions. This may occur as a result of additional
disturbance induced into the test soil due to wave and current-induced
movement of the probe. A number of steps are routinely taken to reduce such
movements during offshore undisturbed sampling and cone penetrometer and
remote vane testing (4). Continued advancement in this area is expected.
Additionally, it is expected that other steps unique to our testing system could be
taken to further reduce the effects of such movements. Such difficulties ar£
not expected during onshore tests.

We feel that a field te~ting system is operationally feasible because
the additional components whici; may be required for a field testing system
are considered to be e~isting or feasible technology. At this time, though
other modes of operation m~y be possible. we intend for the field probe to be
lowered with a wireline through a drillstring. latched to the drillbit, and
then operated. The additional components which may be required include a
penetration system, a drillbit latching system, a downhole electronics
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package, an umbilical, and a winch. Such components have been used
successfully with other in situ geotechnical testing systems (4) and also. as
indicated in the report from Sweet & Aiken in Appendix C, in other comparable
applications.

Also. we feel that a field testing systpm is operationally feasible
because the additional problems which we expect to encounter in the field are
expected tc be either small or surmountable. Several problems may be
encountered. These include problems caused by a corrosive environment.
mechanical noise. and rocks.

As indicated by Sweet & Aiken. the effects of a corrosive environment
can be minimized by proper maintenance. care. and selection of
materials.

Mechanical noise. which may be present in the field. is expected to have
the greatest effect on the interpretation of results from tests involving
exci~ations and responses having small magnitudes. A number of seismic field
tests. which involve the measurement of small quantities comparable in
magnitude to the quantities to be m~asured by the proposed system (10) (17)
(26) (34) (37). have been successfully carried out. Our proposed testing
system is primarily intended to provide information on the in situ shear
stress-strain behavior of a soil at higher amplitudes of strain. We do not
expect major difficulties from mechanical noise during higher amplitude
tests. Intuitively, it would appear that general mechanical noise would not
create large proble~s with the proposed testing system. Vertical
disturbances would not be expected to be sensed. Horizontal disturbances
which do not tend to significantly rotate the inner cylinder would be
similarly sensed by the two accelerometers and it would appear that the
electrical signals arising from such disturbances could be made to cancel
each other. Also. Stokoe et al. (33) have measured noise at the bottom of an
offshore borehole. They found that horizontal motions due to noise were
significantly less than vertical motions due to noise. Should mechanical
noise present problems, one possible solution is special signal processing
(33).

Rocks may damage the inner and outer cylinders during penetration. To
minimize this difficulty, we plan to include the feature of removable and
exchangeable cylinders in a field testing system. Also. we are considering a
larger, somewhat stronger probe for use in coarser deposits.

We feel that a field testing system is economically feasible because
neither the additional equipment required for a field testing system, nor the
additional difficulty which may be encountered in the field is expected to
present an unusually large. excessive cost. As stated previously, much of
the additional equipment required for the field is relatively conventional
and all of this equipment has been used either for in situ
geotechnical testing or for other comparable applications. Also. as implied
previously, we do not believe that particularly unusual measures will be
required to minimize or avoid the problems wt.ich may be encountered in the
field. Finally. the benefits of a working f~eld system are expected to
greatly exceed the overall cost. For example. based on our experiences, we
believe that the cost saving alone involved in basing the design of a single
major structure on appropriately accurate and detailed information on in sit~

cyclic and dynamic soil properties could far exceed the cost of t~~ development
of the testing system.
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Appendix A - Validation of Computer Procedures

In this appendix, we present, in outline form, the validations of the
computer procedures used in the theoretical feasibility study for simulating
I) impulse tests for determining the low amplitude dynamic shear modulus, 2)
high frequency, cyclic tests for determining the low amplitude dynamic shear
modulus, 3) impulse tests for determining the variation in the dynamic shear
lIlodulus with shear strain, 4) high frequency, cyclic tests for determining
the variation in the dynamic shear modulus with shear strain, 5) low
frequency, cyclic, controlled-torque tests for determining the degradation
and liquefaction characteristics of sands and silts, and 6) low frequency,
cyclic, controlled-rotation tests for determining the degradation
characteristics of clays.

I) Validation of computer procedure for simulating impulse tests for
determining the low amplitude dynamic shear modulus.

Validation Procedure: Compared computer solution with closed-form
analytical solution (6).

Parameters: Go· 1.72x10 6 psf, KTo • 1.88xIO· ft-lb!rad, I •
2.8xIO-·lb-ft-sec 2 , CT ~ 0 ft-lb-sec!rad, a • I, R • 3, C1 • 0.8, Tm
• 6.6xlO spsf, computational time step. Ix10- 5 sec.

Excitation: Rectangular, impulsive torque which induced only
linear behavior; amplitude. 10 ft-lb, duration· 6.5xIO·· sec.

Response: Decaying, cyclic, rotations.

Results: As shown in Figs. A-I(a) and (b), computed responses
agree closely with theoretical responses. Also, as shown in Fig.
A-I(c), energy balance requirements are satisfied.

Conclusion: The procedure for simulating impulse tests for
determining the low amplitUde dynamic shear modulus is valid.

2) Validation of computer procedure for simulating high frequency,
cyclic tests for determining the low amplitude dynamic shear
modulus.

Validation Procedure: Compared computer solution with closed-form
analytical solution (6).

Parameters: Go· 5. 14xlOs psf, KTo • 5610 ft-lb/rad, I ·2.8xIO-·
lb-ft-sec 2

, CT • 0.50 ft-lb-sec!rad, a • I, R • 5, C, • 0.8, Tm •
100 psf, computational time step· 3.5xI0- s sec.

Excitation: High frequency, sinusoidal torque which induced only
linear behavior; amplitude. 0.015 ft-lb, frequency. 570 cps.

Response: Decaying tran~ient and steady state, high frequency,
cyclic rotations.
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Results: As shown in Figs. A-2(a) through (c). all computed
responses agree closely with theoretical responses. Also, as
shown in Fig. A-Z(d), energy balance requirements are satisfied.

Conclusion: The procedure for simulating high frequency, cycl~c

tests for determining the low amplitude dynamic shear modulus is
valid.

3) Validation of computer procedure for simulating impulse tests for
determining the variatinn in the dynamic shear modulus with shear
strain.

Validation Procedure: Obtained computer solution, checked energy
balance and torque-rotation behavior, and judgmentally checked
solution.

6 "I -"Parameters: Go· 2xlO psf, KTo ·2.ZxlO ft-lb rad, I ·2.8xIO
Ib-ft-sec 2

, Cr • O. I ft-Ib-sec/rad, a • I, R • 5, (I • 0.8, Tm •
1000 psf, computational time step· 8.9xI0- 6 sec.

Excitation: Rectangular, impulsive torque which induced nonlinear
behavior; amplitude· 5.2 ft-Ib, duration • I. Ix10- 3 sec.

Response: Decaying, cyclic rotations and permanent rotation.

Results: As shown in Fig. A-J(d), energy balance requirements are
satisfied. Checking the solution judgmentally, as seen in Fig.
A-](a), during the initial period of higher amplitudes of motion,
the apparent natural frequency was lower than during the
subsequent ~eriod of lower amplitude motions. This is to be
expectec with a test soil that decreases in stiffness with
increasing shear strain. As would be expected, the frequency of
the later, lower amplitude free-vibrations corresponds closely to
the damped natural frequency of the system at low amplitudes of
rotation. The rate of decay of these free-vibrations corresponds
to that expected of a system having the specified level of viscous
damping. Also, as shown in Fig. A-j(a), permanent rotation,
expected when testing a nonlinear. inelastic soil at high levels of
strain, ~as predicted. As sh~~n in Fi~. A-J(b), the computed,
nonline~r spring torque-rotation c~rve agrees closely with that
estimate~ directly using Ramberg-Osgood stress-strain equations (24).
Differences between these curves were found to decrease with
decreases inthe computational time step. The computed damping
torque-rotational v~locity curve, shown in Fig. A-3(c), is linear
with the correct slope.

Conclusion: The procedure for simulating impulse tests for
determining the variation in the dynamic shear modulus with shear
strain is valid.

4) Validation of computer procedure for simulating high frequency.
cyclic tests for determining the variation in the dynamic shear
modulus with shear strain.
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Validation Proced~re: Obtained computer solution. checked energy
balance and torque-rotation behavior. and judgmentally checked
solution.

Parameters: Go - 5. 14xlOs pst. KTo • 5610 tt-lb/rad, I • 2.8xI0- 4

Ib-ft-sec2
• CT - 0.5 ft-lb-sec/rad, R - 5, a • 1. CI • 0.8, lm.

100 psf, computational time step. 1.8xI0- s sec.

Excitation: High frequency, sinusoidal torque which induced
nonlinear behavior; amplitude - 2.7 ft-lb, frequency - 570 cps.

Response: Decaying transient and steady state, high frequency,
cyclic rotations.

Results: As shown in Fig. A-4(d), energy balance requirements are
satisfied. Checking the solution judgmentally, as seen in Fig.
A-4(a) and as would be expected, the frequency of the response,
under steady state conditions, is equal to that of the excitation.
As shown in Fig. A-4(b), the computed, nonlinear spring
torque-rotation curve agrees closely with the curv~ estimated
directly using Ramberg-Osgood stress-strain equations (24). Differences
between these curves were found to decrease with decreases inthe
computational time step. The computed, linear damping
torque-rotational velocity curve, shown in Fig. A-4(c), is linear
with the correct slope.

Conclusion: The procedure for si"llating high frequency. cyclic
tests for determining the variat.~n in the dynamic shear modulus
with shear strain is valid.

5) Validation of computer procedures for simulating low frequency.
cyclic. controlled-torque tests for determining the degradation and
liquefaction characteristics of sands and silts.

Dynamic Solution Procedure

Validation Procedure: Obtained computer solution, checked energy
balance and torque-rOtation behavior. and judgmentally checked
solution.

Parameters: Gmo • 1.55x106 psf, KTo • 1.7xI0~ ft-Ib/rad. I .2.8xlO-4

lb-ft-sec2 • CT • 0.09 ft-lb-sec/rad, lmo • 800 psf. C\ • 0.666, C2
• 1.968, C3 • 4.761, C4 • 3.865, k2 • 0.0025. m • 0.43, n - 0.62.
computational time step - 8x\0-5 sec.

Excitation: Low frequency, sinusoidal torque; amplitude - 1.7
ft-lb, f~equency - \ cps.

Response: Negligible transient rotation and low frequency, cyclic
rotation having an amplitude which increased with an increase in
the number or cycles of loading.

Results: As shown in Fig. A-S(d). energy balance requi~ements are
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satisfied. Checking the solution judgmentally, as seen in Figs.
A-5(a) and (b), the amplitude of the cyclic rotation, the excess
porewater pressure ratio, and the amplitude of the cyclic shear
strain increased in the manner expected with an
increase in the number of cycles of loading. A shear failure of
the test soil was predicted during the 8th cycle of loading. As
shown in Fig. A-S(c), the computed spring torque-rotation curve
shows the expected degradation and agrees closely with the curve
estimated directly using hyperbolic stress-strain equations (12). The
effects of viscous damping were found to be negligible because of
the l~w excitation and response frequencies considered.

Conclusion: The dynamic solution procedure for s:mulating low
frequency, cycl~c, controlled-torque tests for determining the
degradation and liquefaction characteristics of sands and silts is
valid.

Static Solution Procedure

Validation Procedure: Using static procedure, obtained computer
solution and compared solution to above-discussed dynamic computer
solution.

Parameters: Gmo - I.S5xl06 psf, KTo - 1.7x104 ft-Ib/rad, Tmo • 800
psf, CI • 0.666, C2 - 1.968, C3 - 4.761, C4 • 3.865, k2 • 0.0025, m
• 0.43, n • 0.62.

Excitation: Cyclic torque having a uniform amplitude; amplitude.
1.7 ft-Ib.

Response: Cyclic rotation having an amplitude which increased with
an increase in the number of cycles of loading. The static
procedure was programmed to give response parameters only at every
half-cycle.

Results: As shown in Fig. A-SCa), the peaks of the cyclic
rotation, computed using the static solution procedure, agree
quite well with those computed usin~ the validated dynamic
procedure. Additionally, as shown in Fig. A-5(b), the histories of
the excess porewater pressure ratio and the amplitude of the cyclic
shear strain, computEd using the static solution procedure, agree
quite well with those computed using the dynamic procedure.
Finally, as implied by Fig. A-S(a), the peaks of the
torque-rotation history, computed using the static procedure,
agree well with those computed using the dynamic procedure.

Conclusions: The static solution procedure for simulating low
frequency, cyclic, controlled-torque tests for determining the
degradation and liquefaction characteristics of sands and silts can
provide good approximations of dynamic solutions when excitation
frequencies are low. The static solution procedure for simulating
such tests is valid.

6) Validation of computer procedure for simulating low frequency,
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cyclic. controlled-rotation tests for determining the degradation
characteristics of clays.

Dynamic Solution Procedure

Based on our experiences with the dynamic solution procedure for
simulating low frequency. cyclic, controlled-torque tests for
determining the degradation and liquefaction characteristics of
sands and silts. dod considering the reasonable similarity between
the characteristics of clays and those of sands and silts. we decided
that it was unnecessary. for the theoretical feasibility study. to develop
a dynamic solution procedure for simulating low frequency. cycli.c controlled
rotation tests for determining the degradation characteristics of clays.

Static Solution Procedure

Validation Procedure: Obtained computer solution. checked
torque-rotation behavior, and judgmentally checked solution. An
energy balance was not carried out because the energy balance is
not an effective method for checking static solutions.

Parameters: Gmo· 7.2x105 psf. Kto • 7900 ft-lb/rad. degradation
parameter curve for highly degradable clp.y (see Fig. 19. pg. SO). Tmo
• 660 psf.

Excitation: Cyclic rotation having uniform amplitude; amplitude·
0.02 rad.

Response: Cyclic torque having an amplitude which decreased with
an increase ~n the number of cycles of loading. The static
procedure was programmed to give response parameters only at every
hal f-cycle.

Results: As shown in Fig. A-6, the peaks of the cyclic torque
decrease with an increase in the number of cycles of loading as
would be expected. Additionally, the peaks of the cyclic torque
computed using the static solution procedure. agree closely with
those estimated directly using hyperbolic stress-strain equations (12).
this also implies that the spring torque-rotation peaks obtained
using the static solution procedure agree closely ~:th those
estimated directly using hyperbolic stress-strain equations (12).

Conclusions: Based on our experiences in validating the procedures
for simulating tests for determining the degradation and
liquefaction characteristics of sands and silts, the static
solution procedure was jud~£d to be an effective means for
simulating low frequency. cyclic. controlled-rotation tests for
determining the degradation characteristics of clays. The static
solution procedure for simulating such tests is valid.
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Appendix B - Derivations for Key Relationship.

In this appendix, we present our derivations for I) the equation
relating the spring torque, Ts , to the corresponding shear stress developed
in the test soil along the wall of the inner cylinder, lrsCri)' and related
equations, 2) the equation relating the rotation of the inner cylinder, 0, to
the shear strain developed in the test soil along the wall of the inner
cylinder, Yr(ri)' 3) the equation for the tangent spring stiffness, KT' of
the single-degree-of-freedom system, 4) the equation defining the rotational
flexibility of the inner cylinder relative to the rotational fiexibility of
the test soil during the initial cycle of loading, Fi, and 5) the equation
defining the rotational stiffness of the inner cylinder relative to the
rotational stiffness of the test soil during the ultimate cycle of loading,
Suo

I) Derivation for the equation relating the spring torque, Ts ' to the
corresponding shear stress developed in the te.t soil along the wall of
the inner cylinder, 1 r s(ri), and related equations.

From ~iK' 9 and basic principles of ~echanics, we may derive the
following relationship assuming 3 uniform distribution of shear
stress in the vertical direction within the test soil:

where A • surface area of active (unshielded) portion of inner
cylinder

ri ~ Quter radius of inner cylinder

(B-1)

Using basic geometry and rearranging terms, Eq. 8-1 may be rewritten as
follows:

~here 1 • length of active portion of inner cylinder

We may infer. from Eq. 8-I the equation of interest:

~I



If viacous damping and inertia forces are negligible. T ~ Ts • and
Tr(ri) ~ Trs(ri) and we may rewrite Eq. B-2 as follows:

where T • torque applied to inner cylinder
~r(ri) - shear stress in test soil along wall of inner cylinder

Equation B-3 may be rearranged and rewritten in terms of the amplitudes
of cyclic quantities. TA and TrA(ri), giving the following expression of
interest:

T -2 ~l- .(_T~rA~(_r~i~»A· TIr l O'Vl -
O'vi

where avi • initial effective vertical stress
TrA(ri)/Ovi - shear stress ratio

(2)

2) Detivation for the equation relating the rotation of the inn~r cylinder,
0, to the shear strain developed in the test soil along the wall of the
inner cylinder, Yr(ri)'

Assuming an axisymmetric, linear, horizontal displacement distribution in
the test soil, as shown in Fig. 10, we may write the following equation:

where u(r) • horizontal displacement of test soil
r .. radius

r o • inner radius of outer cylinder
ri • outer radius of inner cylinder

(B-4 )

From basic princip1es of mechanics (16):

where Yr(r). shear strain in horizontal planes

B-2
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Applying Eq. 8-5 to Eq. 8-4 leads to:

(8-6)

Evaluating Eq. 8-6 along the wall of the inner cylinder gives:

(B-7)

The following equation is based on the assumption that slip does not
occur between the test soil and the wall of the inner cylinder:

where G • rotation of inner cylinder

(B-8)

Substituting Eq. B-8 into Eq. 8-7 gives:

We may infer from Eq. B-9 the equation of interest:

(8-9)

(3)

3) Derivation for the equation for the tangent spring stiffness, Kr. of the
single-degree-of-freedoM system.

We derived the tangent spring stiffness, Kr. from the following shear
stress-strain relation:

(B- 10)
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where G(ri)· shear modulus of test soil along wall of inner cylinder
Trs(ri) • shear stress in test soil along wall of inner cylinder

caused by shear strain
Yr(ri) • shear strain in test soil along wall of inner cylinder

ri • outer radius of inner cylinder

Substituting Eq. 3, pg. B-3, and Eq. I, pg. B-1, into Eq. B-IO gives the
following equation:

(B- 11 )

The term t:.Ts /t:.e
stiffness, KT. of
for t:.Ts /68 in Eq.
interest:

in Eq. B-1 I may be recognized as the tangent spring
the single-degree-of-freedom system. Substituting KT
B-Il and rearranging terms gives the equation of

(4 )

4) Derivation for the equation for the rotational flexibility of the inner
cylinder relative to the rotational flexibility of the test soil during the
initial cycle of loading, Fi'

We defined the rotational flexibility of the inner cylinder relative
to the rotational flexibility of the test soil during the initlal cycle
of loading, Fi' as:

0i
F· .-

1 0s i (B- 12)

where

e .Sl

static twist of active portion of flexible inner cylinder
due to static torque, T, acting throughout cylinder

• static rotation of rigid inner cylinder embedded in
undegraded test soil due to static torque, T

To determine 8i. we considered the following expression (7), glvlng
the static twist betwe~n the ends of a circular shaft, ~, caused by a
static torque, T, acting throughout the shaft:

TL
G.T

B-4

(B-13)



where G• shear modulus of shaft
[ • length of shaft
1 polar moment of inertia of cross sectien of shaft

For a hollow, circular shaft, (7) ,

- n (D"-D~ ) (B-14 )J -12 o 1

where ~o - outer diameter of shaft
°i • inner diameter of shaft

substituting Eq. B-14 into Eq. B-13 and writing the resulting
expression in terms of the variables used in the theoretical feasibility
study, an expression may be obtained for the static twist between the
ends of the active portion of the flexible inner cylinder caused by a
static torque, T, acting throughout the inner cylinder:

G·1
Tl

(B- 15)

where Gi • shear modulus of inner cylinder
I • active length of inner cylinder

Do • outer diameter of inner cylinder
Di s inner diameter of inner cylinder

To determine Gsi, we assumed the static torque, T, to be applied to
a rigid inner cylinder embedded in th~ unde~raded test soil. The shear
strain developed in the undegraded test soil along the wall of the inner
cylinder, Yr(ri), as a result of the dpplied torque, T, may be estimated
using the following relationship based on hyperbolic shear
stress-strain relationships (12):

Gato
(B-16)

where Tr(ri) - shear stress in test soil along wall ~i inner
cylinder caused by applied torque T

Gmo • undegraded low amplitude shear m0dulus
Tmo • undegraded shear strength

The shear stress, Tr<r i)' induced in the test soil as a result of the
applied torque, maybe estimated using Eq. B-3. Equation B-16 is valid
only for positive shear strains. A similar equation is used for negative
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shear strains.

Using Eq. B-9, the static rotation of the rigid inner cylinder. 0s i.
resulting from the appli~d torque, T, may be estimated in terms of the
shear strain developed in the test soil along the wall of the inner
cylinder, Yr(rj), as:

(B-I7)

Appropriately combining Eq. B-3,Eq. B-16,and Eq. 8-17. we may ubtain
the follo~ing expression for the static rotation of the rigid inner
cylinder embedded in undegraded test soil due to torque T:

_(ro- q ) [ T/ 2TTr i l ]

r o (Gmo/Tmo ) t-T/2nrill - Gmo
(B- 18)

Equation 8-15 and Eq. B-18 may be substituted i~to Eq. B-12 giving
the desired expression for Fi:

F. 
1 r- T/2n r Il ]

'(Gmo/Tmol (-T/2nr ll> - Gmo

( I I )

5) Derivation for the equation for the rotational stiffness of the inner
cylinder relative to the rotationai stiffness of the test soil during the
ultimate cycle of loading, SUo

We defined lhe rotational stiffness of the inner cylinder relative
to the rotational stiffness of the test soil during the ultimate cycle of
loading, Su, when the test soil has either liquefied or stabilized at
some limiting cyclic deformation as:

(B-19 )

where 8i - static twist of active portion of flexible inner
cylinder due to torque, T. acting throughout cylinder

8suA - amplitude of low frequency (inertia and viscous damping
forces ~egligible). cyclic rotation of rigid
inner cylinder embedded in fully degraded test soil caused
by low frequency, cyclic torque having amplitude, T.
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The quantity 0i may be determined using Eq. B-15. To determine
0suA. we assumed that the cyclic torque having an amplitude Twas
sufficient to induce either liquefaction in loose soils or limiting
deformations in dense soils. Using Eq. B-9. we may write the following
expression giving 0suA in terms of the peak shear strain developed in the
test soil along the wall of the inner cylinder during the ultimate cycle
of loading, YruA(ri>' when the soil has fully degraded:

(8-20 )

Substituting Eq. B-15 and Eq. B-20 into Eq. B-19. gives the desired
expression for Su:

Su - -

B-7
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Appendix C - Report on Operational Feasibility
Study from Sweet & Aiken

In this appendix, we present the entire report on the operational
feasibility study from Sweet & Aiken. Inc. The report includes a presentation
and discussion of the operaLional aspects of the proposed testing system,
an engineering drawing presenting a preliminary design of a laboratory
research prototype testing system, and an appendix which includes discussions
of electronic equipment and provides appropriate literature from
manufacturers.
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PRELIMINARY DESIGN OF A PROTOTYPE IN SITU TESTING TOOL

Prepared For
DYNAMIC IN SITU GEOTECHNICAL TESTING

Hou.ton, Texa.

Prepared 8y

-~~~~-~
Willia. 8. Aiken, P.E.

SWEET ~ AIKEN, INC.
13810 Cha.pion Fore.t Drive, Suite 235

Hou.ton, Tex.. 77069
713/580··8455

.July, 1985
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!~I.I.I.I D11IGI g[ I fagIQIlei II IIIY 1Q1~ II1I11G Igg~

A prototype tool h•• b••n d••ign.d £or in .itu ••••ur•••nt a£

cyclic .nd dyn••ie .oil prop.rti... Th. £in.l £i.ld tool i.

intended to b. u••d to t.at .oil on dry land or on the oceen

floor. Th. prototype h•••o.t of the i.port.nt fe.turea of a

field tool, but ia intended to be u••d pri.arily for

lebor.tory t.ating.

Thia r.port au•••riz•• the tool. A diacu••ion o£ .echanicel

.apecta and explan.tiona of .odific.tion. and ep.cial

featuree ere includ.d in thi. report. A di.eua.ion of

electronic ayate•• ia providad in two reporta fro. an

indep.ndent conault.nt, included in the Appendix.

The preli.inary de.i9n crit.ria for the tool ara preaented in

Tabl. 1.1, and were t.ken fro. docu••nt. prOVided by Dyna.ie

In Situ Geotechnical Teating, Inc.

In operation the tool will be puahed into the aoil to be

teated. The teat apeci.en will b. an annular valu•• of aoil

c.ptur.d between .n inner b.rrel and .n outer b.rrel. Th.

outer b.rrel will r •••in at.tion.ry with the aurrounding .011

and the inner b.rrel will be rotated in varioua f.ahion••
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Th. tool w•• d••ilned £or t ••ting in two .od•• :

1. I.pul•• T••ting

2. Cyclic T••ting.

For the i.pul...od.. • .t.p torque will b. Input to the

inn.r b.rr.l. Th. torque will be h.ld con.tant £or a

£ractlon o£ •••cond .nd r.pidly r.l••••d. Th. inn.r barr.l

will b••llow.d to £r..ly vibr.t. in r ••pen•• to the

i.pul... Th. tool will ••••ur. the input torque .nd the

rot.tlon.l r ••pon•• o£ the inn.r b.rr.l.

Cyclic t ••tlng c.n b. don. In two di££.r.nt w.y.. In on. w.y

• cyclic rotation can b. input to the inn.r barr.l. The

r ••pon.. will b. the cyclic torque n.c••••ry to g.n.rat. thi.

aotion. In the oth.r w.y•• cyclic torque will be input to

the inn.r b.rr.l .nd the r ••pon•• will b. the r ••ultin9

cyclic rot.tion. Torqu•••nd rot.tion.l aotion. will b•

••••ur.d wh.n t ••tin9 in .ith.r w.y.

Th. li.it. oE p.n.tr.tion Eore••••nviron••nt.l pr•••ur.,

.ppli.d pr•••ur., torqu•• rotation, pow.r, acc.l.ration.

ti•• dur.tion, .nd £raqu.ney .r. pr...nt.d in T.bl. 1.1.

R.nu£.ctur.r'. lit.r.tur. on all .v.il.bl. co.pon.nt. ar.

pr•••nt.d in the App.ndix. C.lcul.tion. are provid.d in

S.ction 7.0.



2.0 DUCIIIPTJO. Of' TOOL

Figur. 2.1 i •••ch••atic di.gra. of eh. driv••nd

••••ur•••n~ .ye~••• while Dr.wing 850227-10 .how•• full

.c.l......bly drawing of the proeoeype in .leu .oil t ••ting

~ool. Th. ov.r.ll l.ngeh ••cluding a latch/p.n.traeion

d.vic. i. 44 inch••• and the ou~.r di•••t.r i. 3 incha••

Th••• di••naione .~••uch th.t eh. ~ool will fit 1n.ida a

.~.nd.rd coring b1~ for t ••ting oce.n floor .oil.

Tha .011 ~a.~ epeei.an i. contain.d b.tw••n the ou~.r barr.l

and the inn.r barral. It. di••naion. .1'.
Out.r Dia••t.r 2.833 inch••

Inn.r Di•••e.r 1.000 lnch

L.ngth 8.000 lnch•••

Th. tool c.p~ur•• .n addition.l 4 inch•• of .oil abov. ~h.

t ••~ .p.ci.an. Thl••011 i ••xp.c~ed to be diaturb.d .nd i.

not int.nd.d to be t ••eed: i~ i. i.olae.d fro. the rot.elng

lnn.r b.rral by • .hl.ld whlch r •••ln••t.tlon.ry .nd do.a

not touch the rotating inn.r barr.l.

Th. ~ool .i.ulat•• the overburd.n eff.ct of the .011 r ••ov.d

fro. ~h. bor.hol. by applying • fore. eo eh. eop of the .oil

ePeei••n. Tha fore. 1••pplled hydr.ulic.lly through the

v.rtical pre••ur. pi.ton. Th. pr••eur. will be ••••ur.d by •

pr••eura ~r.naducar.
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The lower enda of the inner and outer barrela are deaigned

with tapera th.t driye the d1.placed .oil aw.y fro. the t ••t

.peoi.en. The .oil di.p1aoed by ~he ou~er barrel i. forced

in~o the .urrounding eo11, ~he eoi1 di.pl.ced by the hollow

inner barrel i. forced in.ide the lnner b.rrel. Jutt.d edge•

• r. provided ln thl. b.rrel to fore. aol1 .w.y fro. the wall

of thi. barr.l. The yolu.e of .pace in.ide the lnner b.rr.l

and the .oil holding cha.ber w•• d••igned to hold .11 aol1

dl.pl.ced by the inn.r b.rrel and .hield. The yarioua

.urf.ce. of the b.rr.l. will be tre.t.d for different

char.oteri.tica. Relief port••re provided for aoil cha.b.ra

to preY.nt porew.ter pre••ure bUl1d-up during penetration.

Th. force n••••••ry to drive the inner b.rrel into the eol1

i. l.rger th.n the tr.nduc.r••nd bearing. c.n .upport.

Thu., the inner barrel driving force la tr.n.ferr.d to the

.hield through. lo.d .hou~r. Then it 1. tr.n.ferred to

the outer b.rrel through ~n. where it co.bine. with the

out.r b.rrel drlYing force .nd i. tr.naf.rred to the corlng

tool.

It 1. prob.ble th.t the inner b.rrel wll1 b. tr.n.Yer.ely

loaded during the driving operation. Thl••ay induce

e.ce••iye .h••r .nd bending on the inner barrel and

tr.nducer•• unl••• l.ter.l .upport i. proyld.d. The tool va.

de.igned with two l.teral aupport .hould.ra: on. at the

lover end of the .hield .nd one .t the upper end of the

t 7



.hi.ld. Th....upport .hould.r••r. d••ign.d eo th.t

r ••eon.bl. bending load. will not d••••• the tool.

Th. l.~.r.l .upport. c.n induce friction.l r ••i.t.nc. to

rot.tion th.t .ight be of the .... ord.r of •••nitud. a. the

input torqu.. Sine. torque i •••••ured abo•• the .upport••

the .upport induced torque would cont••in.t. the t ••t

r ••ult.. To all••i.t. thi. prebl•• the .hi.ld w•• de.i.n.d

.0 th.t it could be .o.ed axially upw.rd .ft.r the driving

oper.tion, .li.in.ting .11 contact with the inner berr.l.

Exce••i.e tr.never.. force. de••loped during .ctu.l te.ting~~
••y c.u•• the inner b.rrel to contact the .hi.ld. Thi. will

prevent the co.pletion of the te.t: how.v.r, it .hould .1.0

prev.nt d••ag. to the tr.naduc.r. due to .xc••• bending.

Thi. i. not .xpected to occur und.r nor••l ccndltion••

Th. only co_pon.nt that will touch the inner b.rr.l b.low the

tr.nduc.r. i •• 11p ...1 between th. 1nn.r b.rr.l .nd outer

berr.l. Thi••e.l 1. nace...ry to keep the in .1tu fluid

.w.y fro. the tr.naducer. and bearing.. The ..al u..d i. a

Park.r U packing •••1 d••lgned to reduce cont.ct fore.. to •

elnlaua. Th. pr•••ur. differ.ntial .cro•• the •••1 will b.

kept below 10 p.l. Thi. low pr•••ur., along with th. low

friction f ••ture. of the •••1, .hould reduce .ign.l

cont••ln.tion by ..al contact to 1••• th.n 0.1! inch lb••

C8



On. 1.por~an~ requlr•••n~ of ~h. oacllla~lng co.pon.n~. for

~e.~lnl 1n ~he i.pul...ode 1. ~h.~ ~hey be underda.ped.

Underd••ped beh.vior wa. pro.o~ed by 11.1~lng ~on~ac~ wi~h

.tetionery per~. to • b.r••ini.u. and .nclo.ing .11 bu~ ~ha

inn.r barr.l 1n .ir in.~a.d of 011. During ~a.~lnl ~h. only

con~.c~. ba~w..n .ovin, .nd .ta~lonary p.r~. ar. in ~h.

hydr.ulic .o~or••~ ~h. ~vo ~.per.d roll.r b.arinla••nd a~

~h. Up ...1 •

....ur•••nt ~r.nducer. .r. loc.~ad be~ween ~h. inn.r b.rr.l

.nd ~h. drive .h.f~. Th... ~r.n.duc.r•••••ur. inn.r b.rr.l

ro~.~ion. ~orqu. on ~be inner b.rr.l••nd ro~.~ion.l

.cceler.tion of the inn.r b.rrel.

B...d on ~h....reh conduc~ed for the preli.in.ry d••lln. i~

w.a concluded th.~ the torque rang. requir•••nt••r. too

l.rl. for. ein,le ~orqu. tr.n.duc.r. Tbu•• for tb.

prototype ayat••• ~wo int.rch.ng.abla ~ran.duc.r. vlll b.

u.": a low ran,. ~orqu. ~ranaduc.r .nd a h11h rang. ~orqu.

~ranaduc.r. S.al1 torqu•• will be ••••urad ualng • L.bow

.odel 2127 torque traneducer. and lar,. ~orqu•• will be

••••ured u.in, a Lebow Kod.l 2102 ~rque ~r.naduc.r. A

aecond Lebow Rodel 2127. wl~h a lower c.p.ci~y. could be u••d

for .ccur.cy In ~h. lowe.~ ~orqu. ran,.. Separat. ~oola

would be con.ld.red for field u•••

An,ul.r accel.ration will be ....urad u.in, two PCB

( 9



Pi..o~ronlc••odel 303A qu.r~z .ccelero.eter.. The two

.ccelero••ter. are .oun~ed on ~h. inner b.rr.l 180 degr•••

• par~ .t • known r.dial di.t.nc. fro. the c.n~.rlln.. Th.V

••••ur. linear .cc.l.ration whlch 1. conyerted ~o ro~ation.l

.ccel.r.tion u.ing the kin•••tic r.l.tlon.hip. betw••n

rectlllne.r .nd angul.r .otlon. U.lng two .cc.l.ro••ter•

••oid. i.b.l.nc••nd .or. accur.t.lv proyid•• rot.tion.l

.otion.

Angul.r rot.tlon will b•••••ur.d u.ing • Tran.-T.k S.ri••

604 .ngul.r dl.pl.c••ent tranaduc.r. Th. hou.lng of the

tr.n.duc.r will be conn.ct.d to the out.r b.rr.l and the

tr.n.duc.r .haft will b. conn.ct.d to the ••in .haft.

Inner barrel .xcltation i. proYided by ••iniature orbit type

hydr.ulic .otor .anu£actured by L••ln.. Thi••otor will run

with .qu.l torque ln .ith.r dlr.ction .nd la inatantly

reyeralbl.. It. hou.ing i. al••yed into the out.r barr.l .nd

it••h.ft i ••l ••yed lnto the drive .h.£t. a••ed on the

...rch conduct.d for the pr.li.ln.ry d••lgn, it w.a concluded

th.t, Ju.t •• with the torque tr.n.duc.r., the torque r.ng.

requir•••nt•••y be too l.rg. for ••ingle .otor. Thu., for

the l.boratory prototype, two interchangeable .otor••ay b.

r.qulr.d. For the £ield, two tool•••y be required. Tha

•••11 torque. will b. proYided by • Model A-25F .otor, and

the l.rge torqu•• will b. proylded by • Mod.l A-50F .otor.
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The ~orque or rotation outpu~ of the .o~or i. to be

con~rolled by a MOO9 ~ype 30 Serie. 30 aeryoyalye. The

po.ition of ~he y.lye .~e. will be controlled by a .ignal

fro. ~he ~orque ~ran.ducer or anguler ro~ation tran.ducer. It

will co.pare the .19na1 with the d..ired Yalue. IE the

.i9na1 i. too low. the yalye will open and if it i. too high,

the yalye will clo... The te.~ opera~or will con~rol ~ha

..ryoyalye throu9h e "oog ..rie. F120 r.ck .ounted

elactronic. peckage.

The outer barrel .arye. •• the hou.1ng for the te.t apaci.en

and all internel co.ponen~. of the .oil te.~1n9 ~ool. The

re.oyable lower end of the outer barrel contaln. ~h. ~e.t

.peei.en. The upper portion con~a1n. the intarnal co.ponent.

and will connect. in the field .odel, to the coring bit or

thread into. pipe.

The outer b.rral ha. a unifor. dia.eter of 3 inchea. i. 44

inche. long. and i •••da of type 410 .t.inla•••teel. The

lower portion ha. a no.inal wall th.1ckne•• of 1'1:~ inch and

1. 12 inche. long.

Type 410 i. a general purpo.. .tainle.. .tael that ha. good
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corroa1on rea~~~.nce. i ••~rong enough ~o re.1.~ penetr.~1on

forcea. i. read1ly .v.ilable. .nd 1. low co.~ co.p.red ~o

.o.~ o~her .t.1nle•• e~..I.. The upper end 1. a.de of

.nne.led 410 havlng a alnlaua ~enalle .~reng~h of 7~ kal end

• aln1.ua yleld .treng~h of 3~ k.1. The low.r .nd 1. aade of

quenched and ~eapered type 410 havlng • aintaua ~ena1le

.~reng~h of 110 kal and a .lnl.u. yi.ld atrength of 8~ ka1.

The lower end, con~.inlng the aol1 apec1.en. will be

hydraulically pu.hed at a controlled r.te into ~he .011

fora.tlon. It he••pecl.1 in.lde and outalde .urf.ce

treat.ent••0 that dlaturbance••re .lni.lzed .nd l~ properly

in~er.c~. with ~he aurrounding a011 and the t ••~ .peci••n.

I~ 1. n.c••••ry ~h.t the outaide aurfac. provid•• ree.onably

low .xia1 realatance with the aoil to reduce the pene~ra~ion

fore.. More i.portantly. it .ua~ hav. high rotational

reaiatance ao that it h.lpa tr.nafer ~he driv.r reac~ion

torque to the .urrounding aoil. Th.ae ch.racteri.tlc.

are d.v.loped by .achinlng axlal groov•• all .round ~h. outer

cireuaference of the lower end. Cylinder. wlth d1fferent

groove dia.nalon. would be u••d for differ.nt aoila.

The inner .urf.ee au.t be •• frletionle•• a. po••lble 1n the

axial dir.ctlon. Thia .ini.1z•• dl.~urbancea to tbe te.t

apeei.en. A. wlth the outer .urface, thla .urface auat h.ve

a blgb rotetional r ••i.tance to .ini.ize .lip between the
C 12



ou~.r b.rr.l .nd ~h••oil .pacl••n. Th... ch.r.ct.ri.~ie.

ar. .chi.y.d by a.chining axial groov.a .long ~h. inaid. o~

~h. low.r .nd .nd co.~lng ~h••urf.c. wl~h •

polyt.~r.fluoro.~hyl.n. (PTFE) coa~ing. Thi. will produc••

• urf.c. co.ffici.nt of fric~ion of l.ae ~han 0.090.

PTFE ie a fluoropla.~ic h.ving .xc.ll.nt ch.aical in.rtn••••

good high and low t.ap.retur••tebility, and v.ry low

friction. Th••t.tic co.ffici.nt of friction deer••••• with

incr.aeing load. Thu., PTFE beering eurfacee do not e.ize,

.v.n und.r .xtreaely high lo.d.. PTFE i. rel.tively .oft .nd

ia not reeia~.nt to wear unle.. i.proved by coapounding the

reeine with inorganic fib.re or particulate a.t.riale. Mo.t

PTFE coeting eoap.ni.e includ. propriet.ry .dditive. to

iaproy. wear characteriatice. The•• iaproYed PTFE coatinge

will allow nu.eroue in ai~u aoll te.ta before wear .ak.e ~h.a

nonfunctional. Wh.n thie occura, the barr.l. can b. returned

to the coating coapany for racoeting.

Th. lower .nd o~ the outer barrel 1. provided with a t.per eo

that di.placed eoil will be pu.hed into the .urrounding eoil

inat.ad of into ~h. te.t .oil.

A fluid relief port i. provided at the top o~ the lover .nd

of the out.r barrel .0 that .ntrapPed fluid will di.place

during p.n.tration. A filt.r atone will be provided in the

port to pr.vent the .ecape of .oil.
t-13



3.2 Inner aarrel

The inner b.rrel i. ~be loverao.t portion o£ ~he 0.cill.~in9

coaponent.. I~ £or•• the 1n.ide of ~he .oil ~a.~ .pecia.n

.nd ~r.naf.ra the input ~orqu.a .nd ro~.tiona to the

.peci••n. It h•• a 1 inch out.r di•••~.r .t the low.r and, a

1.8 inch di.a.t.r .t the upp.r .nd, .nd i. about 18 inch••

long. Th. lowar .nd adJacant to the aoil t.at apecia.n h.a •

wall ~hickn.aa o£ 1/16 inch .nd i. thre.dad into the upp.r

aaction £or ••ay r.aov.l for r.pairing or r.coating.

T~a inaid. of the inn.r barr.l i. hollow to r.duc. tb. a.ount

o£ aotl diapl.c.d during p.n.tr.tion. Tha low.r end h.a a

t.p.r to driva the diapl.cad aoil inaid. the bore in.tead of

outeid. to the t.at .peei••n. Th. top o£ thia taper is

Jutt.d to ainiaiz. cont.ct betw••n the tool aur£ac••nd the

aoil inaid. tha bor.. A .econd Jutt.d taper i. provid.d ne.r

the b.ae of the abi.ld wh.re the inn.r cylind.r ia

con.trict.d. The top end h.a a larger bora to provide rooa

£or the aoil diaplaced by ite wall. A r.li.£ port i.

provid.d at the upp.r.o.t p.rt o£ the inn.r barr.l w.ll to

allow .ntr.pp.d fluid ~o ••cap. during p.n.tr.~ion. A filt.r

.~on. will b. provid.d 1n the port to prev.nt the .ecape of

aoil.

Th. out.id••ur£ac. of the inner b.rrel au.t h.v. the ••••
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ch.r.cteri.tic••• the in.ide .ur*.ce 0* the outer b.rrel;

thu., it h•• the •••• aur*.c. tr••t ••nta. The out.id•

• u~*.c. i. axially grooved and co.ted with PTFE re.in .0 that

it will properly trana*er driv.r actiona to the taat

.p.ci••n, but will not .xc.aaiv.ly diaturb the t ••t .peci••n

during p.n.tration. Th. in.ide .ur*.c. i. to be ••chined to

• 16 RRS *iniah .nd co.t.d with PTFE r.ain .0 th.t

int.raction with the entr.pp.d bore aoil ia .iniaiz.d.

Durability char.ct.riatic. d.acribed *or the outer b.rr.l

eoatinga .lao apply to the inn.r b.rr.l co.tinga.

Th. inn.r b.rr.l ia ••d. 0* qu.nched and t ••p.red type 410

atainl••• ate.l having • ainiaua t.n~lle .trength 0* 110 kai

and a .ini.u. yield atr.ngth 0* 8S k.i. Thi•••t.r1.1 ha•

• d.quat. atr.ngth to r.aiat the penetration *orce, ia h.rd

.nough to reai.t da.ag. *roa .oil cont.ct, .nd i. corro.ion

r.aiatant.

3.3 Vertic.l Pre..ure S,atea

A hydr.ulic pi.ton i. provided in the top 0* the annul.r

ap.c. bet•••n the inner .nd outer b.rr.l.. Thi. pi.ton ••y

be pr••aurized aEt.r p.n.tration to ai.ul.t. the v.rtic.l in

aitu Eorc. reaoved by the coring oper.~ion.

Th. out.id. dia.et.r 1a 2.833 inch•• , the in.id. dia.et.r ia

1.0 inch, .nd the l.ngth i. 0.75 inch. The pi.ton 1a aad. 0*
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ann.aled ~yp. 410 a~ainl••a a~••l for ita corro.ion

r ••i.tanc••

Th. pr•••ur. ar.. of ~h. pi.~on 1. ~h. •••• aa the eroaa

aactional .rea of the .oil .p.ci••n: thu.. the .pplied .oil

pre••ure i. appro.i••~.ly ~h••••••• the hydraulic pr•••ur.

applied to the pi.ton. Th. pr••aur. ia .ofti~or.d by a

pr.aaur. tranaducer located at the top of the ~001. Thi.

~ran.duc.r i. d.acribed in S.c~lon 3.S of ~hia report.

Th. v.rtical preaaure ayate. ie d.aigned eith.r to provide •

con.t.nt pre••ure Oft the ep.cia.n reg.rdlea. of the aoil

eov••ent or to re.ain atatlonary during te.ting. A v.lve i.

providad to control the vartical preaaure ayate. aode. Thua.

ln the conatant pre••ure aode, With the valv. open, lf the

.oil .paciaen contr.ct. during te.ting, lh. pi.ton ia

co.pliant and will .ov. down ao that the pr.aaura re.aln.

conatant. In the .tationary .od., after prea.urlzlng the

piaton, tha ••l.a la clo.ad .0 that the platon r ••alna

.tationary regardl••• of the .oil .o.e••nt.

3.4 Shield

A 12 inch long .011 ap.cl.en ia trapped between lhe inner and

out.r barr.l.. Of thl., the lower 8 inchea ia conaid.red the

t.at apacl••n and the top .. inch.. i. prob.bly diaturb.d and

not intend.d to be teatad. A atationary ahield La provid.d
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b.~ween lh. oacl11.~ing inn.r cylind.r .nd ~h. ~op 4 inch••

01 ~h••oil .p.ci••n. Thi••hi.ld pr.v.n~. ~he inner

cylind.r .ov•••n~. fro. b.ing ~r.n.'.rr.d to ~h. inn.r

.url.c. of the di.turbed p.rt of the .oil .p.cl••n.

Ano~h.r func~ion of ~h. .hi.ld 1. ~o r ••c~ the pen.~r.tion

fore•••nd ~r.n••l~ th•• dlr.ctly to the out.r b.rrel .0 ~h.t

th.y do not d•••g. the tr.naduc.r. or be.ring.. The ••i.l

p.n.tr.tion fore. on the low.r .nd of the lnn.r b.rr.l 1.

tran.f.rr.d to • bearing .hould.r loc.ted on ~h. low.r.o.t

end of the .hi.ld. I~ p•••••••1.11y up ~h••hi.ld to the

thr.e r.dial pin. connectlng the .hi.ld .nd ou~.r b.rr.l.

It 1. v.ry lik.ly th.t ~r.n.v.r.e forca. wl11 .ct on the

inn.r barr.l during p.netration due ~o nonunifor••oil

prop.rti... Thi. cau••••n end .o••nt •• w.ll •• tran.v.r••

• h••r fore... Th....ction. ar. tr.n.f.rr.d to the ahi.ld by

clrcu.f.r.nti.l b••ring ar... loc.t.d at the bo~to. of ~h•

• hl.1d .nd n••r the ~op of ~h••hi.ld. Thu., r •••onable

tr.n.vara. forca••ay b. au.~.in.d.

Sine. tha inpu~ ~orqu••••y be v.ry ••all, i~ 1. n.c••••ry

th.t cont.c~ betw••n ~h••hield .nd inner b.rrel ba

.li.in.tad during ~.a~ing. Thia i. achi.v.d by .pplying 400

p.i hydraulic pre••ure ~o ~he botto.~ of the .hi.ld
.&~

fl.ng.. Tha pr•••ura fore•• tha ... eonnec~ing pin. out of

engag••ent on ~he .hl.1d and .lowly driv•• the .hi.ld upward
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3/32 inch wh.r. 1~ con~.c~•• 1andinv .ur£.c. on ~h. inn.r

b.rr.l. Thi•••i.l .ov•••n~ d1••nv.v•• ~h••hi.ld b••r1nv

.ur£.c•• fro. con~.c~ wi~h ~h. inn.r b.rr.l 1e.vinv enough

cle.r.nce be~we.n ~h••hi.ld .nd ~nner cylinder ~o pr.vent

con~.ct und.r nor•• l condi~iona. th. ahi.ld can be r ••ng.g.d

1n ~wo w.y.. It c.n be .ov.d b.ck into poal~ion by h.nd

.ft.r di••••••blinV the tool. Alter!·~.th'.ly•••econd

hydr.ulic 11n. c.n b. provid.d ~o .pply pr•••ur. ~o ~h. upp.r

f.ce o£ ~he .hi.ld fl.ng. eo th.~ ~he .hi.ld c.n be driv.n

downw.rd until the conn.cting pin. r ••ng.g.. Th••econd

••thod would b. pr.f.rr.d in • £i.ld ~ool.

3.5 Tr.n.duc.r.

Th. tool incorpor.~•• ~hr.e type. of ~r.n.ducer. ~o ••••ur•

• ction. and .o~ion. input ~o the inn.r b.rr.l. The•• includ•

• n .ngul.r di.pl.c•••n~ ~r.n.duc.r•• torque ~r.n.duc.r••nd

two .cc.l.ro••t.r.. Th••ngul.r di.pl.c•••nt tr.n.duc.r will

••inly provide ••••ur•••n~. during low fr.qu.ncy cyclic

~••t.: wh.r•••• the .cc.l.ro.et.r. will provid~ ••••ur•••n~.

during i.pul•• t ••~.. Th. ~orqu. ~r.n.duc.r will provide

••••ur•••nt. during both t ••t ••

A Tr.n.-T.k ••ri•• 604 .nvul.r dl.pl.c•••nt ~r.n.duc.r 1.

att.ch.d to the upp.r end o£ ~h. inn.r b.rr.l. It ••••ur••

the .nvular poai~ion o£ the inner barr.l r.la~1v. ~o the

outer barr.l and conv.rta it into a DC voltave dir.ctly



proportional in a.plitude .nd polarity to diapl.ce••nt £ro.

the electrical null po.itlon. It 1•• precl.ion di£f.r.nti.l

capacitor d.vic••nd h•• inte,£'al volt.g. regul.tion,

o.cill.tor, d••odul.tor .nd output buff.r. Th. DC output c.n

be fed directly into volt••ter., r.cord.r., AID conv.rt.r. or

oth.r d.vic... Th••t.nd.rdiz.d output .llow. int.rch.n,ln,

unit. without .y.t•• r.c.libratlon. A locking wedge i.

provid.d b.tw••n the inner b.rrel .nd .hi.ld .t the upp.r

.upport .urfac.. Th. locking w.dg. pr.v.nt. rot.tion o£ the

inn.r cylind.r and .h.ft to prav.nt d.vl.tiona fro. z.ro.

during running .nd p.n.tr.tlon. Th. lock i. di••ng.g.d when

the .hl.1d i ••ov.d out of cont.ct with the lnnar burr.l.

St.nd.rd ••ri•• 60~ tranduc.r. ar. d••ign.d to ••••ur•• 60

d.gr•• rotation rang.. Thi. 1••uch larg.r than r.quir.d £or

tha in .itu .oil t ••ting tool which r.quir•••••xi.u. p••k

to p••k rotatlon r.ng. of 30 dagr••••nd a alnlaua r.ng. of

0.002 d.gre.. Tr.n.-T.k .p.cifi•• f.ctory c.libr.tion to any

.p.cifiad output ••n.itiv~~nd Tr.n.-T.k t.chnic.l exp.rt.

ar. c.rt.in the ••ri•• 60~ can b. calibrat.d to accurat.ly

r ••d rot.tion. down to 0.01 d.gr•• with. r ••olution of 0.001

d.gr... Accur.cy b.low 0.01 d.gr•• i. qu••tion.bl.. Th.

r.ng. would be ~O.S d.gre.. A. indic.ted in • l.tt.r froa

Tr.n.-T.k includ.d in the App.ndix, th.y .re willing to ••k.

tha n.c••••ry .odi£ic.tion••t • r •••on.bl. coat.

Th. £ull r.ng. of rot.tion. c.n b•••••ured with ••ingl.
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tool u.ing two angular diaplace.ent tran.ducer. in aerie••

One would be c.libr.ted £or the l.rge rotation. and the oth.r

£or ~he ••aller rot.tion.. All but the yery a••ll••t

rotation. <1••• than 0.01 degr•• ) would be accurat.ly

••••ur.d with thi. ay.te.. Th. full .cale •••••bly dr.wing

.how. only ••ingle .~gul.r di.place.ent transduc.r. Th.

Tr.n.-Tek .erie. 604 .e.t. all oth.r require.ant. including

pr•••ur••nd te.per.ture require.ent••

Th••h.ft of the .ngular diapl.c••ent tr.n.ducer fita into a

pr.ci.ion hoi. in the upper .nd o£ the inner barrel. It i.

h.ld in place w1th a ••all ••t .cr.w. The body 1. att.ched

to the outer barrel with three .ounting br.ck.t. bolt.d to

the thr.e tapped hol•• in the ~otto. face of the tr.naduc.r.

Th••e br.ckat. p... throu~~ .lot. in the .h.ft coupler to the

outer b.rr.l.

Th. two .cc.laroaeter. are PCB Piezotronic••odel 303A. They

ar. quartz .en.or. haying built in electronic••0 they can

operata oy.r a coa.ial or two conductor cable; on. le.d

conduct. both .ign.l .nd pow.r.

Th. t~o acc.laroaeter. ar••ount.d 180 degr.e. ap.rt on angl.

bracketa att.ch.d to the .h.ft coupl.r Ju.t .boye the .ngular

d1.plac•••nt tran.ducer. Th.y are oriented to ••••ur.

tangenti.l .ccel.r.t10n at • r.diu. of 0.75 inch. The.e

tranaduc.r••eet .11 r.quire••nt•• including pr•••ur••nd



~••per.~ur. r.qu1r•••n~••

Th. ~orqu. ~r.n.duc.r 1. .ount.d betw••n the .otor .h.ft .nd

the angul.r d1.pl.c•••nt tr.n.duc.r. A L.bow .od.l 2127 with

• ~O in-oz c.p.city will b. u••d to ••••ur. torqu•• 1••• th.n

0.26 ft-lb••nd • L.bow .od.l .od.l 2102-200 will b. u••d t,

••••ur. torqu•• b.tw••n 0.26.nd about 17 ft-lb.. Ii

n.c••••ry, • L.bow .od.l 2127 with • 10 in-oz capecity e.n b.

u••d to ••••ur. v.ry •••11 torqu•••or••ccur.t.ly. Th.

upp.r li.it i ••o••wh.t 1••• th.n .p.cifi.d by ~h. cli.nt.

but W•• Judg.d .cc.pt.bl. by the cli.nt. Th••••r. all in

lin. r.action torque d.vie•• u.ing f011 type .train gag•• to

••••ur. toratonal .h.ar .tr.in.. Th.y produc. 8ini8al

friction .rror.

Th••od.l 2127 ha. a flange at on. ~nd with 3 hoI•• for

boltup. Thi••nd will att.ch to th. ah.ft coupler. Th.

oth.r .nd h••••haft th.t will fit into •••ting hoI. in the

low.r .nd of ~h. driv. ah.ft. It will b. h.ld rigidly to ~h.

driy••h.ft with a a••ll ••t .cr.w.

Th. high.r ~orqu. tr.nduc.r h•• diff.r.nt .nd fit~ing.. 80th

.nd. of thi. tran.duc.r h.y. four drill.d and t.pp.d hal••

for fl.ng... For ~h. pro~otype tool, a flange .dapt.r will

b. n.c••••ry to ••k. the high torque tran.duc.r

int.rchang••ble with the low torque tr.n.duc.r.
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Both torque tr.n.duc.ra hay. l.ad t.rainal box•••xt.ndin;

r.dially outward. Sinea th... box•• will int.rE.r. with the

out.r barr.l th.y will b. r.aov.d and pigtail l.ad wir••

will b. drap.d out oE the .ain body. Th. torque tr.naduc.ra

a.tiaEy .11 r.quir•••nt. ineludin; t.ap.ratur••nd pr.aaur.

r.quir•••nta.

Th. tool will alao includ. thr•• pr.a.ur. tranaduc.ra. Thea.

will b. ua.d to ••••Ul~ the diff.r.ntial pr.aaura b.tw••n the

vertical pre.aur. pi.ton and aabi.nt. b.tw••n the

tran.duc.r/b••ring eha.b.r .nd aabient. and b.tw.an the apac.

und.r the .hield fl.ng. and the ••bient. If lh. upp.r fac.

oE the ahi.ld flange i. pr•••uriz.d. a fourth pr•••ure

tran.duc.r will be u••d. All tran.due.ra will b. Entran

.od.l EPX101 .train gag. a.n.or. that can b••p.cifi.d with a

pr••aur. r.ng. fro. 5 to 5000 pai. Th••• pr•••ur. tranduc.r •

• e.t .11 r.quire••nt.. They will b. thr.ad.d 1nto a .ounting

plat. attach.d to the inn.r barr.l abov. the driv.r.

3.6 Drive Sh.ft

Th. drive .haft conn.ct. the driv.r to the tr.n.ducer.. It

i. gUided by two tap.r.d roll.r b.aring.. It i. about 7

inch•• long .nd h•• a ••xi.ua diaa.t.r of 1.25 inch... It i •

• ad. out of ann.al.d type 410 .t.inl••• at••l having a

.ini.u. ulli ••t. atr.ngth of 7S kai and • ainiaua yi.ld

.tr.n;th of 35 k.i. Th. ah.ft i. v.ry lowly .tr••••d during



operation; thua the aaterial wa••elected aolel, for

availablit,. coat. and corro.lon re.iatance.

The lower end of the .haft haa a preciaion drilled hole for

the torque tranaducer ahaft and tha upper end haa a preciaion

drilled hole for the .otor .haft. 80th enda have radial

drilled and tapped hole. foraet acrewa to hold in the .ating

ahafta.

3.7 Drive Sh.ft Coupler

The drive ahaft. coupler i. u.ed to connect. t.he inner barral

t.o the torque t.ranaducer. The lower end ia provided with a

fe.ale thread which connect.a wit.h a .ating .al. thr.ad on t.he

top end of the inner barrel. A aet acrew will prevent.

unthreading during te.ta. The top end haa drilled and tappad

holea for bolta which connect it to the torque tranaducer and

accelero.etera.

The drive ahaft coupler 1a .ade out of annealed type 410

atainle.a at.e.l. Thi••aterial waa cho.en for ita

availability. co.t. and corro.1on r.ai.tance.

3.. 8EARUGS

The bearing. aupport.ing the ahaft th.t drive. the torque and

angular di.place.ent tran.ducer. are .1ngle row. .traight
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bar. Tiaken preci.ion be.ring., identified by the nuab.r

07100-07196.

Th••pproxia.t. 4.5 inch .p.cing of the b••ring. in the

"indirect" in.t.ll.tion aode provid•• high .h.ft .t..bility

and accur.t••lign.ant with the .xi. of the tool. Th.

taper.d roll.r b.aring .l.a.nt.. ~.ot only .ini.iz••haft aXial

.ov•••nt, but al.o ar. id.al for o.cillatory .ervic. of the

type ant.icipat.d for the t.ool. Each b.aring h.a a

co.fficient of friction of .pproxiaat.ly 0.00018. Th.

t.or.ion.l r ••i.tanc. of tha b.aring. will not conta.in.te t.h.

torque ••••ur•••nt. of the tool .inc. the torque tr.n.ducer

i. b.twe.n the .oil t ••t .pecl.en and the b.aring••

Th. v.ry low radial and thru.t load. that will b. i.po••d on

the b••ring. in the anticip.t.d application of the tool

.hould in.ur. long b.aring li£. provid.d lubrication i.

adequate and the operating .nviron••nt 1. cl.an.

3.9 SEALS

Th••in91. dyna.ic •••1 i.olating the tr.n.duc.r.,

.ccel.ro.et.r•••otor, ••rvov.lv., .nd oth.r co.pon.nt. fro.

the .nviron••nt in which the tool i. operating 1. a Park.r

8500 .erie. U-ring. Parker'. idantifying nueber i. 8S06

0175.
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Th. v.ry low frie~ion eharac~.ri.tic. of the Park.r •••1

r ••ult froa it. eroa•••ctional d••ign and froa th•••al

.at.rial. Th. cro.a ••etion i. a noainal "U" .hap., but

actu.lly r ••••bl•• a truncat.d "y... Thi••hap. provida.

alao.~ knife .dg. contacta b.tw••n the a.aling .dg.a and the

••aling .urfac... Th. a.al .a~.ri.l i. a v.ry low £riction

polyur.than. coapound having optiaua w.ar and abra.ion

r ••i.tanc••

A. a~at.d pr.viou.ly, th. pr••aur. di£ferential acroa. the

••al will b. k.p~ b.low 10 pai. Th. upp.r ch.ab.r o£ th.

tool will be pr.aauriz.d with air ~o 10 p.i abov. aabient

uaing a .tandard air 11n••nd aur£ace control unit. Th.

pr•••ure will b. aoni~or.d wi~h • pr•••ur. tr.nadue.r

deacribad in S.ction 3.5.

All oth.r ••al. ar. conventional "0·· ring •••1. u••d a.

a~atic or ga.k.t type a.al. or .a pi.ton ae.la. There la

nothing unique or unuau.l abou~ ~he.e "O"-ring type a ••l ••

Aa .ta~.d pr.yiou.ly in S.ction 2.0, .xcitation o£ the inn.r

barr.l coa•• froa a ainlatur., high torqu., a.diua ape.d

orbit type hydraulic aotor bUilt by Laaina und.r lie.na. froa

Char-Lynn, a diYialon of Eaton Corporation. Alao aa .tated

pr.Ylou.ly, two .1z•• of ~hl. ao~or will b. r.quired to



h.ndl. the r.ng. of torque r.qu1r•••nt.: th. A-2SF .od.l

for the low.r torque r.ng. and the A-50F .od.l for the high.r

torque r.ng••

Th••••otor. will run in ••ch d1r.ct10n with .qu.l torque .nd

.r. in.t.ntly r.v.r.1bl.. M.x1.u. torque output ia 100 inch

pound. for the A-25F .od.l .nd 200 inch pound. for the A-50F

.od.l. A. With the torque tr.n.duc.r•• thi•••xi.u. torque

i ••lightly 1••• th.n th.t ap.cifi.d by tha cli.nt. but w••

Judg.d to b••d.qu.t. by the cli.nt. Oth.rwi•• the .otor•

•••t oIl r.quir•••nt. including t ••p.r.tur••nd pr•••ur.

r.quir•••nt••

Mounting in the prototype tool will r.quire .0••

• odific.tion. including turning down the .ounting fl.ng.

di•••tar, turning down the ah.ft di•••t.r, .nd changing the

hydraulic porta •• illuatr.t.d in the •••••bly dr.wing.

3.11 Hydr.ulic Controll.r

A Moog .tandard ••ri•• 30 ••rvovalv. provid•• control of

torque output .nd Qf rot.tion. Th. torque tr.n.duc.r ••nd••

• ignal to the ••rvov.lv•• which will co.p.r. the .ign.l with

the d••ir.d torque v.lu••nd ••k. the r.quir.d .dJu.t••nt.

Si.il.rly, the angul.r di.pl.c•••nt or rot.tion tr.n.duc.r

will ••nd ••ign.l to the ••rvov.lv. glving the ••••ur.d

.ngul.r di.pl.c•••nt for co.p.ri.on with the d••ir.d v.lu.



.nd correction if required. The frequency re.pon.e of the

.ervovalve i ••ati.factory for low frequency cyclic te.t••

During i.pul.a te.t., in which an i.pul.iv. rect.ngular

torque will be appli.d, .n .ccu.ulator will be u••d to in.ure

con.t.nt pre••ur., .nd thu., conat.nt torque. Thi. i. needed

b.c.uae the .arvov.lve could not follow the high frequency

fluctuation. that would otherwi•• develop.

The ••rvovalve do•• not h.ve •• rapid • ria. ti•• aa d.air.d

by the client. A. indicat.d in the ••nuf.ctur.r' •

• pecific.tiona the approxi.at. ti.e to d.v.lop 90- output in

re.pon.e to ••tep input of curr.nt i. 0.002S ••cond. The

.ervovalv. doe. not app.ar to .ati.fy .nviron••ntal pre••ure

requir••ent.. Moog provid•••pecial de.ign. for high

pre••ure application. and .uch a de.ign .ay be r.quir.d.

Alternatively. 1n the field unit, the controller ••y be

plac.d in the low pre.aure environ••nt of the downhold

electronica pack.g. ( ••• App.ndix for di.cu••ion of

el.ctronic. pack.ge). The .t.nd.rd .ervovalve will .atiafy

all other r.quire.ent. including te.p.r.ture r.quir•••nt••

The .ervov.lve c.n be .ounted on a plate in the interior of

the tool •• indic.t.d in the •••••bly dr.wing.

Th•••rvovalve c.n b. controll.d by the operator u.1ng • Moog

••ri•• F120 r.ck .ount;~l.ctronic.packag.. The pack.ge

will con.i.t of .n F12~-101 .odular cag. with the following

-: 27



electronic carda:

F128-201 Power Supply

F122-202 Servo Aapli£ier

F123-202 T••~ Module

F123-206 Sign.l G.nerator.

3.12 Hpdr.ulic Driv. Scbe••tic

Figur. 3.1 ahowa ••ch•••tic l.yout o£ the hydr.ulic drive

.y.te. for operation of the tool. Thia ach•••tic di.gr••

illuatr.t•• the function. o£ the yarioua co.pon.nt••nd how

th.y r.l.t. to ••ch o~h.r.

For th. l.bor.~ory prototyp.. the Moog ••ryoy.ly••nd the

La.in••otor will b. houa.d in the tool. All oth.r hydr.ulic

co.pon.nt. will b. outaid. the tool £or conyeni.nce. For the

field tool, the .ccu.ul.tor will .lao b. houa.d in the tool.

Including the .ccu.ul.tor in the tool ia £••aibl.. Th.

r ••• in1ng hydr.ulic co.pon.nt••r. atand.rd .nd poae no

£•••ibility probl••a £or r ••ot. oper.~ion oy.r lS00 of c.bl••

3.13 Power .nd Support C.ble

It will b. n.c••••ry to .upport the £1.1d tool £ro. the

aur£.c. with • c.bl., .nd to run .l.ctrical wir••• hydr.ulic

lin.a and a pn.u••tic 11ne £ro. th••ur£ac. to the tool. Th.
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fi.ld tool will u••••ingl. u.bilical with all ~h. wir•• ,

ho••• , .nd .upport c.bl. cont.in.d within an oy.rall J.ck.t.

Th.r••r •••y.r.l loc.l c.bl. co.p.ni•• th.t routin.ly

••nuf.ctur. cu.to. c.bl•• like thi••

For the l.bor.tory prototype • h.nd ••d. u.bilic.l will b.

for••d by .tr.pping or t.ping the ho••••nd .l.ctric.l wir••

tog.t.h.r.

El.ctrical noi•• i •••ourc. of pot.nti.l probl••••p.ci.lly

while t.king •••11 r ••ding. wh.n the .l.ctric.l .ign.l. will

b. y.ry •••11. It will b. n.c••••ry to .hi.ld .11 ••n.or

c.bl•••nd .li.inat. any .ourc•• of .l.ctrical noi•• while

B••ed on .y .xp.ri.nc•• , I b.liay. that a drill .tring

l.tching unit .nd • co~troll.d-r.t. p.n.tration .y.t•• for a

fi.ld t.ool will involY. only curr.nt t.chnology, .nd thu.,

.hould not. pr••ant .ny f •••ibilit.y probl••••

3.15 .1~ronic 'y.t•••

Required .l.ct.ronic .y.t.••• w.r•••t..bli.h.d by Lion.l

Milberg.r, • con.ult.nt. Hi. work i. di.cu•••d in t.wo bri.f

r.port. giv.n in the Appendix. Co.t ••tia.te••r. included.



4.0 POftIlTIAL PROaLD.

Th•••Jor .ourc. of pot.nti.l probl••• i. the v.ry •••11

rot.tion. requir.d to be ••••ur.d by the tool. B•••d on the

.tudy, it w•• conclud.d th.t prob.bly the •••ll••t .ngul.r

dl.pl.c•••nt th.t c.n .ccur.t.ly b•••••ur.d with the tool i.

0.01 degr•••: thu•• it ••••• th.t the r.quir•••nt. for the

torqu.-controlled cyclic t ••t. c.nnot b. fully ••ti.fl.d.

R.ctilin••r c.p.cit.nc. tr.n.duc.r••nd LVDT d.yic•• w.r.

con.id.r.d but r.J.ct.d b.c.u•• th.y .r••xtr•••ly a.n.itiy.

to .l.ctric.l nol•••nd t ••per.tur••ff.ct.. Optic.l

.ncod.r. were .1.0 conaid.r.d. A .t.nd.rd optic.l .ncod.r

w•• not found th.t would •••t the crit.ri. of the in .itu

t ••t tool. How.y.r,.n optic.l .ncod.r could prob.bly b.

d••lgn.d th.t would •••t the crit.ri.. Thi. ia • Y.ry

d.finit. po••ibillty for the fi.ld unit••

Th. .oat i.port.nt i.prov•••nt would ba r.pl.c•••nt of the

.ngul.r di.pl.c•••nt tr.naduc.r with • tr.n.duc.r th.t could

••••ur••••ll.r .ngl... Optic.l .ncod.r••r. d.yic••

curr.ntly und.r d.y.lop••nt that .1ght do thl.. Th••••r.

r.latiy.ly •••11 di.pl.c•••nt tr.n.duc.r. th.t ••••ur. light

p•••ing through • perfor.tad targ.t. A. the ••••ur.d

di.pl.c•••nt ch.~g•••or. or f.w.r perfor.tion••ra .xpo••d

or coy.r.d. Th. p.rfor.tion. ar. calibr.t.d to ••••ur.
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di.pl.ce.ent.

Other develop.ent. 1n control and ••••ur•••nt t.chnology,

.otiv.t.d by the robotic. 1nduatry, ••y 1.prov. tool d••ign.

One ex••ple 1. a .iniatur•••rvov.lve/o.c1l1.tor unit

curr.ntly being dev.lop.d by Moog. Th1. would r.plac. both

the ••rvo.alv. and hydr.ulic·.otor incorporat.d in the

prototype d••1gn. Manufactur.r'. 1nEor••tlon on thia unit ia

provid.d in the App.ndix. It 1. v.ry po••lbl. th.t a .ingl.

Moog ••rvovalv./o.cill.tor th.t •••t. the cr1t.ri. o£ the in

.itu t ••t tool will b••v.il.bl. wh.n the £i.ld unit••r.

d.a1gn.d.

Anoth.r i.prov•••nt which ••••• to b. £•••ibl. will b. to

.odify the v.rtic.l pr•••ur. pi.ton .0 that it c.n b. at the

botto. o£ the inn.r b.rr.l prior to p.n.tration .nd will

apply. load to the .oil .p.ci••n a. the tool p.n.trat.a.
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lS00.00

300.00

900.00

13000.00

20400.00

Large Angl•••••••••••••••••••••••

Two Ace.l.ro••t.r••••••••••••••••••••

Hydr.ulic Co.pon.nt. (Includi~g

S.rvov.lv., Two Motor.,

Controll.r, .nd. Niac. It••• ) ••••

Acc••aory El.ctronic Equip••nt •••••••

Torqu. Tr.n.duc.r.

D.t.1l D••1gn .nd Dr.fting••••••••••••1~900.00

M.chin.d Co.pon.nt••••••••••••••••••• 12~OO.OO

Four Pr•••ur. Tr.n.duc.r............ 1860.00

Angul.r D~.pl.c•••nt Tr.n.duc.r.

S••11 Angl .

High Torque •••.•.•••••••• II .

Low Torque - 10 ..

Low Torque - ~ ••••••••••••••••••

Two Roll.r B..ring•••••••••••••••••••

S••l ..

Mi.c.ll.neou. H.rdw.r••••••••••••••••

Labor.tory Penetr.tion Sy.t••••••••••

1400.00

2300.00

2300.00

100.00

SO.OO

3S0.00

4400.00

Tot.l Co.t E.ti••t ••••••••••••••••••••78260.00
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TECHNICAL PRODUCTS, INC.
102 Itt Io4lE:DGI:WAY O"IVI:

DALLA'. TUA' 7'11'
114-357·11103

'710 DAII'Y A5H1'0l'0 .UITE 10'
HDU.TON, TEXAS 77077

713-.'3.11110

July 10, 1985

Mr. William B. Aiken. P.E.
Sweet &Aiken, Inc.
13810 Champion Forest Drive
Suite 235
HOuston, TX 77069

Confirndng our past conversationa, Trana-Tek will be able to furnish
a modified 600 Series angular displacement transducer on e state of
the art best effort basis.

The proposed specificationa are nominal values which we believe
are attainable at • reasonable cost.

SDlSITIVITY:
RANGE:

OU'l'PUl' :
POWEll:

100 millivolts per 0.01 degree
+ O. 5 degrees
• S volts
! 1S volts at approx1m8tely 30 ~lli~s

The transducer will not have an electrical zero adjuatlllent on the
transducer. Zero output will have to be achieved by the INChanical
po81tion of the transducer. Becauae of the hip aenaitivlty of
this device the succe.s of your application will depend on whatever
degree of _chanicd isolation from extreneoua loads your fixture
will allow. We alao underatand that the transducer will not be
subject to extr...a of temperature. hualdity, electl'OlMpetic
interference, shock or vibration.

The unit price for this transducer w111 be approx~tely $1500.00
includina all _tRials, calibration. aDd apecial enaineerina
chuaes. Shipillent should be about 12 weeke after receipt of a
til'll order. Should you have any further quntions. plesae do not
hesitate to contact us.

• .....pl'd.,~

~~~
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ModeIZ101

LOAD CARRYING CAPACITY
W - weiQ!lIof_..... • - ~to_of .....cvW.'--"unI_ of_1llIiI
Do lW. II or""" lWI. _ ........

IIteiMd tint , - dv\a

!i&"-.. ,..aD. - -

SpecHicetions StII"'''' ...... 0ptI0n. S~ StII"'rct "H" OptIon
Output It rated CIIp1City: Temperature re••

millivcb~ volt ~~: of........... -65 to +200 -6510 +200
nomine! ............. 2102.5 5 Temperetu........

Nonlinurity: of ueMbIe: °c .......... -1810 +93 -18to+93
rated output .......... ::t:0.1~ ::t:0.15~ Temperetu... effect on

Hyat......:of med output. :i:d.1~ :i:0.15~
output:of reeding per of. :i:O.OO2" :i:0.OO3~

RlPHYbiIity: of Temperature effect on
rlted output .......... ::t:0.05~ :i:0.0~

output:of reeding per DC . ±O.OO36~ :i:0.003ft.

Zero bllInc:e: of Temperature effect on zero:
rlted output .......... :i:1.~ :t:1.~

of reted output~ of... ±O.OO2~ :i:0.~

Bridge ""'nce: Temperetu... effect on zero:
ohms nomiMl. ........ 350 350 of reted output per °C ... :t:O.OO36~ ±O.OO36~

Temperetu... re~. Excbtlon:'::
cornpenaeted: F. +70 to +170 +7010 +170 muimum: DC

Temperetu... r.~.
orAC nne ............ 20 20

COIIliI*lUted: C ...... +21 to +77 +2110 +77 IMUlatiOn ,.....nc:e.

Number of~ . . . . . . . 1 1 ~~~:.~~. >5000 >5000
'HoI ...... on Mo 210&·50 _ 2101-100



FEATURES • RelICtion me••urements eliminate • No maintenance of slip rings•
•peed limitation. bearing•• or bru.hes

• Minim.1 friction error • Compact "low m..... physical size

45
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SEILIES 104

INSTALLATION
The precision pilot diameter and tapped mounting holes
on the base plate are provided lor QUick installation.
Once mounted, approximate mechanical zero is estab·
lished by aligning the mark on the shalt midwlV between
the zero and span controls on the cover The electrical
zero ~::i;...trnent can then be used to correct lor small off·
sets. Electrical connections Ire vii terminll strip, elimi·
naung the need lor mating connectors or terminal lug•.

CONSTRUCTION
Optimum performance and reliability is obtained by our
selection of components and factory calibration.
Mechanical parts are machined to eucting tolerances
lrom stable materills and are corrosion protected where
required. The shalt is supported by ball bearings for low
torQUe. r..istance to side told and to insure a long lif•.

APPlJCATIONS
series 604 AOT's are ideal lor use in:
o servo position feedback
o Rotary Ictuators
o Robotic wrist and elbow position
o Rotary valYes, throttle and antenna position
o Torque diaplac4l1l8tlt
o Inclinometers, vertical references
o Positioning OPtical devices
o Web or film tenSion contrOl

ANGULAR DISPlACEMENT TRANSDUCER

BULLETIN 5012-0056 EHB

I ~~ I., ~ ~1 r~ " F '\

EASE OF USE
Alter mechanical installation, connect the transducer to
a dual polarity power su~. The 0S04 series Internal
voltage regulator allows it to OI)trate from widely ranging.
unregulated yolt. sources or regulated ones, such as
Trans·Tek's 015.100. The high level, DC output can be
fed directly into voltmeters, recorders, NO converters or
other devices. The standardized output allows inter·
changing units without system recalbratOO.

THEORY
series 604 Angular DiSPlacement Transducers (ACT's)
are precision differential capacitors with integral voI1lge
regUlation, oscillator, demOdulator and OUtpul buffer
amplifier. The angular position of the shaft is converted
into a DC voltage directly proportional in amplitude and
polarity to displacement from the electrical null positiOn.

FEATURES
o ~ 0.25'10 zero base - terminal linearity
o 60- linear range
o DC in, DC out
o tOO my output I)tr degree of rotatiOn
o Infinite resolution
o F»recisiOn ball bearings lor long life
o Built in voltage regulator
o Can be battery excited
o Shalt rotational speed up to 3000 rpm



ELECTRICAL SPECIRCAnONS

UNENf'1 MAX. NON-U,,", lJS'BLE MAX. NON-UN. OUTPUT TYP. TEMP.
MOOElNO. DISPL. RANGE UNEAARANGE DlSPLRANGE UlWl.E RANGE SENSITMTY COEF. OF SPAN

< :0.01%
~.OOO() :30- :0.25% :3S- %1.0% 100mYOO'- OutDut/-F

-S- to < :0.01%
~-ooo, 01080- CN :0.25% +6S-CN %1.0% 100mYOO'- OutDut/-F

-S- to < %0.01%
~.OOl)2 Oto80-CCW :0.25% +65-CCW %1.0% -l00mYOO'- OutDutl-F

(1) eN ct.flnecl .. clodIwiR direclion 01 ....11 rOC.lion. when wew.ct Irom ....11 and.
(2) Zero lIUe temllnal ._•• exprnMll .. max "III lIIYiIlIon 0I10Ia1 r.,..

VOlTAGE %".S to :t: 30VDC
unregulaled.

POWER input pOlarity protected.

SUPPLY CURRENT : 20maDC maximum when load
current is leis than ± 5mliDC.

VOLTAGE Faclory calibrated to deliver
100mVDC per degree of rotaliOn
unlea otherwise ordered.

CURRENT Load can draw up to : SmaDC
withoUt Significant etfect on
non·linearity; OUtput is protected
against short circuits to pewer
SUClPlY lines (SOInaDC max.

OUTPUT short circuit current).
RIPPLE Max. peak-to-peek rippe voltage

is O.S% of total DC voltage
CMtr linear range; ripple is at
500KHz nom.

IMPEDANCE Less than 1 Ohm when output
current is lea lhan ± 5maOC.

REPEATABILITY < .02% of rarIM.
RESOLUTION Infinite.

ZERO CONTROl 10~ of total linear
ranae via multi turn DOt.

SPAN CONTROl 20~ range via multi tum pot.

ANGULAR 2" max. altllf1UatiOn of
VELOCITY Signal when operating al

10.000-hlecond.

MECHANICAL SPECIFICATIONS

DISPt.K:eMENT RANGE Conlinuous' there are no 1tOOS.
TOAOUE STARTING 5 gram-cm maximum.

RUNNING 3.S aram-cm maxiMum.
MOMENT OF INERTIA 0.6 gram-cm~

(SHAFn
LOAD RADIAL 10 Ibs. maximum.

AXIAL llbs. maximum.
BEARING LIFE ex: 17.000 hours expecled all0 RPM with
10 lb. radial load al shaft end.

TEMPERATURE
OPERATING 0··70-c
STORAGE - 55- to +125-c

MOUNTING Any posilion,
gravity insensiliYe

NET WEIGHT ".3 oz. (120 grams)

OPTIONS:
The following oplions are lvailable It 8CIded COSI al lime of pure-haM.
,. Factory callbraled 10 any lQeCifled OUtpul sensitivity. OUtp\ll voltage limited to ± 8VOC.
2. calibrated tor inverse slope: standard output with reversed shaft rotation.
3. Operation CMtr - 55 we to + t 25-C. weight incr..... to 7." oz. (210 grams).



SHAFT POSITION
SPAN

ADJUST
ZERO

ADJUST

1
+DCIN

3
-DC IN

"SIGNAL
OUT

5

SIGNAL
OOMMON

CASE, SHAFT, TERM. 2 AND TERM. 5 ARE OOMMON

2
INPUrO---....L----....L-----...L-----......I'-------''----O

RETURN

TYPICAL UNEAR RANGE

eo·

OUTPVT
+VOC

-<46
315

".2:r-r-r--r-r"'"Y-r~I"'"T-r-T"""1

4.0'H-+-+--+V".,...:::p~~-+-~

3.8H-+--t;,ot-t-t-+~+-t-t--t

3.61--11-+-#-1/4-4-H-++'-+-+--4
3.4H"""'iI,,+J+-t-t-+-++''"'d--t-i

3.2 V \
3.0 , ,

~33383942<46~515" 57 eo
DEGREES

TYPICAL PEAK DETAIL

OUTPUT FUNCTION

The IlluslraliOn above is a plol 0' outpul voIlage versus shall position for Model ~.()()()(). By definiliOn lhe outpul is 0
VDC allhe zero posiliOn. Rotating tM shlfl CW provides a POSllive voIlage proportionlllO the angular diSplacement from
lhe zero position. a:w rollliOn from the zero position produces a negative voltage. again proportional 10 lhe shills posl'
liOn in relation to 0·. The 0604.()()()1 ia deaigneCl to provide 8 0 10 +6 VOC outpul propor1ion11a 0" to eo" CW rotation.
Model 0604.()()()2 gives a 0 to - 6 VOC output proportional to a O· 10 eo· a:w rOlalion.



SPAN

ZERO
TERMINAL STRIP
ACCEPTS WIRE
SIZES TO NO. 14 AWG.

DIMENSIONS IN INCHES

.Jm
.1870

8-32 THD~318DEEP
3 HOLES, 120- A9AFf!
ON 1.100· IlIA.

DIMENSIONAL DIAGRAM

________ -F

WIRING
TERMINAL FUNCTION

1. + DC input
2. Input return
3. -DC input
4. Signal outpul
5. Signal common

NOTE: Case. shaft. and terminals 2 & 5 are common

CALIBRATION RECORD
This section w~1 be c:ompIeted during final inspeclion.

Model No. Dale Code _

serial No. (optional) _

Calibralion Temperature

CAUBRATION
This Model 0604 AOT has been faclory calibraled as
noted below. User should check calibraliOn before
plaCing inSlrumenl in serviCe. To check calibration. or to
recalibrate. proceed as follows:

1. Secure the housing and shaft to a suitable tesl rig.
2. Power the AOT and allow a 10 minute warmup.
3. Rolate the shaft 10 the zero position (coarsely iden·

lified by aligning mark on end of shaft between zero
and span access holes.)

4. The span pol is used to adjusl the OUtpul for
6.000 ~O.OO1VOC difference between the - 30
and + 30" or 0- and 60- positions. depending on
the model. Units ordered with special zero and sen
sitivity values should be calibrated to these.

INSTALLATION
The AOT should be mounted and bolted in position with
due care taken to aYOid damage 10 the precision ball
bearings. Rotate Ihe shalt to the proper zero position.
coarsely identified by aligning mark on shaft end to be
between ZERO and SPAN controls. After powering the
AOT. set the mechaniSm to be monitored allts zero posi
lion. and then lock the AOT shaft 10 the rotating
mechanism. Small misalignments between the ADT zero
position and the mechanism zero position can be elimi·
nated by using the AOT ZERO control.

Calibraled to deliver 0.1000 VDC per degree of rolation
with input power ~ 14.510 ~ t5.5 VDC unless otherwise
noted below

SpecialCalibration (optional)

Unit is supplied With following options (checked If applies)
D ,. Special Sensitivity _

Zero OOsel _

D 2. Calibrated for Inverse Slope.
D 3 For - 55-C 10 + ,25"C Operation.

NOTES
All ~jlications are subject to change without notiCe.
Contact TRANS-TEK lor quantity dlscount priCes available
on all models. (For areas beyond the United States 
contact the international representative.)

ORDER PLACEMENT
Order. should be made out to TRANS-TEK. Incoroorated.
sent in car. of your local TRANS-TEK representative. or
directly to Box 338. Ellington. ConnectiCut 06029.

MODIRCATIONS
Transducers tor special applications are available. Consult
TRANS-TEK. Incorporated on your particular requiremenl.

WARRANTY
All TRANS-TEK transduce's are warranteed against
defective materials ancl workmanship for one year.

TELEX 9·9207 (TRANS TEK ELLG)
IN(OPP()P,~TE [)

PllnledinUSA 80x 338. Aoule83. EllllIfllon. CannecIlc;U10l029(203)872·8351

Ctl
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PCB PIEZOTRONICS, INC.
3425 WALOEN AVENUE

OEPEW, NEW YORK 14043-2495
TELEPHONE 716-684-0001

TWX 710-263-1371
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ACCELEROMETERS
.... lIuIt·... -.,I......."

s.iM300 --
30••,2

MINIATURE. LOW MASS GENERAL PURPOSE - HIGH...... ...... ....
~

... w- e.* e.. ....... lliS- - -* WI...... WI .. WI =. SIr.. .... u - ...... u.. S- f,.. e-eer
c.. c.. c.. • .v/. .... I. ...... e._ ........I...........=.......... JIM -- lIMa JIM" - .. ... -- -- _II JIZIIJ .U - _3

s-y,..... .V/. 10 10 10 lao* I lh~ Ih~ IDllt. Ih~ lDOt~. .t~. lDOtI'. lDOt~ SOd'

-... ... aIV .... a,.. lOll lOll IOU 101al'l) IDDD lOll IOU IOU lDO It IV) SO I' 10 10 lao
--... a._ - - - - - tDDD IDDD IDDD - - 32 lDO lDO 2DO1'-*lOV_,,,...... .- 01 01 01 DDS. 02 .01 0' 01 DDS DOl .DOn DOl DOl D02
-

"'-'....1_. >..... 70 lao* JD 70 120* ., ., .1 20 25 2D >40 2. n

f......... d ..." HI I. 11. I .. ,.. I .. 1.. I .. I •• ,.. I. I. 2. I. I.
loa 10DDD 10DDD 10DDD 10DDD IDDD saaa IDDDD saaa JllOII saaa IDDDD :JDDD :IODD

F......... *I"'" HI
,.. .71. .71• 3.. 2_ ,.. ,. - ,I. 7.. 7_ 13"

,,, h.
20DDD 20 ODD 20 ODD 2DDDD 20DDD loa' 10DDD IDDDD IDDD JDDD noaa IDDD IDDD

lMttNIlIIcMfy III 10 10 11 10 10 10 10 10 '0 10 10 10 1O 10

IIiIcIlIrte T_
>' U U Ii D2 01 DI 05 as u os 02 03 OS 05e-....... 7D"'f

~--.............IfIIy.- , I 1 I I I I I I I 1 , I I IMM.......... _I

0......-.* <.., lDO lDO 'DO lDO lDO 100 lDO 100 ,ao lDO lDO 100 lDO lao

"_5.-1_1 , 5 5 , 5 5 5 5 5 S S S 5 5 I

SIr..S- 11,..-1- os 05 os 05 005 01 01 01 o. OS 01 I .05 05

T..,.._ !IMtI'"' Of -401' -40 .. -4Ote -40_ -40_ -IOOte -100 I. -1001' -100 .. -lao .. -IS .. -IDO .. -lao .. -100 ..
·200 ·2ao -- -120 -150 ·250 ·250 ·250 ·250 ·250 -175 ·250 ·250 ·250

re.,c:.n.c- "/Of 03 D3 .03 .OJ .05 13 03 D3 03 33 03 D3 03 03

v__e-. a._ IDDD lDDD IODD SOD IDDD 2DDD 20DD 20DD IDOD loaa lDO 100 lOll loaa

SllectI_1 ... 2DDD 2DDD 2001 IDDD 2001 saaa. 5DOD. saaa 2000 10DDD saaa IOlICI 5DDD* 10 ODD

s-.•• ... ... ... ... ... ~ -"" -- -- ...... -"" ..... ...... .....
1e..·(...-I

SINe..... 211. 211. 211. 211. .23_. .50. SI • so. so. 75. 512. 125. 75. 75.
......1 - 41 II .. 41 '30 13 13 13 IS 110 111 ISD 132 10'..... .. 2. 21* 11* 2. 1* n 25 25 31 55* 3'. 3' 17 55

- .,
e-c,. -...... 5·44 ........ .......... .......... '0·32 11-32 1032 1032 1032 '032 1032 '032 IDJ210·c.... -- IIr cItlI 10' eMIl l'eMII

e- ....",.. ss Jle 311 311 311 311 311 311 31' 3" ss 311 ss ss ss

s...... .,.., .,.., .,.., .,.., .,.., .,.., .,.., .,.., ....., he-.c --.c "'_IC .,.., .,..,
e;.....,. ............. .. lie .. .. lie .. '" ",. ... "" ... "" .. ..
OPTID......IlS 3I3AU .Ml .- _II -- -"1... _'Ioc .... ....- .. ...·tn _ClSI _II """IIC....11.1 -- ..... _....

..elM
_·1IInIl

NOTES: f* deno,••••CeDClOIIal charlel...,IC) frequency response~ chart and '0 .r.n•••nt (3) Siandard,nd 10 loleranc. Indlca.ed
411 PCB power un". prO¥lde 2 '0 20 rnA 'rom event. la.'"1 l1li'0 _,a' ~CII"I 0' ,>on""al 01...._ ..
+18 '0 -2ev DC supply For IOV ou,pu•.•24 '0
·28V DC I. ,equ"ed For dr",,,'ll cabl.s longer

".n 100 It. use I mA
'21 O'SChllqe Iomll cansl.n. ""81"~ 10 low

dtsctIwr~TC For h.1t I,ne events. C1'ICIIIIJve
TC iNKIld be 2~ IIm.1I _", dur.loon Use
48AB or ....1102 S.".II po_, un... '0 u"h'.
Ih. 'ullllanlduc., d"cha,lI" TC

,., Spec,a' cryogenIC modell ODeral. 10
.4QOF SpecI.' h'Vh lem~lIur. 10 '325°F

151 SUPP'ted WI.h IIUlChed 10 It IIbbon _,.
''''' ..''.. ., ....... to 7'1 ....... ., ..... 1 ..... ro ...... ~._~
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!.rIO(k & Ylhrat on

. f· 30JA

"

.'
'~ II lOlA .. 301 A V",ioft

"'ZOTIIOIIICI

• C8IItw8'ion S'd in
12 311C 31•• 3OIAot 3MA03S~ C_ lIl8C,fic eMt• .-a,
H SENSITIVITY INDUSTRIAL TRIAXIAL SHOCK
=

'-' .... hi.... .... l.- ..... 0- Il•• nor" ':-11
e- .... l"... SIr_ .... ... ... _M", ,.".. .... .. l.-._

- GlIlI .. da", 1lIiIt·. lew._ lew". W. e-. e-. ......
u _liZ -- .., me ..... JZII JIIA ..... _MIl JIIMZ .. -..z JIIM3 ....
110 100d... tOOt2ll. 100 t2ll. 1000 dlL 1000 tOOd... tOOtS,. IOt2,.. 10 10 IOo2ll. 05 1 5 1- -

~ ~ ~ 5 lh25V ~ SO 500 500 500 500 100000. 50000 10000 5000-
100 100 100 10 - tOO 100 1000 - - 1000 - 100000 ZOOOO 1('000

001 00' oot 0005 0001. 001 001 01 Ol 01 01 1 1 2 I
---::

21. JO 25 25 l§ U 25 11 I , 65 .. 10 10 10
----:

I I 10 ... I. 2510 025 .. 21, 1 .. III ,.. I" OS .. 2511 l5. U" n ..
Jooo JOOO 20 JOOO 100* 5000 JOOO 1000 3000 loon 5000 1000 1000 1000 1000

~
7" 2.G .711 II ~ .. 01 " 13.- 7.. 7" 710. 0310. 110 .110 1" I"

5000 6000 26 5000 1200 7000 5000 3000 10000 - 10000 12000 12000 12000 12000

~
10 10 10 10 10 to 10 10 10 10 10 10 to 10

O~ 02 05 02 20 D5 05 OS 05 05 10 20 20 20 lO

-
" I 1 1 1 1 t 1 1 1 1 I I I 1 I

......-:
IDO 100 100 100 H'" 100 100 lDD 100 100 100 100 100 100 100

5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 ~ 5 ~ ~ 's" ~ ~

D~ D5 05 OS 001 01 1 01 O~ 01 01 2 Z 2 2

II ·10010 ·IIIlIIO ·100 10 -fl51G -10010 -10010 -~IO -10010 -100 " -100 " -100 " -100" -IOOlO -100. -100.
'l~ °U5. 'l~ 0175 '200 ·250 '2SO '250 'lSO '200 .175 ·2SO '2SO '2SO ·2SO

0) 03 03 OJ 03 03 05 03 DJ 03 03 03 D3 03 03

200 500 500 100 100 500 500 1000 1000 1000 lOOO 100000 75000 20000 101llllJ

-
) 5000 5000 5000 200 100 5000 5000 ZOOD 2000 2000 5000 1251 .... 1_ .... SOlC .... 2Olt .....,,- .If_ 3OIllf_ 20lt IfIllS

I ..."", -- ........ ..."'" ...... -.til ...... -" -- ..... _ot -" _ell _14 -.
75. 75. 7S- 15. n., 7S- I D•• 10 IZS III cllioc ~. 31Z. liZ. 31Z. 31Z.
17) , 07 132 13l .ll lO .25 Cllk Cllk -- , 3 fli II II II- 60 55 15 IS 1000 J7 lID 130 17. 22* 25 0. U 0. 0.

1032 l03l 1032 10·32 1032 5/1f1U 10Sl. 10·32 "".... ........ ,..
1032 :032 1032 10·32 1032

Cool·.... '" 2O·0A .·c.... 10· ......-
S5 55 55 ss ss ss 311 )16 '''111'''''' ss 31' 11..,.. lfOPM , U,.. lHPN

-
~r....,tC _,""tte .....'" lPO_, ......,... ......,.. ......,... ....... fllOl' """' "- ..." ..." ..." ..."- '11. ... .. ... ,... .. ".. no no ... no no III III III- "III JOlIn "31,)4 .- -.w _JAl' ..13 "I.

.e SO.,V/g 50·100200 i.I'1O ",k lao-VI,
.................... "'lIlP t~II'• SODH'

16. ACClISIO'y 'solel'on ~s enG SIU....,. OPTIONS. 5iIec.1I 5eflSl''''''IlIS r' ....s. 'llIc'roclI'IOlII"". IlefmelOC ..eI'ng. lOW 'ncl "'II" IIUS hll,"ng
a_a,labl. t'51I1'II"J" ,nsonltl,.",. I..- frequenc, 'esponse. Ion9'" dlsch"VO TC. NMd,ncl "mo,ed OUlput.
'7, C.hlH...on furnIshed 10 5'. opllonel 10""'" nOIH. lower ,ernper,ature ei.ac;t'othcs to -tUO-F or h"her ••".,.tur. 10 ·~25·J:, conweonhonal
C.lhbrahon ava"..blp. 10 1~ frequenc'W' range I lI ..rg.. output ~.... COf"l~K'oradaptor .and lhermal •.ctetl

18) FIeld r~pa"abl@wider term.nal ".85 'AACfA8Lf CA1I8A"IOI\I CfIllTlF'CAff IN COM~LIAI\ICf WITH MILSTO 45882 6
'-unnp.ctlon JUA""SHEO WIIH EACH ACCEUAOMUEA
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MOTION
,hock: & ~.brallon PlH

DIMENSIONAL DATA

ACCELEROMETERS
with buill-in amplifie••

Series 300
PIIZOTRONICS

Typical KIt

l--10D"~
1/4-28 TM
Mtg Hole

r~ 3288

37j-C5

I MOUN'ING STUDS
Mod 081820
1/4,28 Thd.o' 14·28 TM
lsupploed)

ModM081B20
1/4·28 ThO to M6 a 0 75
Thd 10puo....11

306A06

Sf,teI R••nfc-r.ed
W..stoThtee
III hi Colo<
CodOJdC-.

I I wi 10· 32ThO
I' C'"lIlK'AI

==~(5 F~:''''

TYPICAL SYSTEM:

TYPICAL KIT:

Includes accelerometer. 10 It Input cable. power supply.
and 3 It output cable In a convenient carryIng case

DeSignate and order as follows

For banery power k.t add 'K'
to accelerometer Model
No Ce.g. K302A).

For Itn€; power kit add 'KL'
to accelerometer Model No
leg. Kl302Al

Special length cables to 50 11
supplied ,n kits at no additIOnal
charge, .f sP4tclfled.

SOLDER CONNECTOR
ADAPTOR Model 070A09
/acce••oryl

312 11'P

'31"""

312Typ
'31Aa..

680..

0·32 Thd
c....,
onnctOf

';f- JO.32 Thd
Mtg_

RN Pr"'..".... Coot

MOUNTING STl...JS
MadallB05
10-32 Thd to '0 32 Thd
llUPllloedl

MadM08tBOS
10-32 Thd to MIl .0 75 Thd
loptlMal'

6 h CM* woth 10 32 Thd
COIla Connec.or ---...

~
309A

ri 307A

27~NnNGSTUDS
Mod 081 IlO5
10·32 ThIIlO 10·321hd
ISUClPI"'"

ModM081BOS
1032 Thllto M6.0 75 Thd
lop"onal,

4

If "'-
--1

C

~

,.s.~ J
lL ~~ 10·

580Doo-I •

10·32 Thd
eoa....
Connector

I
I

I JO ,/2He.

~ "noI , ....y Mtv Hole

48401.~

302A

'0·32Thd
Inl"9,o'Mtg Stud
O.mA· = 14 lor
Modol.~3.

305_.~

O,m "A' = 29 lor
~.305A.

3O!>A02

303A

10,32Thd
Co...., ConMCtor

21~M~~

Ty)~n~B1=~
II'

.L
10 S~Thd

r- In.."I'
1 Mt9 Stud

303A02

68

L
."..

r
30SA

TRANSOUCER CONFIGURATION OlMENSIONS:
See specific data sheet for transducers not shown.

I~'~I

r=
132 ~

~~:;;, L
1032Thd ---./ =! 35

~.-];8 30.8

21 MOUNTING STUOS
MJd0811lO5
10 32lhd.o 10·32 Thd
I'~""'I

MadM081l105
1032 Thllto M6.0 75 Thd
(apeoona',66



MINIATURE'lGRAM

QUARTZ ACCELEROMETER
Series303A pro MOTION "

shock & ~,b'ltlon

II11Z0TIIONICS

l.S.

epOXy

'18'024
21020

100
11
10

10
70
1'0 10000
I

1

tSOO
0.01

5
0.05
0.03

-40 to +200
±IOOO
2000

0.28.0.48
2
2

303A. 303A03

21o..;=;. 5-"Thd.. CooJoel
eo.v-

61 9/32_

I,' 5.40TIlCl
1..L ......

.12 Mlg Stucl

- .27000

27000 19/32_(fWIII Soldwr- 1ormonols121

.48 •
U 1 06

.11 lilT
r-: 4l 1,.:, (TWII.1

-5 ·40ThcI
wwegral MIg. Slucl

303A02

303A03

303A

Suppl ied with .UItCI>ed
10' ribbon Wt,. termineti,..
in 10-32 Micro connec'or

Supplied with .ttoc:hed
10' ribbon wire _rmin.ting
in to-32 Mic:roconnecto,

SPECIFICATIONS' M_No.

R_lto- ts outPull g

Resolulion I

Sensitivity InomiNII mV/1I
R_Mnt F'IIq-.cy (mountedl kHz
Frequency fI"'je (!5"" Hz
Ditch_ge Time Const..1 tee
Li~.ity '"
Output Impedonc:e Ohm
Oulr" ·t aie, ir.omiMII V
Owrload RIICOW<V mlcrosec:

Tr..__ s.nIitivity (fNlM.1

"Str.in Sensidvity II/"in!in
T_.lure Coefficient "I"F
TernperltllrW A....
(oper.tional 10 +2SCTFI "F
Vibrltion 9
Shack (llfotlCtedl 9

Size (ho~. ~ ...""tI in
Weithl 1_'o~.1 gm
CannoctO' lsolder t..minel,)
C_M.teriei
Se..

e~cit.'ion Volt. V
EMe;I.Iion CIIrrenl IcOftIt.n, I mAR••doul

{nof Included'
pow... Unit

.80008

007810

i>~..~~~>
/....<, ,

with built·in microelectronics & 10 mV19 sensItivity

Series 303'" Qu.rtz Accelp.rometers function to tr.nsfer
shock .nd vibr.tory motion intohigh-level,low-imned.nce C100
ohm) volt. sign.ls comp.tible with readout, recording or
.n.,.,zing instruments. These tiny sensitive (10 mV!g) sensors
operate reliably oyer wide amplitude and frequency ranges
undlrr adverse environmental conditions.

Meaur. shock Ind .ibr.tion in lfIt)Iicetions requiring smell size,
low mIIU Of .e,., highf~ response.

TYPICAL SYSTEM: Model GK30JA Accelerometer Kit

They are stNctured with perm.nently pol.rized compres
sion-mode qu.rtz elements and • microelectronic amplifier
housed in • light'Might metal CISI. Three different c.se .nd
connector configurations give you • choice in mounting .nd
c.bling. The built·in electronics oper.te Oller. co.xial or two·
conductor cable; one le.d conducts both signll Ind power.
Solder terminal venions Ire normelly supplied with I ribbon
wire cabl,110ft.long: Model 0078101 .nached. Model303A02
requires Model 002G c~xi.1 cellle with a Micro~4 connector
on one end.

Frequency RIJPOMI (mountedl

Test results of the behlVior of the Model303A Ire presented
below. Note especiallV the sharp clean signals free of cable noise
.,..d the exceptionally high frequency r!!Sponse. Bec.:ause of the
low mISS, SIries 303A sensors measure n.otion of mlny light
structures without appreci.b1y ch."ging the structure or behlV'
ior of the test object during the measuring transaction.

Not. Co••,.I,",.'_'o< M_' 30JA02 only
OOZG'O. '0" 10nll 5-•• ,"d ",uv'O lO·32.M Diull
00'0 ··x· IPKI'. '."9th .,)(" tee.

N_:

Model 3OJA02,.... 5-44 m'Cfo-connoc:tor. Drll« ~.IIU"O'IS.'. r/le......
Op'ion, include O8OAIS ad,,",;.,. m""",,ng be... 080AI6 ,II'e.·.x ..
mountinged..,Io, (l0-32 ,hr••dl .nd ,,,.. ,.1 Model JOJA06

71
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EPX Series
Miniature Threaded Pressure Transducers

• 5 PSI to 5000 PSI (.35 BAR TO 350 BAR)
• 10·32 UNF OR M5 METRIC THREADED MOUNT
• O-RING SEAL. STAINLESS STEEl CONSTRUCTION
• STATIC & DYNAMIC PRESSURE

Entran', EPX Minialure ttveaded preuure sensors
represent a unique approach in transducer design based
on mounting ease and flexibility of use. Developed with a
wide range of applicAtions in mind, the EPX offers an
optimum combination of characteristiCs wtIIc:h germit
.tatic and dynamic preaaure measurementl when small
lize ana ease of attachment are of prime imDortance.
The EPX has a .tainlen Iteet diaphragm con.truclion
whicl't eliminale. the cracking and lhattering problems
normally alsoclated with silicon diaphragm transducers,
Available in etlher a 10-32 UHF or M5 metric thread. wilh
built in O-ring seal. it allows simple mounting to test
objecls or aystoms, A custom thread length option
enables mstching the EPX directly to existing require
ments and allows sPeciflcetion of the eltllCt transducer
length between O.rlSO" and 1,500"(8,3mm and 4Omm).
instead of machining the fixture to malch the transducer.
Anolt.er standard aption irl(;orporate. two variet,es of
"WeIJe<f' diaphragm a.als for use in wllter or corrolive
fluids compatible witll 30455. !n Ihorl. il is poaaible Ie.
customize the Iransducer directly trom this data bulletin
without the nece,slly of complicated special order
procedures,

The EPX Is a semiconductor IIraln gage device which
combine, a fully active 'Nllest,tone bridge with Itate Of
the art tranlducer de,lgn. The ,emlconductor element.
are bonded directly to the stalnl.., ,teel diaphragm
therebY prO'lldlng uxtremely high freq~ncy lI.ponse
coupled with extremely low sensitivity to extraneou,
acceleratlonl. vibration, and 'hock.. Ita high output
enab," the EPX to drtv. moat recordera and data
mon.torlng .y.tem. directly, wlthoul amplification and
costly "gnal conditioning. The semiconductor circuitry
II fully compen.ated for temperature chang..' In the
environment.

The EPX il rangea for the preasures which are commonly
experienced in r.search, lasting and control. from S to
5000 .,.; (.35 to 360 barI (for ranges higher than 5000 psi
or 360 bar, contact Entran directly,) Typical use, have
varied In ecope from miaaile engine snd ,kin preuure
Iludle., aUlomvtlve fuel lene and brake hyclraulic leats,
ship model Impact and perturbation sludies to chemiCal
proce.. control and general university laboratory
re.earch,

Entran
Specification EPXS·t85

30
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SPECIFICATIONS
EPX·10

lAUE ,II 5 10 15 25 50 100 250 500 1000 2500 5000

DWEII.-IE ,Ii ~ 50 50 50 100 200 :)00 1000 2000 4000 6000

IElilTIVln ."'11 3 2.5 2 2 1.5 1.2 .5 25 .12 .05 .025

I..... ., F.I. 15 25 30 50 75 125 125 125 125 125 125.
'IU. FlEOUnCy .... 45KHz 50KHz 65KHz 65KHz 75Kltz 80KHz 120KHz 150KHz 200KHz 300KHz 450KHz

COil IO.UI.. HYST. ±1%FS. ~F.S ±'hllbF.S,

ZEIO ±lmV/100'F ±2%F.SJ100°F ±''h4lllF,SJ100"F
nlr.IHIfT

SEIS. ±2%1100°F (±3~%1100"F lor EPX6-)

• lEI.. .. "F.II. .015 .007 .0048 003 .0016 .0012 .0006 .0004 ,0003 0002 ,0001

"-'-11-. .. - ..-,-

SPECIFICATIONS COMMON TO ALL RANGES AND THE METRIC SERIES

EPX· EPX6· CUSlC* OPT1OIISI.1IlICtIoII......,
ElCITATIOI 10 vee 6 vee 310 15 YO'; o. VAC_..

11m 1200 11 nom. typo (350 n min.) 700 n nom. typ, (350 a min.) 200 n to 250) n nom.
IIPEDAIICE

OUTM 350 () nom. 350 () nom. 120 n 10 500 n nom.

REPEAUI.un :to.25% :to,25% :to.1%

R£SOwnOI INFINITE

COlrUSAllD 111•• 70"F 10 HO"F [21"C 10 We) Ranges witnin: -IOO"F to 45C'F
-73'C to 230'C

OP£UTII1111lr. ......O·F 10 250°F (......O·C to 121"C) -100°F 10 500°F (-73"C to 260°C)

ZEIO OFFSET eO'F) ±10mY ±10mV ±l4lllF,S.21'C

ICuslom DllIil.ns ...CIlIlIr itcaIions and •• not IV•• on III modIIsnoll III c:ombiNtions,

WIRING DIAGRAM

TltANSDUCEIl

/--- lIED ,-----'.D

" I • +'NPUT
/ I

\ I II \ I
IkUI I

I I GIIIIIN
c••••"...... I--Ie I GIII.IN

I •~
\ I

/ I,
/ lUCK : lUCK

"- I -INPUT

_In '-------VIftII'T.: ~

'.'.. ' {



METRIC SERIES
EPX'M~

IUllE • 0.35 0.7 1 1.5 3.5 7 15 35 70 150 350

mlONSf • 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5 7 14 3Q 70 140 240 420

SEUn1Vm -W- 40 35 30 30 20 17 8 3.5 1.1 .8 35,- .. F.l 15 25 ~c 45 75 125 125 125 125 125 125

'IEl FlEOUElr;y .. 45KHz 50KHz 65KHz 65KHZ 75KHZ 80KHz 120KHZ 150KHZ 200KHZ 300KHz 450KHZ

COil IO.UI. & Hm. :I:11M1F.S. :M.F.s. ±'hlMlF.S.

ZEiO ±lmV/50·C ±2C1lJF.SJSO·C ±1 'hlMlF,SiSO·C
niP. SHIFT

SEIS. ±2lM11S0·C (:I:3'hlMlJ50·C lor EP)(6·)

I SUs. .... "'F,Sl. .015 .007 .0048 .003 .0016 .0012 .0006 .0004 .0003 .0002 .0001

MOUNTING STYLES

EPX'10U
EPX·10W }~

or e:--
EPX·M5U .......
EPX·M5W

EPX'10IU }
EPX·10IW -

EPX~M5IU =-=
EPX·M5IW

lllII'r - .Klll I ....

'0" WAn" 011 CO"ROIIY': ~.UIOI CO-PAnILl WITH _ ..Itr__ -._... il__.Itr-_ -._..._-......-,

__.--· -- _.·'U... Itr...--__- -.-....-..-_&lnn......... _ _ ..y ·'1I..__• .tll11~ __..1lD'f(1511't1

CUSTOM SCREW LENGTH OPTION

St.ndarel EPX unitt ara lupplled with DIM .X". thl dlltanc:e from ...11ng lurface to diaphragm. u 7/18" (11.1 mm~
You can order any length you deaire betwHn 0.250" and 1.50" (e.3mm and 4Omm). Juat adcl tha cUltom .X"
dlmanllon to th. mod.1 number Ilitiown on the beck 010. and conlUll th. price lilt for tha additional ch~.. All
EPIHO.unlta h..... ·X" IxprelMd in inch.. Ind EPX·M5 unltl hl.... ·X" exprelMd In mm.

LEAD WIRES & COMPENSATION MODULE

An units Ire .upplled with 24"(81cm) of Teflon il'lsul8ted allIelded cable with the CampenAtlon Module located 18"
(46cm) 'rom the transducer Cexcept lor il'ltemal compel'lAtion unital. The module I' supplied with each unllllWtred into
the "ada. II you deail'e longer lead leI'lgtha or module toeation other than 18" (46cm). pl.... conaun poee li.t and
speCify at lime 01 oraer.

~
------t.-c....-----_........''''._I::L ,.". -: ; ....

T,_ -=:======::J1 C'========tt:=:=1= .c.==~l____________2.-tlI.... ~



TO ORDER AN "EPX" SERIES PRESSURE TRANSDUCER

1. Select Desired Input Voltag~ Option EPX or l:PX6.
2. Select Desired Mounting Style in Standard or Metric Versions.
3. Select Welded Version If Required.
4. Select Pressure Range.
5. Specify Pressure Reference Gauge, Absolute. Differential or Sealed Gauge.

If Not Specified, Unit Will Be Supplied as Gauge.
6. Specify Custom Thread Length If f'eQulred.

(XX)

CUSTOM TrfREAO
LENGTH

FPX -10

TT
SERIES STYLE

u

T
WELDED OPTION

100

T
PRESSURE RANGE

G

T
REFERENCE:
G-Gluge (Aetatiwl
I).DitlIlInlIIIlWellDry ar Dry/Oryl
S-SIIIId GIugI
A-AIIIoIutI
(GaIge II not specifltdl

Example.: EP1-10-5O SIIndIrlI10-32 UHF llnacl 50 PSIG,."....
Epx·M5·S.5 M5 MetItc llnId. 3.5 bIr ,... IIlItNI (GIUlIt).
EPX·10IHooM.37j Brut WtIdId 10-32 UHF YInion wtth 100 PSII.,.. ud custarn lInId Iqt!Ial'X" - D.3r. .
Epx·MSW-H10) ... WIIdId M5 MtIrIc TInId wtth 71l1r range IIlII custom IInId Iqt!I al"X" - 10nrn.
EPX6-10~SOOO EPX wItIIlY &cltallan 0IltiGn an 10-32 UHf Thmded HOUIlng willi In1ImII Compensallan

MocUe. 5000 psIg.

ACTUAL SIZE

r-....,~"'""---------..- ...-

TYPICAL INSTALLATION

EPI-IO If' En-IS

'--__ IUILT-III __-,
~,"IIG

AEFfllElICE
PRESSUIlE '01lT

....TAUATION TOIlQUI

'--'R-. ...1& --0.$1. S DI
o.u.
...500. '0 11
•• 35.100._. '5 U.0.350_

./~ Ii



-j 3HP
ORBIT-TYPE

HYDRAULIC MOTOR

Medium S~eed - High Torque - Miniature Sin

BIlI1& by Lamina uadn ......
from CbU'-Lynn., Uae. 1D0wa..
tbe Orbi& principle &0 ob&a!a ...
duced apeed 011 &be ou&put ....
wiUa Inae..d wrque. sel& ope..
• tion II In • modeDw IPHClIUI.
wllb .. &0 6 OPM. WDI IUD w'lII
equal torque in elUaer dl.recU.
and Is 1111&...Uy n".dble.

Body lellltb..Ia:.1Ll" OD Model A-l00: IIIIbUy Iboner on other mode~
Fron' mounflni-niilce..:&:..dlamewr. Fom mountJn, hole~2"diameter
~ced on • ~liOle pactaIII. \'rItb ODe hole omi&tad In line WIili'1Jie oUpora
Bolt ctrde~'diameter. ~aft.~diameter a ~'lon,wlUa Woad
rufl keyw~owrbody eliametn 1-3/4". OU ponsue IU.lP& due..
with o-riDI aeal. 9/16-18. For fOt'.t mounted moton lee Ultlnp Mlow.

Mowr lbaft wW toler.te fuD Iide loadJn, but tbrult loadln, Ihould lie
Itept u low u poulble. Recommeaded OUId,,1!" A transmillioa fluid •
bydraulic oU wltb vtacollty DOt 1_ than I~SU (., 1000F). Four ell.
placemeDY are offered In the dlart below. Cboole Uae ODe wblch mOlt
cloaelF matdl_ load IINtd and wrque requiremeau

MODIEL No.

Choose From Five Displacements
~ ~

A·25F A·17F A·SOF A·UF

2272
2107
2147.
100

Displacement. Cubic IIII/Rev.
Maximum OU Flow (Supply)
Maximum OperaUn, PzeUUIe
No Load RPM. 8 GPM
Fu1l Lo.d RPM. 8 OPM
No Load RPM. 1 OPM
II'\aD Lo.d RPM • 1 OPM
MaxlmulD HI' .8 OPM
MaxlmUID Torque. lach-LbI.
Approldmate Welcbt

0.81 1.21 1.62 2.03
AD lDodell 8 fiPM

AD Models I &00 PSI
1517 1137 909
1885 1038 843
189 142 113
21 16 29

AD models 3 HP
150 200 250

AU lDodels 31,4, LbL

3.2. :
.---~;

581 ~

U9
~

I

400

Foot Mounted lIminl r~oton:
To order above moton for fool

moullt1al. add "101" .nn model
Dumber••• A-I,FM. etc. Bracket
mUll be specified at time ofo~
DaI order, it c:aDIlot be .dded to
flaDp _awd moton In Uae field.

CeaterliDe bellbt 114"; Shaft
edendl 114" beyond braekeL Tbe
wel&bt of motor and foot bracket
Il4lbL

ORBIT MOTOR PRINCIPLE
Lamina moton lilted abew, and C.....Lynn ORBIT moton on P....

96D to ~J obialn their dellrable slow ~eed. blab tOrllue ebaraeterllUc b,
operaUn, on the ORBIT- principle. nil Jive•• blll1t-ln QJed redUctiOD
wUbout lbe uae of extemal leu boxa or lpeed reducerl. The mult II •
slow abaft lilted .& • pea. efflclenq than could usuall, be produced b, •
hip spHd bydraulle lDotor opentJn. tbroulh ... 'lltelnal apeed redue•.
-Note: ORBIT II. leJialend trademult of Cbu-LyaD DlvlIIoD. Eaton Corp.
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~-~~c·
~.~TYPE EJERVOV;'LVES
• flow control

• twostage

FIVE BASIC SIZES

• double nozzle

• mechanical feedback

PORT CIRCLE MAX. RATED FLOW VALVE
DIAMETER Ipm liters/min WEIGHT

.t It
In. mm 3000 psi 210 b.,. Ills kl

:J Sari.. 30 0.480 12.19 3.1 12 0.42 0.19

~; Serl.. 31 0.625 15.88 6.8 26 0.81 0.37

~> Sarin 32 0.780 19.81 14 54 0.81 0.37

~~ sm.. 34 0.780 19.81 19 73 1.10 0.50

'"'III Seri•• 35 1.()('0 25.40 44 170 2.13 0.97

THIS CATALOG CONTAINS

2

• teneral information on Type 30 servovalves
• inlormation on standard v~lve designs

STANDARD DESIGNS

• are assembled from standard parts

• oller choice of

o rated flow

c raled pressure

"J rated current (coil resistance)

"J internal coil connection
OJ electrical connector or cable

c connector or cable location

seal compound

• give standard perlormance (per Moog specification)

• eliminate non·recurring start·up costs

• minimize lead·time; certain models carried in stotk

POSITION SERVO -

THE USUAL APPLiCATION OF FLOW CONTROL SERVOVAlVES

• s~"""J"alv~ supplied WIth constant pressure Ps (e.g.• 3COO
pSI or 210 b.lrS)

• se .....aualve controls nOON to and from pistcn end ctnm.
bers in response to electrical ",i"l1al

• p,s'rm drries 'OJd
• pos, I"n ff'edbdCk Signal obtained tnon pot. lVOT. CCo~

..tc.

II difference bet...e~n pesitlcn command signal 1nd c';·...
toon ,,'edbJck signal I; error signal

• err(lr "1l~n~1 IS, ..Jmp1ifled to dn-,~ Slu",Jcv.1lvl!

• load 11lOIJeS to reduce error to r.eJr ZerO



MAGNET

MOTOR COIL
JirER POlEPIECE

ARMATURE

MATERIALS used in S:andard T,pe 30 Strvonlvel

..... IIllI caps IIlIl--n.. 11" PH IlIilllN ltell
Speol IIllI IIlIsIIIIII' '-'C l!ainlas I ....

Filter (15 lIim" IbsoMI) Silltlrtd Itlillltss sIHl witt 11m
FItIu.. tulle ItfyIHu. (Oppet"pI_ IIlII Irm.lIl... 4750 Nickel-i..." ltael
......... A1niceYI
Flldlllcllllire 44lH: IUinless slIel
r...... ..., CI'IIl' AMdizld IlullilnI. Ill.,

~ Seriol 30 h...o i.t..,,1 .....,••••d IIodr 1014. " .....o-c,

QUAUTY CONTROl
• conforms to MIL-Q-9858A
• valves assembled Ind tested In cilln room

(per FED STD 209 CllSs 100.000)

ElMRONMENTAL CA'ABILITY OF STANDARD DESIGNS'
• meet or exceed Mll-V-27162 (SAE ARP 49OC)
• suitable for Type I and II missile and aircraft hydraulic

syst.ms per MIl·H-8775C -
o Type I -65°F to + 160°F (-54°C to +71°C)
o Type II -65'F to +275°F (-54'C to +135°C)

• meet or .xceed followlnlas tested per Mll·STO·l10B
o hi,h temperature - normal performance at +275°r

fluid and ambient WIth MIL·H·5606 fluid
o 1_ temperllture - normal performance at oor fluid

Ind ambient with MIL-H·5606 fluid
o extreme law temperature - valves ....ilI respond to in·

put commands It -65°F fluid and ambient on MIL·
H·5606 fllJid

o lititude - normal performance to loo.ooo feet alti·
tude

o random vibration - will withstend 25 I rms (5 to
2000 Hz) 30 minutes per axis

o sinusoidal vibration - will withstlnd sweep from 161
at 25 Hz. to 35 I at 2000 Hz. 30 minutes per axis

o acceleration - ....ilI withstand 50 I any axis
~ 0 shock - will withstand 6 m sec Slwtooth, 100 1
, pelk. any axis
o SIlt spray. fun,us. humidity, SInd and dust - will

withstand all exposures per MIL·STO·IlOB
o uSlfullife - >10 yelrs with normal overhaul
o cyclic life - >101 cycles with normal wear

°T_ 30 lIervov.lv.. 'N not " ......nl' IImil" ." I". oovlron
menta listed.:r::: cI"I_"& .re .v.ll.bl. that eonsld.,..bty ....... th••• cepa-

DEIIBH FEATURES

HYDRAULIC
AMPLIfiER

FILTER ~.,'" '~-' :~'"': " .-' .
'f*-.~~ / HYDRAULIC AMPLIfiER FIlTER""-= INlET ORIFICE

• rulled, stainless steel body

• one·piece bushin. WIth EOM flow slots'

• bushing slip·fit in body bor6
o eliminates bushing land O-rings
o bushini IIsily remove:! for c1eanini or replM:ement

• O·rinl sealed spool stops
o eliminates pressurelo3dinl of end~ of bushinl

• spool bUsh,ng talerances for diamelral cle.rance held within
20 mlcroinches (lIz ,. m)

• 20f'm nominal filter (35 I' m absalutei for pilot "ow

• symmetrical. double nozzle hydraulic amplifier
o provides consistent performance over wide temperature

ranle

• hydraulic amplifier intelrat.d into main "al". body
o eliminates several O·,inl$

• torqlJe motor in environmentally sealed compartment

• frictionless, flexure tube supported armature/"a~,per

o isolat.. hydraulic fllJid from torque motor

• balanced. double coil. double air I.P torque motar
o reduc", tempe"ture centershift
o minimizes external malnetic fields
o reduces sensitivity to external malnetic materials or fields

• motor coils have resilient potting
o c<lshions coils durin, thermal and Vibration f:Xtremes

• mechanical feedback With simple cantilever sprinl
o rollin, ball contact with spool minimi.es we..r
o feedbeck removable without dam••e to vllve

• locatinl pin in base of valve prevents improper installation

O[OM = ....Inc ditch.,•• m.chinld
lIeri•• 30 dao. not hue • bu.hin. (1101. ere [DM'C1 In v.... badyl

~o'2\~7::~U;?2f.:~r.~~rorl:~:I'f,~":"W~h~o~-':i;'~:~~~
INtants ." several tore,1ft countn..

3



SPECIAL DESIONS
major programs usually warrant a special servovalve design

o special mOur,tinl
o special porti".
o speci,l connector
o speci,l materi.,s
o special ha"dlinl

• IllKill Type 30 Vllves are desiened to satisty customer specI
fication
o Pl'ovides optimum "NovaIv. confieuration
o allows customer contilurltion control

• mlybeo IllKill performance
o specil' environmants
o special testin.
o sp«ia' bias
o specia' qlla'ity control

• Iny chan.e from standard is a special

• speci.1 desilns Clrry a unique model numb.r. PlrtS list, te~t

procedures. etc.

• Specill Type 30 desilns thlt require I non-stlndard manifold
Plttern will be ..silned a Series 33 model number

S!"tCPAL .':D., CONFIGURATIONS

• dilmond pr.:\ IlAttern Seri~ "'0

• r,IUI-in eleclncil cor \tdOr m,junted flu..h wi~h mlnifold surflCe

• plue-I" hydraUlic marifold with I ..nullr hydrat'lic ports

SKeiAl FLUIDS

• other hyor,ulic fluids indudinl wlter

• most fuels. pro~lIlnts. Int; o_idiZers

• pneumatics

SPECIAL SPOOL DESIGNS

• three-wly spools hlylnl sinlle control port

• spool stops for limitinl mlximum flow
o limit flow usually held to :-10%

• "peei.1 spool null cuts
o prescribed amounts of underlip Or overlap. symmet"':I' or

unsymmetrical

• Iraphite impreanation at spool tor pneumltic lind water appli.
clt,ons

UNUSUAl. EfMItOHMENTS

..hilh temperature - to 4oo"F (200"C) fluid ao.:l ambient with
,. Viton ..als (limited life)

- to 650"F (350'C) fluid and ambient with
metallic se.'s, ceramic Insu
lated malnet wire. and special
malnetic mlterills

• hilh ICcelerations - to 400 I with specia' miss bllinced
Irmature{flapper Ind stainless steel flexure tub.

• hilh vibration - to 100 I rms (20-2000 Hz) with silicon damp·
inl flUid 'nd ,rmature motion restrlint

• hilh Ihock - to 5000 I with dlmpine fluid and Itainlesl Iteel
flexure tube

• nuclear r.diation - to 2 x l~ rids (c) with standard teflon
inlullted malnet wire; hilher rldiltion levels Wit'l ceramic
insulation Ind metallic seals

• extern,l pressurization - to hundreds of psi with .,..eei.' motor
ClP or with motor cavity vented to pressure eqUllized return

SP£CIAL U SERIES WITH
PLUG·IN MANIFOLD AND
THREE-WAY SPOOL

SP£CIAt ~o SERIES WITH
PLUG'N [~ECTRIO.LCONP>lECTOR

SPECIAL 33 SERIES FOR S"ORT DUTY
DURING HIGH ACCELERATION

SPECIAL 32 SERIE~ FOR
OP£RATION TO 600T
OIL AND "IliIIIIENT

• non-line" slot width
o different flow Ilin tor elCh vllve poll'ity IS u~ed with IDme

three-wlY actultors
o stepped width slot. fo, dual flow eain

• 52 &diE .e

5
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OPERATION

TORQUE MOTOR

• charlled permanent masneb polanzOI polepieces

• dc curr"nt in ooils causes increased fo.ce in dia,onJlly
:)pposlte air ..ps

• malnetlc charge le"el sets m.gnitlode of dp.cenNnnl force
gradient on armature

PERMANENI
MAGNET

, IDtlQUl fD.1----- .. :=.
t O£llIAIIOlf

r'--......:~ 'W:IIn
wr---t..-JI----""i=IIrI", :~UCTM

SPOOl DISPlACED ID LEn

----e...~--t...-oJ. _. __ fINP(R

INlEl
Ollnt( _OIJI... -*!Ul(

"===J~=~U:==~-,f*="

VALVE SPOOl

• spool slides in bushina (~'eeve). or tiir'!ctty In a body bOre for
:;l!',ies JO

• b'Jshinl contains ,P.ctan.ula, holc'\ (slots) or annlliar grooves
th,]t connect to supply pressure Ps and 'eturn ~

• at "null" spool is centered in bl.!>hini; sroollobes (lands) iu~t

cover Ps and R openmils

• SPOOl motion to either side o· null alia,,", fluid to flow frolT'
Ps ~o one control port. iIInd fmm other c,)ntrol port to R

HYDRAULIC AMPLIFIER

• armatu<e and rapper rigidly icined and supported by thin-wall
"exu,e tube

• "<lid continuouSly flows from pressu,e ps. through both inlet
orifices. past 'loules into flapper chamber, through dratn ori
fice to ,et" rn R

• rock,nl motion of armature/flappe, th,oltles flow th,ough one
nuzzle 0' the other

• this diverts flow to A or B (or builds up pressur!! if A and B
are blocked)

tl CI

6



OPERATION

• electrical c~rrent in torque motor coils cr.
ates magnetic forces on ends of armature

• armature and flapper assembly rotates
about flexure tube support

• flapper closes off one nOll Ie and elv'!rts
flow to that end of spool

• spool moves and opens Ps to one control
port; opens other control port to R

C1

VALV! RESPONDING
TO CHANGE IN
!LECl !tICAL INP'UT

• spool pushes ball ene of feedback spring
creating restoring torque on armature/
flapper

... as feedback torque becomes equal to torque

.,- from magnetic forces. armature/flapper
,noves back to centered POSition

• spool stops at a position where feedback
spring torquE equals torque due to input
current

• therefore spool position is proportional to
input current

• with constant pressures. flow to load is
proportional to spool poSition

cz
fL\JN

ivACrUAr<l~

VALVE CONDITION
'aLLOWING CHANGE

TYPICAL TYPE 30 SERVOVALVE SIZES

air gap spacinl (each lap)

maximum armalure motion in air gap

maximum 10rQue on armalure
in!el orifice diameter

nOlzle diameter

nozzlr·flapper maximum opening
drain orifice diameter

spool stroke

spool/bushing radial c1ear3nce

bushinl/body radial clearance ..

T"ouSlIndllll
of In inell

.0 to 15

::3
::0.3 in·lbs

5 to 10
10 to 20

2.4103.0
1010 15

:10 to ::20
0.03100.06

0.08

Mkrw
mllln

250 to 380
:75

::0.03 N·m

125 to 250
250 to 500

60 to 75

250 to 380
:250 to ::500

0.710 1.5
2.0

/
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ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS
STANDARD COIL CONFIGURATIONS

_CODE FOR PART NUMBER
~·OF STANDARD VALVE

. I

D.

P.llAllfl COILS

CAD

B+A-orD+C-

B+ TieA,D C-

B

Tie 8,0+
TieA.C -

INDIVIDUAl COILS

riil
grn red yel blu

TieA.D
forA,D+
when current
AtoB<OtoC

forA,D-
when cu 'nt
8 toA><' to 0

B, C-

8 A C
iil

Not possible

grn red blu

B+ A
or A+ C-

DlmJlENTlAl COilS

for A+
when current
A to B.:::A to C

for A-
wnen current
B to A>C to A

A

red

B+ A-

SElIES COILS

B

Not possible

Not possible

Not pos~ibte

grn

AB

B+ A-

grn red

Not possible

Not possible

Not possible

ELECTRICAL CONNECTOR DITHER

• servovalve performance normally measured without dither
o dither current may be applied to TYPfl 30 Servovalves
o usually will improve servovalol. and Ktuator threshold
o will increase spool null leakalle

• dither characteristics
o usually 100 to 400 Hz ,selectpd to suit system)
o peak-ta-peak dither amplitude may b. as hillh as ~20%

servovalve rated current without dellradation of valve life

8

• standard confliurations (see table below)
o Bendix pillmy
o 18 inch lonll cable

• special Type 30 connectors
o connector type and location per specification
o flush manifold plui·;n connector availl'!:".

(;OIL CODE FOR I
CONFIGURATION CONNECTOR TYPE PART I

AVAllJ LE NUMBER ,
p. S, 0.1 • pc·02E·a·4!' 4 pin screw 41'C

p. S, D o pc.02E.a.3P 3 pin screw 31'C
p. S. D, I o PT.02E.a.4P 4 pin bayonet 4"
p. S, D o PT.02E.a.3P 3 pin bayonet 3"----

I • wire cable, 18" Ionl .0. CA
D 3 wire cable, 13" lonl lCA

P,S Z wir" cable. 18" 1'"1 ZCA .-
·8endlx Corporation part numb.'

•• o"l~ choice for S.ri•• 30

--, ee. = w.. .. a a • -'! Ii



RATED CURRENT

• choice of coil resistance and coil connections determine valve
rated current (s.e table below)

• other coil resistance and rated current combinations can be
supplied for special valves
D lower rated current can be specified for standard coils. but

with correspondin. delrldation of valve performance

• triple rated current can be supplied indefinitely with no damage
to servovalve

QUIESCENT CURRENT

• may be present with push·pull operation of three Ind four wire
coil configurations PM
D sillnal input current i = i, -1%

. . i , +i. ":";' r;;-o qUiescent current IQ :::;;~

wtleni.=i% i. • e
o quiescent current iQ should be i. > iQ >2"

o small null shift and gain change may occur with changes in
quiescent current amplitude and polarity

• dc coil resistance
o nominally equal for both coils, but may vary ±10% as coils

a,. wound for desired number of turns
o will vary with temperature (approximately 0.002 ohmsl

ohm OF)

a Ie Coil resistance.0 represents work done in moving arlnature
o becomes significlnt above 200 Hz

• coil apparent inductance
o includes coil self inductance plus mutual inductance of

other coil
- mutual couplinll of coils is apprOXimately 50%

o will vary considerably with motion of armature (back emf's)
al'fected by valve supply pressure, sillnal amplitude, and
signal frequency
may become capaciti\'~ at high., frequencies
usually specified at 50 Hz with normal operatinll con·
ditions

• should provide dc cunnent into torque motor coils
o irrespective of C(,II inductance and resistar..e
o requires current feedback amplifier
o large shunt capacitance It output of amplifier may prOduce

undesirable resonance With servovalve coil impedance

• current feedback amplifier
o eliminates apparent servovalve gain change due to changlS

in coil impedance
o minimizes phase lags due to coil inductance

• standard seNovalve drive amplifie~ available from Moog
o rack mounted laboratory units
o low cost industrial units
o aerospace units on special order

MODEL 82-300 SERVOCDNTIW1.LER

"COIl ~~s'...a
..

i
i

~-----..,I~
• composed of

D de coil resistance
o ac coil resistance
D apparent coil inductance

COIL IMPEDANCE

p S

.1. .1 ........

.. I'-
'Ohms

20 50 80

40 40 160

E'5 30 260

100 20 400

250 15 1000

500 10 2000

750 8 3000

40 0.19 50 40 0.12 50

80 0.34 40 80 0.22 40

130 0.58 30 130 0.37 30

200 1.1 20 200 0.72 20

500 2.1 15 500 1.3 15

1000 5.0 10 1000 3.2 10

1500 6.4 8 1500 4.1 8

NOTE: R.li,la"c. valu., .t UOF 1200 Cl =10% tol..."o.
Induclance v.lu•••r. typical for 50 Hr•••rvovievi prelsurlzlld. Inductance is nat r10rmaUr m•••ured on individu.l ,.rvov.lv••.

• Inductanct "alu•• per coil ..ith differentia' oPlrltion (Cia•• A lush·oulI). 9

'! i



HYDRAULIC C:JARACTERISTICS

SUPPLY PRESSURE

RETURN PRESSURE

PROOF AND BURST PRESSURES

RATED flOW

• each lIallie Series covers a range of rated no-load flow to the
maximum shown (for MIL·H-5606)

RECOM· CODE jO-RING MENDED FOR
ELA5- RECOMMENDED TEMP. TEST PART

,,
TOMER flUIDS RANGE- flUID NO. I

Bunl" Pttroleum Blse Fluids ~S'f MIL·H·5606 BUN
,

such IS MIL·H·5606, to
1MIL·H·6083, DTI. +27S'F

Rep', Brarco I
MIL-H-13213

(s,.,tllebe
hydnxarllall)

Freon 12. 13. 14,
113,114

Silieone Fluids

Fluorocarllon P.trol.um Base Fluids -20'f MIL-H·5606 VIT
Rubber such as Type A to
(Viton) T'lnsmission Fluid. +400'F

IP·4, lP·S

Superrefined Min""
OilS

Silleone flUids

Sinale Ester Fluids
such IS M'L·H-8446,
MLO·8200, C5-45,
M2Y

Industrill Phosphite
Ester Fluids sueh
uCeliulub.,
Pydrlul. Py,oluan!

01· Ester Base Fluids
Sudlll MIL·L· 7808,
HoIIchton safe

Tri-Ester Base fluids
sudlas
T,idtloroelhylene

Elhylen. Aircrlft Phosphite ~5'f H1Jet IV EPR
Propylene Ester Fluids such to

Rubber u 5k1drol, .+-300'F
HYI.t Almafe

freon 22, 31, 32, 115

HydrazilNl" IUOMH &\>Water, st.am. lir

STANDARD SEALS, FLUIDS, AND TEMPERATURES

--~
--:::~~1\

-- ~

L.--'::..,,,,, I\CO _ I--

----- L--::;;;. I\o....~"

---- ~

~ _I--
.--::;:; I\Q'II ...a'"

t.---I.--
V l.---

----

III
lD

•

111II

II

• lIallies supplied for pressures below 500 psi should be specially
designed
o Type 30 5el'l0llallies are usable with supply pressures as

low as 50 psi
o seNOlialve perlormance. especially threshold and dynamic

response. is degraded with low supply pressure

• 500 psi to 4000 psi for standard designs
o 113111es are set up and tested at supply pressure specified
o lIallies can be used at other supply pressures, but some null

shift may occur

II

1'1 ...
~e 15

i
I 10

i

• proof pressure capability:
o at supply and control ports ~ 1.5 Pso at return port - 1.0 Ps

• burst pressure capability:
o at supply and control ports = 2.5 Pso at return port ~ 1.5 Ps or 5000 psi maximum

• may lIary widely with minimal lIall/e null shift

• should never exceed supply pressure to alloid back flowing hy·
draulic amplifier

4
!OIl 100 lllllll 11GI 101III I'AlI lOOO

"'EO 1Ml>f m:SSUII( OIQ lSI

'O".'ltln, tlm".rlture ,"n•• mly b. furth., ,.strlcted b, fluid.
•• Standard Type 30 S.rvov.lv•• ar. recommended 'or short term

u•• with thl. ftuid. Special d.,ilnl with a"
I,-inl... It... w.t:ed paru are Ivailattle,

10
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FLOW·LOAD CHARACTERISTICS SPOOL LAP

•
I"",,'CUIIE'"

+NUll

NUlLLlAMCl-

VALVE TAM: 1.fAIIA8£ flOW CIS SPOOl NUU LEAIlM£ n.ow
BIES at 1000 PIi at 3000 psi ('!II ratell floW It~ pmsure)

30 < 0.20 < 0.35 <4

31 < 0.25 < 0.45 <4

32 < 0.28 <0.50 <3

34 <0.35 <0.60 <3

35 < 0.45 < 0.75 <3

• standard servovalves have zero lap Within limIts of flow line·
arlty shown on Page 14:

• prescribed amounts of under or overlap can be specified on
special order
o under lap (or open center)

increases flow gain at null
- reduces valve pressure gain at null
- increases valve null leakalle

o overlap
reduces flow lain at null
reduces null leakage flow
degrades pressure gain (into a load)

INTERNAL LEAKAGE """'cu-
• includes first stage hydraulic amplifier flow, spool null Itakall_

flow, and bushing laminar leak~lle flow
o spoOl null \lItakale Ilow is essentially zero when spool is

off·null
o servovalve internal leakage excluding spool null leakage is

called rare Flow

• hydraulic amplifier flow largely determines servovalve frequency
response
o lower flow degrades response

• spool null leakalle flow is relaled to maximum valve flow (slot
width) and null cut

o table gives internal leakage of standard Type 30 seriO,
valves (with MIL·H·5606)

o special low leakage versions of the miniature series 30
available with <0.25 cis at 3000 psi

MAXIMUM LEAKAGE OF STANDARD TYPE 30 SERVOVALVES

•
II

.. ..
"', L~ N1SSUR! _ .. sum,

.. ..
c.P. WIliUlIUSlIRl DIIII' UI.....'

II

•

Qv = K iJ6.Pv

where QII == valve flow to load
K == servovalve sizing factor
i == ir put current

6. Pv == valve pressure drop

6. Pv == (Ps - R) -6.PL

where Ps == supply pressure
R == return pressure

6PL == load pressure drop

.k:---+--~.r_--_+_--_+--__i

..,Qf---..------.------r----,-----,

• some flow saturation will occur with servovalves having maxi
mum flow capacity
o saturation causes droop at the hillh end of the flow curve

• nominal flow to load

I •J-----+---~_ _+__~-+--~...
5
_.~~~

,
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STATIC PERFORMANCE

CONTROL flOW

• servovalve control flow to the load is nominally proportional to
electrical input current
o standard production acceptance test limits for no~load flow

shown below
o limits do not include servovalve hysteresis or null bias
o limits at : 100% input for maximum flow designs may be

+10. -20% due to non·linearities caused by flow saturation

.
o
1••- +IVi

•• -lOll

• cO'itrol flow non-linearity is Ireatest in null region
o may be from 50% to 200% nominal lain within range of

of :3% electrical input for standard null cut
o can be held to closer limits on special order

• maximum valve flow may be 120 to 140% rated flow with
oversillnal
D spool stops to limit maximum flow can be provided on

special order

• control flON characteristic may cha.1ge with fluid temperature
o a +100'F temperature rise may cause control flow to in·

crease as much as 3% due to fluid viscosity efleets
D at very high temperatures (over 4oo'F) a +100' temper.·

ture rise may caus. ~ontrol flow to decrease by 3% due to
magnetic effects

PRESSURE GAIN

• blocked lo.d ll.PL chanlll rapidly from -'Ps to +Ps in null
rellion
o minimum pressure lain will be 0.4 Ps /1.2%11l for standard

servovalves
o maximum pressure lain may be three times hilher
o pressure gain will dellrade with spool null edle wear

• special pressure gain requirements m.y interact with desired
flow lain at null. spool null leakale. and nominal control port
pre$Sures at null

HYSTERESIS

• maximum hystereSIs for standard Type 30 Servovalves with
normal operation conditions is <3%
o hysteresis may increase to 4% at ·-30'F
o hysteresis limit for special high temperature servovalvu

(>400"F) is <4%

THRESHOLD

• maximum threshold for st.n1ard Type 30 sarvoyaives with
norma' operating conditions is <%% (without dither and with
supply pressure IIre.ter lhan 1000 psi)
o with Ps below 1000 psi

threshold limit is ...: 1%
o threshold limit should be

doubled at -30'F
o with dither, threshold-O%



NULLSHI"

MAl. SPOOl FOlICl
(POUND$)

SS
55

110
140
160

SOlES
30
31
32
34
35

JI special servovalves with lower hydraulic amplifier flow will haye
higher spool drivina force ,redients (but lo_r dynamic re
sponse)

SUMMARY

SPOOL DRIVING FORCE

• hydraulically created force to move spool for standard Type 30
Servovalves is >Ilb/% input (With 3000 psi supply)
o spool drii/inll force gradient will be >0.6 Ib/% input for

operation at 1000 psi supply

• maximum spool drivinll forclI for standard s.ryoyaIYII. at
3000 psi supply is

NULL SHiff

<2""<,..
TEMPERATURE

sooF to lsooF
OQF to 200°F

ACCELERATION
TO 40 GSPOOL AXIS
TO 4lI GTRANSVERSE AXIS

sumYPRESSURE
60% TO 110%

QUIESCENT CURRENT
SO'll. TO 200% RATED CURRENT

BACK PRESSU RE
0". TO 20% OF SUPPLY

I electrical input current to give valye null includes both tempo·
rary null shifts and permanent changes in null bias

I null bin is measured under standard valve operating condi·
tions (pressures. temperatures. etc.)t null bias measurements exclude valve hysteresis

• initial servovalve null bias on standard valves (as shipped) is
less than 2% ra~d input

I long-term null bias after eKposure to environments and use can
be expected to be <5%

• change in null bias with environment and operating conditions
will vary from un,t to unIt. but is generally:

NULL BIAS

• special mass balanced torque mOfor design available for
<0.06%/1 to 400 g

• null shifts are not normally measured during produdion accept·

aance testinl

tighter null shift specifications can be imposed by providina
100% valve testing under critical environment

Rpproducpd from
best 8v8ilable copy.

13



DYNAf,lIC PERFOap.1ANCE

FREQUENCY RESPONSE INTERNAL DYNAMICS OF TYPE 30 SERVOVALVES

• for system design these characteristics can be approximated by

I
I
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I
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I
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TYPICAL PAIlAMEiERS
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/
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I
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• frequency response of specially dnigned valves can be im
proved by
o increased hydrau:ie amplifier leakage flow
o shorter spoolltroke (larger slot Width)
o use of stub shafts on spool ends
o hiaher rated current (stiffer feedback wire)

• will depend upon sisnal amplitude, suppl~ pressure, and in
lernal de:lign configuration

• plot below shows typical rupons,," for standard TyPt! 30 Servo
valves

• time response to step input of current
depends on vllve design plrameters

• approximate transient response of
standlrd Type 30 Servovalves operat·
ing at 3000 psi is

STEP RESPONSE

I

14
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MOTHER BOARD FRAME

DESCRIPTION

Thl MOOG rICk mount moduli clgIl F127·101, is
especially designed to ICcomoditi the MOOG plug
boards F120. The c:ese will fit the standard 19"
'quipment rICks or clbinets.
Thl cages •• completely aSlembled with card guides
inStIlled for ten modules; one location r_rved for
tile power supply unit.
The motherboard providls lafV' buses for thl supply
voluglS and GND.
The pin of RCh receptacll is liso wired to I terminll
Itrip to allow uly ICC8IS for Ixternal wiring.
The MOOG modules allow ICCISS to III control. and
tilt PIlints on thl front panel of leen modul•.

F127·101

,~,...--~-.~~~~,~... \'

';' :~"0.~~.-:;' .:J::::', ,.;:,?: ,:;..
SPECIFICATIONS -" ,V"'. ,. ,"

- standard 19" a rack mex:nt module cage ';\ ':/!.:~.:
- 1 plugboard location r.....ved fOr power supply J

(DIN 41812 stYli HI
- 9 plugboard locations lOIN 41812 style C)
- terminal strip for main po_ ..pply connection

/22OJ110VACI .-...
- terminal strip for output voltage of'po_ ..pply

:t,15 V.:I: 24 V. Ind 5 V (option)
- 9 IJ2 pins) terminal strips. one for each plugboard

location "
- Iny supply failurl triggen a relIY
- contact rlting : 0,25 A/24 VDC
- W'''W1t: 2.5 kg



MOTHER BOARD FRAME

INSTALLATION

Side view
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POWER SUPPLY F128·201

DESCRIPTION

SPECIFICATIONS

Th. Itlbilized. IC rtllUlltid power supply F 128-201 WII
designed tID operlte thl C*'dl of th. seri.1 F120. Th••ntir.
POWW IUpply convtnitndy mounts in th. chillis F127·101.
Front p_1 control, include ON/OFF switch. jlCQ to menur.
th. rtllUllted 15 V Ind 5 V Captionl oucputund LeO indiclton
to show th. prtstnee of III voIttgts.

MOOG

: 21Q.230 VAC/50 Hz
option 10~115VAC/60Hz

: + 15 VDC Itlb: 1.0 A mix
- 15 VDC stab: 1.0 A miX
+ 24 VDC not Itlb : 1.2 A mix'
- 24 VDC not stlb : 1.2 A INIX
+ 5 VDC Itlb : 1 A miX. Captiontl)
note : the totll SOUret current of

151nd 24 volt IUpplys may
_not ucted 1.2 Amp.

Input volt. rtnge

CAltput vol~

24 VDC fu_
Primery fu. : 1 Amp lslow bloWing)
Poww flilurt dttKtJon : 15 V or 5 V ILIpply flilurt lI'iw.,1 •

_"" , ""Iy cootlet rlting : 0.25 Al24 VDC,
WtlWlt "' , . .: 1.7 kg .: '" I
T.. poInti' :t .. , : jerks provided on front panel for

GND. + 15VDC. -16 VDC. -:
(and 5 VOCI OUtputl. .". I'
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SERVOAMPUFIER

DESCRIPTION

Th. _¥ClImPlilier cera F 122·202, is • dlffer",tiII IftlIIIllitr
with PI D control action, which IUppiitS I ~valva with •
curr",t proportiONI to the difference of control and f.
back valtlll: .

Controls to adjust Implifitr pin, input IInsitivity, null ott.t
II w.1I II tilt points for input Ind output IitNIs 1ft 1000tMl
on the front panel to IIlow I"t Ind IIIV .tlIP of an electro
hydrlUlic: control IysI8m,

USE

F122-202

4

, '.~. '

. : .... OII..-mintl 3.t Jack Vln 3

...... OIl -.ninll 7 It Jack Vin 7
. . ... of _mlNllht Jack VR7

.~ ii (signal glean after POWltJomtW
lit divider'

InilII of"~;" ..
tnt,; lick t 'IV lwoltlll drop 1llCf0ll

. V' A 31 proportionll to .-vovIIve

.' ~.•qc:urrent, R 31 - 20 Ohm 1 t%) ,
............... -_............ _-'

Th...wo.mpIifier F t 22-202 is u..o in lIec:trohyclreullc control dtviCel to directly drive • .,.wov.lve. This cerd un ICCO'
modIt8 ..YOdI_ of lIP to 60 rnA r." current.

FUNCTION

The _~Ifier F 122-202 consiltl 01 :
- • comper.to!' withldjustlble gain
- tt1r.. amplifier" comprilinl IItD comrollCtlon with gain of MCh ampIifilr IndIpenCiInd oi .. others
- In output driver ItIgI Inc:ludi"l en operational amplifier and two PlN*' trllllitton (this output lUll employs current

flldbeck to reQa 1tlI1ffICts of coil impedInce _ittlona due to tIImPIf.....I.



SERVOAMPLIFIER F122·202

INITIAL INSTALLATION

The Slt$)Oint voIUgi1 is lPPlied to pin 3 of thIleM*11plifier. This voItagI can be takenfrorn a potentiarntter supplied bv
± 15 V or by ....y type of volt. generator. ego the c.rd F124·202'.

The feedbck volt_ is thin IPPlied to pin 7. This YOIUgi1 is generallv deriwd from some sort of transducer (IS ego position,
forca) and must be of opposite pol.lty to the ,,!poInt YOItag1. Potentiometer P7. il uSlcl to adjult the input ..mitivity.

An ldditl0l1l1 Input Is availlble, w1ch cen lCComooete the higher YOIt1111 ancoun-.cl whtn using a taehome_ for rna·
suring 1P"d. .
Adjust the loop ~in usi~ P2 to the Ilrgest possible valul to IChlew best system performence rlOlI'dinlllCCUrley and speed.
Incr.sing loop glin is limited by the sysmn bICominll unstlble.

If integrll control letion il required, close Jumper c I • to ICtivlte the integrltor Ind edjust glin using P5 on front PlrIIl.
Integral control allows to eliminate atltic erros in control loops. To diSlble int." control.lumper points 8 and 1(j (reley I(1
'::I~ beuSld).

To IChieve differentill control, close jumper « D • Ind Idjust glin using P6 and P8. Differentill control improVIIsvstem
rlt)OftSl and dlimpir,g which has I stabilizing efflCt on the control element.

To activate the dither. clOlllumper « DITHER t. U.. P4 to adjust dither amplitude ....d P3 for dither frequency.

To UM voIUQI outpUt c:10ll Jumper «U •.
To use current output cloll Jumper « I •.

BLOCK DIAGRAM
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TEST MODU.LE F123-202

DESCRIPTION

Th. Clrd F123·202 Illows 10 check tMtVl
diff••nt voltages prewirtd on the mother
board *'TIiNIs. Thi. clrd flCilitita. syswn
Idlunm.nu. modifiCitioN or mlintaNncI.

.PDMr IUpply
Input VoitIgt r....

RlIOlution
Input ~tction

.R."III Selection

USE
This c.d allows permanent checking or
adjultment of up 10 twelvt diff....nt IVltam
plrt""'" requiring frequent CIlibrltion or
vtrification.

BLOCK DIAGRAM
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ANALOG RA~P GENERATOR F123-203

DESCRIPTION

\
I
I
I
I
I
I

.1 ...

USE

Thl card F123-203 can be ulld in I speed control device
to IIlow prlC:. control of accelerltion .nd dlc;elerltion.
In I position con1l'olling device it allows movement It •
Conltlnt Ind IdjusabillPH\l.

..

BLOCK DIAGRAM~·
r-::'--'-'-:r-'--'-'--'-'--'-'-'_.'.••• I

[ril' U [> - u

,. It 'I • [>
I
I
I
I
I N [>
I ~t-6 ._.I~
L~~_~_.__._._._._._.__.-.,,; t· "

SPECIFICATIONS~';

The card F123-203 genIIl.. 1 rl/TlP of adjustable lIope. The
output voIt1111 of the card i. ramped from it'. currlnt vllue to
the voIt1111lPP1ied to the Cll'd input. The II. CII'I belittler
lICIflding or cillclnding. depending on whither the input
voItIgI i. griller or IllS to the input IIOItigl. When the ramp is
compllted. the output voIUg1 illqUll to the input voltlgl in
arnplitudllnd lion.

, ) ~



OSCILLATOR/DEMODULATOR F123-204

DESCRIPTION

Th. ~d F '23·204 is a position demodulator inandtd for use
with I LVDT position 1nCDdtr. The OICillamr circuit IIIftII'IUS
• sinulOidal _weform 10 driw the primary coill of the LVDT.
The demodulator mgt II1II the sigNl returned by theleCOlldlry
coil, to ge...tt I DC va_ directly proportioMl to the
dilplecement of th. cor. within the LVDT.

.. '''.' .~ ..
SPECIFICATIONS ..;.'~ .~~-

','~k
Power IUPP!v : :t 1&VDC .ab: (21 1MIllIlht
OIClIIltor OUlPUt : ~" j'/"~;"
• VoitIgt : 4.~... 11 Vpp (600 mAl'
• Frequency: 0 til 2500 Hz ',' 1 ~,

DtmoGlIltor ClU1pUt : ~,~

• Voltage : 0 ... j; '0 VDC adiul1lllltl,~

• LOId l"1*iInca : 2 kOhm min. .';.',:

AdjUlt.-.tl, { ,~~:r'
"-iliitor . , ..or -'" ','---. , · ..·,·f
• Frequency Idjultl",n~ :" ..~, .•...~(:;
• OulpUl val.- :P2 ,4 .•.~~. :.~.
DtrnoGJlator : ' ~ . "':,*; ,
• OulpUt vol. :P3 :~. . 4

· z.o offIal .. : P4 . . ~ '~~~l .
I ,., l'"

.. ""-. -,~, .~.
Teat paints . '. "'. " " :,.~

- OscIllator outpUt vohage :jKk Vout 13 '.~'.~
- Demodulator input YO" :jKk Vln 5 . " " l <.,':t
- o.mocIulator output YO" :jKk Vout 11 '........ , '.--.. _,.~_:"'=--..""'''filiiJ'''

USE

This card is used in a1ec:trohydraulic control loops using
LVDT position .ncoders to IUppiV • continuous voIt1g1 in
dhct propor~ion to sign Ind Implhudl of the positioni""
",ment.

I
I

1-----0---':) ,',
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OSCLLATOIl
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COMPARATO" F123-20&

DESCRIPTION

The F123-205 card CM cOl11WI two v.1I1l11 ""00 val~
or c.n be UMd • I m,elhald dRoctar regarding. prIIIt valtlgl. .

Th. two ,11•.,. I(1 or 1(2 will be IWltehed ICCOrdlng to ttII
,..,It of ttII comparilOn.

1(1 Ind 1(2 - OFF far U, - U2
1(1 - ON, 1<2 • OFF for 0 < (U1 - U2)
K1 - OFF,I(2 - ON for IU, - U2) <0

Two Idjultlble tr. tInIhold, edjultlble hyNrllll IffIct •
Ind Idjultlbl. dllay time are lfIlPIoyld to provide ,.1Ib1i .
switching c:twac:t.riitiCI.

IndicItDn
Two LED incticlton on from PIftII show ON/OFF a.
of ,.11.,..
USE
Th. F123·205 card hli .... lPICllllv Idlpted to ttII u.. in
IftlIogic circuits wtwl it II nICIIIIry to moni<or ttII ampIi·
tude of • vol. that npretIntslll. position or apIId.

The output of this c:en:I CII'I then be u.d to give In .'-m
whIn I praet lIIIXimum v.IUI hal bien IllCilded or to
...1 • .cjUlnCll c:ornrollw thet the lit poim his bien
ruched.

.t>
-•

I

I
I '
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FUNCTION GENERATOR F123·206

DESCRIPTION

Th. F123-206 wd lIIMrltes I sinulOicill.
triengular or IqUIre _VI voltage of 8djusttble
Impli~and MqUIfICY.

This card CIrl be used as I controller for
position, tPIId. force. for example in
lutOmatad tilt stlnds and fltigua test nands
or whar~ I let point voltlgt is required
thlt varia lCCOrding to sinusoml. triangular
or sq.... Wive functions.

SPECIFICATIONS~~:
Power IUPPly : t 16'V... (30

~ '. Output IignII : linua:11'..,.," >.,I", sq..... 'IO_
:' Amplituda : t 10 Vpp~'
j;' LoId Implcilnae : >:2 IcOhpti~, , ,

t' Frequencyr,ngI : I'IngeA ;0,1'10 1:&

\
" rtnII B : 11D 16
'. r.... C:10ta150
'--- _,~~~D :10010-...··" ..•

BLOCK DIAGRAM
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RELAY CARD F123-207

DESCRIPTION

Th. elii'd Fl23·201 consists of:

- • potentiometer Ind r.istor voltagl divider which .11ows to
Idjust 1ft outPUt voltlgl bItwIIn + 15 V Ind -15 V.
This output voltlgl Cln .110 be switchld by • ~lIIyu1ImIlly
controlled.

- A ~lIIy with. high COntllC:t rating to awitGh _ ..I dew••
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PERMASET POI.NT CARD F123-208
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DESCRIPTION

The CMl F123-208 IIIows four .. point voltllges to be ..
~ -15 voe to + 15voe.n-voluigll can be UIICI •
.. point valUil for I oontrol devlcillUCh.poaition or velocity
connU•• The .. point IIOItag11 CM.1Io be IWitched by r.lIY'
externally controlled.

., I .'



SINGLE SIGNAL CONDITIONER

DESCRIPTION:

The card F123-209 supply .mors lib stnin lI8IlII pressure
trlnsducen and 100d cells widl ........y supply voltlglland
Implifies dllir output sip!. .
The supply wo1t9 can be monitored vii I remote .".. line
to provide temperlturl compenution and compensation of
line voIt9 drop when usi"lll IXCllliMly 10"1 colVMCtions
between SIftIOl' Ind condition« card.
Thr....Iectable Implifier ranges Illow IdIptation to a wide
rl".. of 1eNOn.
The output from die ....sor cen be PIUed through I low piss
filter to provide I smoodllr signal•

."

USE

F123-209

",' ~ " " ...":~.lr:,~ ,.~:.; ~ >·,'.... 10~:~·~1:

'1 an frOnt Pinel:: .
• 4 ~..~ IInIGI' • clolliurnpen J4. J5

B ~ wire -.or . open lull1*1 J4. J5:'2 on frOllt PIMI .
• eiOllJ1 to"*' 0,7& to 1,& mVN
..clOll J2 to IIIect t to 2 mVN
• clOll J3 to IIIICt t ,5 to 3 mVN
.; R7. RB. RI 1_ tabl.t)
':P3,.
.~ '4 L ;).::. :"

., . rlliltor R2 .•.• ' '.-I,. •.
~ Select vlllu.... .16, J7 ' ..to. ~ .

ICtlvatl C11lbratlon vii switch on ~ i
frc:t .... I~.~_C~t) ',;.' J

Th. Clrd F123-209 is used with prlSlUre trlnsduc:lrS or similar DIllS in....1ed into I control loop using a servo Implifier
clrd lib th. F122-202. '

INITIAL INSTALLATION

- Select the poww IUpply modi of "'seNOr 14 wlmor 8wim for rll1lOtlse..lnglandadjustth.supplyvolt9to 10 VDC.
- Adjust the sensor zero offset It null prIIMM'e.
- Adjust the zero offMt of the oulput StIlI to ,.., 0 VDC.
- Adiult the output I.... of dIe..-npllfler It mIX. pnaur., or ute'" cellbrltlon relistor.
- Even..lly readjust die zero sening of 1M ou..t 1tIgI.

, .J '



SINGLE SIGNAL CONDITIONER F123.20·1

TABLE 1
Flit.- cut off FNq\*1C:Y

F 1HZ) R9IKO) R8 (KSl) R7 (KO)

2 .... .... ..
5 1270 2050 383

10 523 806 164
50 40 137 26,7

100 442 68,1 13,3
500 8,66 13,3 2,61

1000 4,32 8.85 1,3
5000 0,866 1.33 0.281

I'

•

---.,111

BLOCK DIAGRAM
r-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-'
. ~ I

~ I
I.,..." .

I·:~ •
~u-r~!: .
Lu.,1 ... ~.I __ ... ....... I. 1 P 111:I .aII .L._._._._._._._._._._._._._._..:......J



AUXIUARY FUNCTIONS UNIT F1Z3·Z10

-- .._----- ..

J..----'--'-'-1..--
';'.'
SPECIFICATIONS
;,

USE

I'OWW Supply ': t 16 VDC atab 115 rnA uch)
Output Vol..... : t 10 V IMX

... ll1IUlI~ : Imp 1 - 100 kohm
" .,,' : amp 2 - 100 kohm
:,·lw¥';· :rectifier - 20 kohm

",:.. LaId IIlII*iInce : 2 kahm min
," GaliN :amp lInchmp 2 =t 1
'. . ." : rectifier .. -t-1
!Ad~ .

l-~ . amp 1lIIin ; Pl. P2. PJ. P4
f,,;::'. amp 2111in ; P5, PI. P7. P8
II' . "
~ .'r T_PoinlI
•..:- ampIi 1 output :ilCk V;wt 8
."., Mlpli 2 output ; jack Vout , 0
'. rechif. output :ilCk Vout 18

-=-e-4-C=::3-_...-.....

~-c:"~~J>,

DESCRIPTION

The F123-210 card contlin. I number Of IUxililry IIlllog
functiORI oftln MIded to impl",*,t In 1IlI10lI control
lCheme. Thi. card IMka available two amplifiers' with •
inpulluch and a Dlecllion rectit•.

I
L

I
P ' ....,0 I_.__..-J

The ampUf" on thl. cwd cen be used ..
lither 1ddIn. aubtrecton 01 in'-II MIdad
to complete I control ICherne bleing rnliZld
with MOOG~d cards of the_i..F 120.

The precisian rectif. CM be uaed to obtIin
the magnitude Ca-'utl velue) of a vol..
which eM th... be c:ompered to a fixed vol
till for threlhold de_tian usi"ll MOOG
card F12J.205.



DUAL SIGNAL C,ONDITIONER

DESCRIPTION

Th' Clrd F 123·211 IUppli.. two ..nlOll Ii Ice strain QalIII. Pf"'
IUr, trtnsducerl and load calli with th, nlCtlllrv IUpply
voltagll, emplifi" their outPUt lignalllld dtliven In ,Ietral
lignal proportional to their sum or their diff....nce IUch •
fA ... ± ~P1:t tlP2.a Ind tl btingcomprisedwithinzlrolnd DrIll.

Three selectable Il'IIplifier rl"llll Illow Idlptation to • wide
tange of trlnsducers.

Trimming potentiom'terl Ind *t points Ir. locltld on the
front pantl.

~;.. " ~ .:., .... ,..

USE

F123·211

...., -'

, : ~

~---~----

Th, cerd Fl23·211 II ..itlbl, to be ulld In I control loop using ~mplifierc.d like F1:22·202 in conjunction with two
prlllUr. trlllsducen.1ICh output tiling used diff.......tially or lndlplnd.ntly.

INSTALLATION

- Connect the IIflIOf'I '+ txC!tltion ; 1·2. - IACiUtlon 3·2)
- Select the prCllNr senlOl' pin
- Adjust thl semor IUpply vol....- by P1
- Adjult Nri'I zero offllt wi'" I null pre..,. by P8 and PI
- Adjust IICh OU1PUt 1M by '4 Ind '5
- If differential output il ulld. "'t the modi

(ciOil Jumper J11 Ind Jt 21
end adjult the d~icltrl a: lind e.



DUAL SIGNAL CONDITIONER F123·211

I
6 I

•••
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_.-14

),111 -_.
,..,.

y."•
~~..
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.., J,., " .- _ _ ~1",,11

L._._._._._._._._.__·_·_·_ -_._.-._.

BLOCK DIAGRAM ~.
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PROGRAMMABLE FU7\1CT10N GENERATOR F124-201

r,

The Cll'd F124-201 il. function .....tDr which COft*U e
function lUlt'ed in PROM memory in digital farm fa III anaIolI
voI_. Thil allows lIny type of tunction OOCI dIfIned .nd
ltorld into PROM to \'Ie uald in. contralayllem.

The stored function CM til regl...etee:t • either. continuous
voItae--time _veform (X·T model using. dock frequency
or •• voI~vol_ converter (X·Y model ulil'll.nexternel
input voIuge.

Several c:.ds F 124-201 can til coupled to gener... more
complexe ayncronized w.wforml.

DESCRIPTION

\ "

USE

" ,

'1 an front I*lII
...... ''''Ut. swi1lCh or jumpers on cln:uit balrdl

\mpIhudl:
'P5 an front peneI ,

IIIlCtion: "
au1pUt val..... "': .. table 1

-ktput YOI..... ,: .. table 1
X-T. X,Y : .. utile 1
alntlefcantinuous: 1Wi1d1 or ut.1ignIl
..X.T , , : swi1d1 or ext. IIgnaId' * __._4 __ _ _ • -...

Especially deaigneCI to be uled in ..tomatlc control of differ.... typII of hydrMIIIc dnica, 1M c.d F124-201 Is UMd ••
programmable function ...... betweIn cl'" ...... (line, triantleand~• ..-,-., and more evolved IYNmI
using micfoproceuon.

, ,/ " .~



PROGRAMMABLE FUNCTION GENERATOR F124-201

TABLE 1

51 52 53 54 S& se 57 sa
l.-.t 0I+1OV - - - - - - 0 -
....t -tOV/+10V - - - - - - 1 -
100.,t W+ lOY - - - - - - - 0
DutllUt -1OV/+1OV - - - - - - - 1
)(. T MeIdl 0 0 0 1 t - - -
X·YMoca 1 1 1 0 0 1 - -
Intwnll doc:k - - - - - 1 - -
I:.... CIOC~ 0 (I (I 1 1 0 - -

NOTE:

..;. In X·T modi IIWlVI IPPIv + 15 VDC to pin eo

- If In ..-mIl twI1Ich to IIItct frequency r... It
not ulld. Jumpw pin 110 pin 3,5 or 7.

..

"

1/&

--
-
--

"'-............... I;.J~ \
•

BLOCK DIAGRAM
r·_·_·_·_·_·_·_·_·_·_·_·-·-·-·-·fI

p fI..
II

1

,.---- ..~-_t
I

V;~ : ::l *1-- ~
'=" 00 -- ~ r-.....- .. ~

Stop
,~- ~

;,.---,,--,, ... .--'- __ oJ



DIGITAL RAMP ~ENERATOR F124-202

DESCRIPTION -i.
-,{

The c.rd F124-202 I.. remp ~atar with output .mpI1tudl end IIopI bIIlng Idjusr.ble. The C*d CIn produce .ither
IYlMIricll 1r~ngle or 1IWIClO1h Wlvtfarms. "... START does one c:ycle ; le. rlmlll the ouqM voltlge to thI lit point
WIlue .nd then bIck to the irlitill vilUi. The nmp CIn be stopped et elIY time by pushing the «STOP. button end then
I'IIUmed by preai"ll START IIIIln.

To stoP the outPUt voltlge It the lit point VIlue cIoII jumper J3. The delclnding ramp willltlrt by an IXwNI ""1
(pin 161 or by pushing !hi START button. -

USE
Th. c.d F124-202 is 111 &Itam1tic voIgga ...... for control of ....... poeillon, prtIIUrt or force whir. VfIfY "ow .t
point vol.... rl/1lPllrt r,quirtd.



DIGITAL RAMP GENERATOR F124-202

BLOCK DIAGRAM

I
I
,

I
I

V0lIt1 ,

•
Ie

[>

Dill

0/1OV '

NonMII.......

Pollrity
LOGIC
UNIT

I
I
I

L._._._._._._._._._~ 1.~~

"

J1oL-..I
J2 ~ - ---:J,.

r'-'-'-~-;::~-'-'-'-'-'-'-'I

Ir~ - =ca .t::==::I ==
i ~.-l",- ......................

____ ~1a:......ll~ZlU..J_~
,

,
~

1.,.- -.
[4

I

Jt>

~---
I

[--\ I [i-,
Jt>

[4
,
~
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PRESELECTION .COUNTER

DESCRIPTION
Th. c.d F124-203 consilu of In up/down counw which cln
be prlMt vii front panel BCD switches.
Thil card thlll counU the number of prlMt pul....ith..digitll
(TTl. or CMOS compatibl.) or Il1IIOI 5igt1l11 vii I IChmin·
trigger input.
Whll'l Ih. fiRII caunt il ruched (0 wtt.n counting down from
prlMt vllu•• or pr...t value when counting up from 01 I r.av
Ind In lnalog switch art t.".
Th. up/down coun_ is started. ltopped and rill' .i1tl« using
the front panel push buttons 0' vii .xterAll signals.

__~,__s....· _._....... _

F124-203

AeP'OdllCed from
bur IVIUlbl. cop~.

•

I

USE
Th. c.d F124-203 is l$pICi.lly designed to be ulld in auUlmltic~ control, wtw_ the number of eye'. to do art
prldetermined or the number of cydll .xecuted •• to be counWi. II for 'KempIe in fat'" tilt stanch. ,

I



MOOG
FRANCE
MOOG S.u.1.
38. rue du Morvan
Silic 417
94573 Rungia
Til .. : 111687.33.63
Twx 200427

WEST GERMANY
MOOG GmbH
Hanns·Klemm-5traae 28
0·7030 Boblingen
T,1. : (07031) 0220
TwlC 07265777

GREAT BRITAIN
MOOG Controls Ltd
Ashc:hurch. Tewlcalburv
Glos. GL 208 NA
Tel. Tewkesbury (06841 296800
Twx 43229

ITALY
MOOG ltaliana Sr.l.
Via dei Cavalli 52
1·21100 Varese
Tel. (03321261080
Twx 380682

SWEDEN
MOOG S~eden AS
Datlvr~ 18
S-43600 Askim. Sweden
Tel. (0311681020
Twx 21176

JAPAN
MOOG "'PIR Ltd
1~285Tamura
HiraUUka. Japan 254
T.1. (0483) 55-3815
Twx 3882-436

AUSTRALIA
MOOG Australia Lid
Gatwick & Kelvin Rds.
N. Bavswatar.
3153 Victori.tAultralia
Tel. (OJI 729.00.44
TwlC 36375

BR~·sa.

MOOG do Brasil
Ru. Prof. CiiITlPOS de Oliveria, 338
Jurubatuba·Santa Amaro
Sao-Paulo/S P., Brazil CEP 04675
Tel. (011) 522.45.10 1521.65.81
521.65.44
Twx 01132874

u.s.A.
MOoG INC.
Industria' Division
Seneca and Jamison Rds
East Aurora, N.w York 14052
T.I. (7161652·2000
Twx 7102841442 i" 91·399
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REVIEW OF DOWNHOLE GEOTECHNICAL TOOL

GENERAL

This report is a review of the electronic portion of a downhole
~eotechnical tool intended for us. in .A in~ soil ...sur••ents
during uffshore Geotechnical drillinG. It consists of a ..chani
cal section desiGned to be run inside the drill string, land And
lock in the drill string and extend a tubular ..-ber into the
soil at the bottom of the borehole. The tubular ..~er is then
.eved or oscillated in A rotary .Anner by a hydraulic powered
servo mechanis.. The response of the tube is then measured
electronically by transducers. These electrical signals Along
with signals from other transducers are trans.i~ted to the sur
face via electriCAl conductDrs.

OPERATION

The use of the tool is envisioned to be operated fra. a normAl
geDtechnical drilling vessel and is to be wireline operated.
Sin~e the tool is hydrAulically powered, it will be connected to
a surface control console by an umbilical containing at least a
single hydraulic conductor along with the necessary electrica!
conductors for power, con~~ol, and datA. During operation, the
umbilicaL-should be stored Dn a powered winch and payed out over
an appropriately sized sheave to .ini.ize chances for damage to
the umbilical. The winch can be Air or electrically powered. It
should cDntain a live hydraulic swivel and an electrical slip
ring assembly tD allow operation of the tDol with~t h~ving to
disconnect the umbilical.

Because of the hostile offshore environment, the operation of the
overall system should be kept as si~le AS possible si~licity

should be considered through out the design process. As shown in
sketch 1, the successful operation of the tool will necessitate
the foll~ing majar components or subsystems:

Surface hydraulic control console.
Surface electronics/data acquisitiDn/datA recorder con-

sole.
Powered winch and sheave system.
Umbilical.
DownhDle tool including sensors and downhole electron

ics package.
ACTUATOR

The actuator is defined as a hydraulically operated rotary .otor
coupled to a servo valve using either torque or angular displace
ment feedback. This system is technically feasible, but will
require great care in the design, and ultimately during operat
ion, to insure cleanliness of the hydraulic fluid. Adequate
filtration should be designed into the system. There are two
ways to handle the hydraulic system: either a return to surface

1



sensors
chamber
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tool.

system u$inV a pr.ssur. and a return line in the umbilical, or a
was~e to s.a syst.m that r.quire. ~lly a .inVl. pre.sure lin. in
the umbilical for the actuator. For this tool a Waste to •••
syst.m is the recom.ended appro~ch but care ~st be taken in the
design of th~ vent components to insure that .ea water and con
ta.inant5 do not intrude into the hydraulic fluid. In. wa.t. to
.e. system, the issue of er.viron..ntal conta.ination aust be
considerpd. Other considerations for the .election of the hyd
raulic flL;d include sp.cific gravity relative to .e. water,
Viscosity, ccmpatibili~y with components, and corrosion potential
on hydraulic components. One of the water b.sed fluids should be
considered.

As an altern.tive to the hydraulic actuator, an electrical torque
Motor should be considered ior the tool prOVided that a small
size adequately powered motor can be located. A manufacturer
such as Globe i. a potential supplier for the .ator. Although
More electrical conductors would be required in the u~ilical,

the problems associated with _aintaininv cleanline•• of the hyd
raulic fluid would b. eliminated along with the power hydr·aulic
iluid conductor in the umbilical.

Command inputs to the ser~o motor will be sine wave motion and
step inputs. Frequency will be 0.1 seeley to 50 seeley at ampli
tudes ranging from approximately plus and ainus 0.01 degrees to
plus and minus 15 degrees.

SENSOr. ENVIRONMENT

The sensors or transducers defined for use in the geotechnical
tool are to be located inside the tool body and operated in a dry
nitrogen environment at just above ambient sea pressurp. Since
the tool will be operated at water depths up to 1500 fee~, the
internal pressure will reach approximately 700 psi. This is a
technically feasible approach and presents several advantagp.s as
far as the transducers are concerned. Inlrusion of seawater and
contaminants into the tool body will be minimized. The .ain seal
which separ.tes the seawater from the tool body cavity will be
pressure balanced thereby minimizing frictional drag that will be
seen ~s an error in some of the measurements. Although seal
friction drag can probably be cancelled during calibra~ion, var
iations in the quantity during operation cannot be acco~nted for
in the calibration.

The approach of using a one atmosphere chamber for the
should not be considered; but~ using a pressure balanced
filled wi~h a dielectric fluid such as Dow Corning fluid
200 is a good approach and should be considered for this
The attached sketch 2 illustrates this concept.

In either case~ the selected sensors and transducers
carefully reviewed with the vendors to insure that
operate in the elevated ambient pressure environment
they will maintain their performance characteristics
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SENSORS

The following is a list of the sensors defined for use with the
geotechnical tool.

A single torque sensor will be required. The Lebow strain gage
unit which has been selected is an excellent choice provided that
it can perform at the elevated pressure environment and that it
will fit into the allocated space envelope.

A single anyular displacement transducer will be required. The
Trans-Tek unit which has been selected should prove to be an
excellent choice if, like the torque sensor, it can operate in
the Fnvir~.ent and it will fit into the tool.

An angular acc.lerometer has been defined and will be made by
mounting a pair of linear PCB quartz accelerometers on equal
length arms 180 degrees apart. This approach should prove satis
factory if calculations show that the accelera.eters have the
proper range and sensitivity to operate over the frequency and
amplitude ranges. Of course operation at the elevated pressure
must be checked with PCB engineering.

Three pressure sensors have been defined, two of which will be
differential types. The PCB pressure sensors selected are not
satisfactory for this application because the PCB quartz sensors
are not capable of measuring static pressures. Therefore another
selection must be made such as those .anufactured by Entran.

DOWNHOLE ELECTRONICS PACKAGE

The successful operation of this tool will require the use of a
downhole electronics package for transducer signal conditioning,
switching and control, amplification, distribution of co..and
signals to the servo drive .ctor, and multiplexing of data sig
nals to minimize number of conductors in the u~ilical. It is a
critical component and will be a custom design. There are no
known off-the-5helf units to meet the ne.ds of this tool. Unlike
the cavity where the transducers and sensors are located, the
electronics package should be of the one atmosphere design. Many
electronic components will not operate satisfactorily at the
elevated pressure of 700 psi. To do so would require special
components to be manufactured and qualified over the pressure
range. This would be more expensive and tiMe consuming than
designing and building the one atmosphere chamber. The design
must consider the external pressure and .ust be carefully sealed
to prevent intrusion of either seawater or nitrogen. If possible
the seal should be a sealweld and te.ted for leakage prior to use
downhole.

3



DATA TRANSMISSION

Sa• .ci on t:he known operat:ional require..nt:s and envin:",-.nt for
~his ~DOI. it is r~o..ended that t:he data be transM~tted frOM
the downhole electronics packave via the uMbilical t:o t:he surface
electronics console in analog forM. T~i. approach will MiniMize
the elect:rooics coaponent count in ~he downhOle elect:ronics pack
ave, ~her'eby ir'provinv reliability. It will ah.o vive the equip
Ment operat:ar and field envineer .axiauM flexibilit:y in t:he use
and interpretation of t:he data. Divitizat:ion, other processing
and recording can then easily be done in the surface package
where space is not at such a premiUM.

An analysis of the sensors and required da~a shows ~hat the
following nUMber of electrical conductors will he required.

1. Electrical power--prObably 12 or 24 volts DC.

2. Power' ComMon, signal ground, and shield.

3. COmMand signal--include. servo coaaand encoded with
calibration ON/OFF signal.

4. Angle.

s. Torque.

6. Angular acceleratian.

7. Pressure signals, 3 each--aultiplexed together using a
frequency Modulation technique. These ar. ~~rly sta
tic signals and do not require wide bandwidth. Center
frequencies of 100 Hz., 500 Hz •• and 2500 Hz. Should be
sati sf actory. .

8. Spare.

Data transmission reliability will be i.proved if very low iaped
ence a.plifiers having sufficient current: capaLity are used to
drive the umbilical even in the pre.ence of .inor .alt water
shorts.

UI1BILICAL

The electro-hydraulic umbilical will be a critical cOMponent and
must perforM properly to insure long-term reliable operation in
the field. Initially. during field testing of the prototype
tool, the umbilical can be aade frOM a mult:i-conductor- has.
bundle strapped or taped to a well logging cable. The well log
ging cable will also have a good tension st:rength ae~er included
in the cable. Ultiaately the umbilical should have ~h~ hoses and
electrical r.onductors all inside an overall jacket and strength
aember. During operation, it will be necessary to store the
umbilical on a powered winch to insure that it does not becc.e

"



Do not have any connections ar splice. in the u.bilical. Have a
single connection beb••en the tool and the umbilical .0 that it
can be disconnected for repair ar storage. As euch a. pos.ible
keep the entire syste. connected together to mini.ize the chances
far trash and conta.inants to enter the hydraulic .y.te.. Also
it i. important to keep the hydraulic u.bilical free of entrapped
air.

OTHER DESIGN CCNSIDERATIONS

The following are a few tips to consider in the design that will
i.pact the reliability of the data obtained and the successful
oper~tion of the tool in the hostile offshorR environment.

Minimize the use of dissimilar metals which can cause electrical
potentials to be set up in the presence of the salt Mater elec
trolyte. A small sacraficial annode .ight have to be incorpor
ated onto the tool.

Provide for easy repair and disassembly of the tool to the extent
possible. Routing of electrical Mires inside the tool body must
be done in a careful manner.

Conduct
field.

extensive calibration and testing prior to going to
Try to Mork out as many bugs a. possible first.

the

Keep in mind that the various stainless steel alloys that .ay be
used in the tool body are subject to galling. particularly in the
threaded areas. Proper tolerencing and lubrication are impor
tant.

s



SI<ETCH 1: OVERALL SYSTEM SHOWING MAJOR COMPONENTS
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SkETCH 2: PRESSURE COMPENSATION TECHNIQUE WITH DIELECTRIC FLUID
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INSTRUMENTATION FOR LA&ORATORV TEST PHASE
GEOTECHNICAL TOOL

INTRODUCTION:

This document discusses the instrumentation needed during a lab
oratory test phase of a Geotechnical Tool designed to obtain
measurements on soils. During this phase the tool will be proto
typed and connected to various instruments and computers. This
instrumentat10n set up is not intended to be taken to the field,
except for the Field Computer.

This information 1S furnished in response to your comments and
those of Ms. Hlenke following the issuance of our report dated
J Lll Y 12. I 985. ~

Sketch 1 shows a block di."gram of the various instruments and
thier interconnections.

FEATURES OF THE SYSTEM:

1. Ease of set-up and operation.

2. FleXibility to meet changing requir@m@nts during this
phase of testing.

3. Includes analog slgnal recording on hard ccpy strip
chart record for quick observations.

4. Analog to digital converter and computerized processing
of data. Allows development of software on the comput
er that is suitable for inclusion in the final field
system.

Majori ty of
rented.

DISCUSSION:

components can be either purchased or

Although this laboratory instrumentation is more bulky and cum
b~rsome than the components that will be eventually used in the
field system(except for the Field Computer), it provides a high
degree of flexibility that is needed during the laboratory test
phase. During this phase it 1S expected that exact test techni
ques w111 evolve along w1th the software. The use of thls system
wlli 1n no way degrade the eventual performance of the final
f1eld unit which w111 include a dOwnhole electronics package.
L1~ewise the degree of sens1tlvity and accuracy can be duplicated
with the f1nal field unit if proper care is taken during the
des1gn of the downhole electronics package, umbilical, and sur
face electronlcs package.

:? J 0::--,/
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At this tIme it IS not expected that the oscilloscope and strip
chart recorder will be required in the final surface electronics
package.

FEASIBILITY OF DOWNHOLE ELECTRONICS PACKAGE:

Based on the known requirements for the Geotechnical Tool, the
use of a downhole electronics package is feasible and well within
the state of the art for such packages. They are routinely used
in well logging tools and, to ~j~tain degree, subsea geotechni
cal tools such as cone penetro~~er~. The unit will have to be
a custom design to meet the specific requirements of this tool
because of size, number of channels, and limited cable conduc
tors, etc. No known off-the-shelf units can meet the specific
requIrements of thIS tool.

The package can be designed to fit into the Geotechnical Tool
which has an 10 of 2.8 inches and operate successfu:ly in the
offshore geotechnical environment in ,~ater depths up to 1500
feet. Although the exact length of the package cannot be deter
mined at this time, it is expected to be apprOXimately 2 to 4
feet long.

The cost for such a downhole electronics package also cannot be
precisely determined ac this time, but it is expected that a
SIngle unit might range between $25,000 and $40,000. It will
probably have to be constructed on a cost plus basis for
materials plus design and fabrication costs.

INSTRUMENTATION LIST:

The appended documents list the required laboratory instrumentat
ion along with source~ of supply, and costs both for purchase and
rentals. An overall cost estimate is included.

It should be noted that the component called servo amplifier
shown on sketch 1 is not listed nor costed in this document. It
is peculiar to the hydraulic ser~o valve and actuator that will
be used in the prototype tool.

SOFTWARE:

The cost for .software development shown on the cost estimate is
not intended to be a lump sum amount to cover the cost of all
software that might eventually be needed by the laboratory sys
tem. It should however be considered reasonable for the develop
ment of certain acquisition routines peculiar to this test tool
and allow for the training of the test engineer and or tech
nician In further software developments as may be required.

David W.
edgeable

Hughes in Houston is a particularly talented and knowl
software development engineer. It is recommended that

2
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he be ~etalned to do this po~tlon of the wo~k.

either be arranged through EDC or directly.
HIS services can
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LABORATORY TEST PHASE
INSTRUMENTATION COST ESTIMATE

18 July 85
LJM

1.0 MAJOR INSTRUMENT COMPONENTS: Purchase Rent/mo.

Power ~upply for Angle Trans. $150

Power supplies for angle acc:el. $500

Strain gage si gnal condi t i oners. :$2700 $350

Field Computer -$7200 S650

Strip Chart Record~r. (used) $3100 $72(1

Osc:illoscope. $2665 $235

Signal Generator $4075 $440

Purchase Total :520390
Rent-al Total/mo.

plus purchase

2.0 LABOR COST FOR SET-UP

Instrumentation Des.--50.00/hr., est. 40 hrs.

$2395
$650

Instrumentation Technician--2S.00/hr, est 150hrs= $3750.

Software Eng.--SO.OO/hr.,est 150 hrs= -$7500.

$13250.
3.0 OTHER EXPENSES

Shipping and Freight

Telephone

$::i00.

$150.

Travel Exppnses(it
local 21 cents/mi.

500 mi.
Lodging,
Al r Travel

any) at cost +10%,

105

105 + 10% $116.

thsc wire, cable, connectors, lab supplies
and digital volt meter, etc.

Strip Chart paper, floppy discs, printer paper,
and other expendable supplies

$600.

$600.

$1966.



Item: Power Supply

INSTRUMENTATION LIST

Nomenclature: 0100 Transducer FiKed Voltage Power Supply

Description: Power for use with Trans-Tek Rotary
Transducer. Plugs into 117VAC power and provides the
stable voltage for the transducer.

Angular
correct

Reason for Selectlon: Economical. Compatible with the transduc
er. M.nufactured by the same manufacturer as the transducer.

Source of Supply:

Number Required:

Techanlcal Products, Inc.
1710 S. Da~ry Ashford
Houston, Texas 77077
713 493 6520

each

Cost: $150.00 each, Purchase



INCORPORATED

'! i_ ;. '. - lO:.
Trans·Tek·s power supplIes are preCIse. regulated, preset volt
age sources. ldeally SUIted lOr DC e~clted transducers, d,SCrelf>
and IC lu~ctron modules All components are encapsulated 10
provide. reliable continuous operatlOf\ to rated spec,lIcat«>ns if'

,aboratory and 'actory envllonments

They are eQUipped with an on-off SWItch, Ime COrd. binding DOsl
terminals. rubber leet and lwo '4·40 tapeed holes spaced 1 00
,nch aparl. located on lhe bOttom sIde lor permanent mounhng
The holes are connected \0 earth grOUnd v,a the powe' "ne cord
ground termInal

COMMON SPECIFICATIONS
Input, 10510 125 V AC . 50 to 4oo Hz·
Outpul \/oltage tolerance ~ 1'10 (Flxe':l)
RegulallOf\ Lone 001 'It max

Load 0,05'10 ma~

Temp Coer 0,02%IOC Typical
Ripple and ~olse' 1mv RMS max
IrO Isolallan 50 MEGOHMS
Overcurrenl Protecllon

Current L,mlling EIther output to
common or Olher output. Indellnltely

Operating Temp Range - 25' to + 7' 'C

'·',,'l";CR .'Yf',·')' 7':'(~F

~.' F" SUP!'I, 'lOS

:: CompatIble With Trans,Tek DC EXCIted TranSducers
,-' Regulation 01 % Line, 05% Load
.J Snort cllcull prolected

1 Lone cord, 3'wlIe

Dual vollagf, power sup()hes allow Ihe user to choose the
transducer e-c,t8l,on voltage. lor example. MOdel 012100 can
be used 10 power a transducer w,lh 12 VOC 0' 24 VOC To exc'le
Ihe transducer w,th 12 vee. connect the tranSOuce, + INPUT
and - INPUT to the power supply + V and COM terminalS.
respectrvely (or to the power supply COM alld - \/ term,nals.
respectrvely), To eXCIle the 1ransducer wit" 24 VOC, connect the
tranSducer + INPUT and - INPUT to the power supply + V and
- \/ terminalS. resoect'vely

Storalle Temperilture: -40·10 +85"C
Termonatoon'

Line COrd. 3-wlle. 5 leer 1011O. termInated In lone plug WIt"
earth ground

OIIlput Terminals 3·Blnd,ng ClOSt 6·way
Red . Posillve Voltao:
Black . Common
Violet, Negalive Voltage

O,mens,ons 2 5' Wode • 445' Long x 1 25' H,g"
(83 • "3 x 32mm)
ADPro. We'ght , 251bs (515 gm)

c:
c
.....
C
.:!
c
n
:J
CI
c:,.,
r--n
~

/
c···-

OutpuI VO C
Current. MA

~ t2
100

" 12
ZOO

:t 15
100

:t 15
2oo

All selles DHJO Trans TI'k products are W,lrrdn,pa aq3,nSl
C1€'ecllve malellals ano workma0sn'D lor one year, tram dale 01
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Of(je,~ ,hoolO he made out 10 TRANS, TEK, INC. sen! ,n care or
your local Trans,Tek represenlatlve, Or drrect'y to Bo~ 338
ROllI.. 83 ElllnQton Conn 060;'9 Tel 12031872,835'
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Item: Power Supply

INSTRUMENTATION LIST

Nomenc:lature: PCB Piezotronics Model 4B2A LIne Power Unit.

D~scription: Power supply for PCB Accelerometers. Plugs into
117VAC power and provides the correct stable excitation voltage
for the ac:celerometers.

Reason for Selectlon: Economlcal.
transduc:ers. Manufac:tured by the
accelerometers.

Compatible
same vendor

with
as

the
the

Source of Supply: Technical Products, Inc:.
1710 S. Dairy Ashford
Houston, Texas 77077
713 493 6520

Number Required: 2 each

Cost: $250.00 each, Purchase

Total Cost: $500.00

( I;:r



for voltage'mode transducers

A. C. Mooe, BASIC

LINE POWER UNIT

Model482A P£H
PIUOTPONICS

• powers transducers with built·in or attached am-
plifiers

• supplies power over signal lead
• eliminates bias on output
• monitors normal or faulty system operation
• provides adjustable constant-current excitation

For powering low-imped,nce piezoelectric transducers

with built·in or attKhed amphfien and coupling them to
versatile readout instruments; and r..oecially for driving long
transducer cables.

SPECIFICATIONS; Model No.

+22

2 to 20

1
10
10
to 10

500

1.8x4.Jx6
2
10·32
BNC
6
100·1 25/0.3

482A

in
Ib

ft
VIA

rnA

/.IF
~ volts
mA

/lV

Size
Weight

Transducer Connector
Output Connector
Power Cord 13-wlrel
PONer Required (60 Hz'

Transducer Excitation VDe
EXCItation Current

(adjustablel l !)

Voltage Gain
Coupling CapacItor
Output Signal, FS.
Output Current
Noise. Wideband[

(pk·pk max)

Model 482A Line Power UnIt powers the transducer over
lhe signal lead and couples self·amplifying PCB transdcuers
to oscilloscoPe'S. recorders or other readout instruments. In
the coupling process. it eliminate-; D.C. power bias from the
output by means of a coupling capacitor. It also monItors
normal operation of the system with a meter that detects
such faults as cabie and connector open or short cirCUIts and
transducer amplifier trouble. With a 24V D.C. regulator.
Model 482A provides iln output SIgnal range linear to t 10
VOiIS. Constant current excitation adjustable from 2 to 20
rnA Ifactory set at 12 mAl is supplied to transducer to 1m·
prove linearity and Cable driving capabilities. Higher magni·

tude supply currents drive longer cables and provide more
available output current. With medium length cables, output
current 15 generally available to within 2 mA of the supply
current,

Like the transducer discharge circuit. the capacitive
coupling cirCUIt to the readout instrument also eliminates
D,C. signal components at an exponential rate. When the
readout lo~d impedance '5 one megohm or more. the coup'
ling time constant exceeds 10 seconds, which is suffiCIently
long for most apphcations.

OPTIONAL MODELS;
Four Channel Version
Fixp:j Constant - Current Supply (2mA Diodel
three PositIon Gdtn SWItch (X I, 10.20)

(with 4mA Constant-Current Supply)

NOT[

BLOCK DIAGRAM:

482A04
482A07

482AIO

For statIc callbratong or other purposes. Model 482A Ldn
be operated In a D.C. mode by takIng the output slgndl
directly off thC' transducer lead through a "T" connector or
hy Shorting across the mternal coupling capacItor. The re
suiting 11V D.C. bIas on the output lead can be elimInated.
If necessary, by a seroes bat:ery or lIoatong D.C. supply.

........,.. ," >--1,......-----1 ...-__-< n..l1llooJ'

"'-__~"C"~'
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Item:

INSTRUMENTATION LIST

Str~1n Gage S1gnal Conditioner

Nomenclature: Vlshay Muiti channel Signal Conditioner/Amplifier
2100 System. Configured with power supply and b channels of
signal conditioning.

Description: Unit accepts strain gage transducers and others,
amplifies the SIgnals to app~opriate levels for recordIng and
processing. Unit Includes calibration capability.

Reason for Selection: Easy to set up and operate. Economical.
Provides extra bac!;-up channels for flexibility in laboratory
test program. Universal type tor use with wide range of other
Instrumentation and computers needed In the lab test program.

Source of Supply:

Number ReqUired:

(Purchase)
Technical Products, Inc.
1710 S. Dairy Ashford
Houston, Texas 77077
713 493 6520

(Rental)
General ElectrIC, Quick-Rental Service
900 South Loop West,Ste 180
Houston, Texas 77054
713 741 8137
1 800 GE RENTS

1 Unit.

Cost: $2700.00 (estimated), each, Purchase.

$350.00/month, Rental.

, I;~ )
L t



Reproduced from
best available copy
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QUICK-RENTAl;______seMCe _

Softec 34104115 S 115
Plug-in dc preamplifier for 3400 series recorder
1mVlcm to 20V/cm in 19 ranges. Calibrated zero
suppression.

DESCRIPTION RATE/MO.
SIgnal Condlt~ IContlnued'

Gould 13-4715-01 S 10
Med. gain mUlti-span dc amp. Measurement
range 400~Y FS to 100 Y FS; in 20 steps;
accuracy ±O. 1~ FS; zero suppression ±tul/ scale.

DESCRPIlON RATE/MO.

GouIcl13-4715-CO S 110
Thermocouple amplifier type J. Range -lSO· to
1000"F or ·C. Zero suppression.

Gould 13-4715-41 $ 110
Thermocouple amplifier type K. Range -200" to
1000· For ·C. Zero suppression.

Gould 13-4715-42 $ 110
Thermocouple amplifier type T. Range -200" to
+400· For ·C. Zero suppression.

Gould 13-4715-43 S 110
Thermocouple amplifier type e. Range O· to
ooFסס1+ or ·C. Zero suppression.

Gould 13-4715-44 S 125
Thermol:Ouple amplifier type R. Range +500· to
+1760" For ·C. Zero suppression.

GouIcl13-4715-4S S 125
Thermocouple amplifier type S. Range +50· to
+1760" F or • C. Zero suppreSSion.

Ifyou have any questions.
Just ask our rental specialists,

Honeywell Accudata 117-01 S 210
Driver amplifier. Gain 0.01-10 in 10 steps, 0.01-25
with vernier, input ±100mV to ±300V, 6
channels.

Honeywell Accu." 111-1 S .5
Strain gage excitation, control and amplification
in a single unit: constant voltage or current gage
elicitation. ' •

H~Accu""20 S 70
Differential de amplifier. Input 2.5 mV to 250 mY;
output ±2.5 V. 6SmA. gain 10-1000 X. 8 steps,
can be used with 105-2 above.

Honeyw'" Accudeta 211-1 • 140
Gage control amplifier. Selectable gage excita
tion vO'fages, three independent signal outputs.
calibrated input suppression.

Soitee 1210 SMH S TO
High speed input module lor use with SU-l00
transient storage unit and 1286 recorder. Fre
quency response 5 kHz. Measurement range 50 mV
to 200 V in 12 steps. :tlOO'l1l zero adjust. Overall
accuracy ±O.7~ of full scale at 23· C.

Softee 1210VMII S SO
Multi-span dc plug-in module for use with t286
recorder. Measurement range 1mY to 200 V in 17
ranges. +100'IUero adjust. ±400zero suppression
Overall accuracy :to.25'Mt of full scale at 23"C.

10

j

Iottec SU-100 S 800
32 k word (12 bit) 6 channel storage module allows
transient/waveform data to be stored and output
to 1286 recorder. Sampling frequency from
200 kHz to 200 Hz. Internal 0' 8Ilternallriggering.
pre and posl triggering and an AUTO mode tnal
samples data, prints out data and resets system.

Vlahay 2310 S 155
Signa. conditioning amplifier for strain gages.
transducers. potentiometers and dc displacement
transducers. All bridge completion built-in in
cluding 120 and 350 n dummies. Bridge elicita
tion selectabl. 0.5-15.0 Vdc. Continuously varr
able and calibrated .mplifier gain: 1.0-11.000.
Electronic bridge balance. Three simultaneou:;
buffered outputs: :tl0V @ 5 mA, tape output
:tl.414'o' @SmA and galvanometer output ±10V
@70mA.

Vlah., 2350 S 55
10-channel rack adapter for Vishay 2310
amplifiers

v...., 2310 S 55
Portable cabinet for 1 te--4 channels of Vishay
2310 ampllliers.

Watanabe AH 3101 S 55
~ligh gain amplifier. Range 4mV FS to SOOV FS:
vernier gain control.

Watana'" AL3101 S 35
Low gain amplifier. Range 20 mY FS to 400 V FS.
Vernier gain control.

Wetan.... AS3101 S 75
Dilferentialamplifier with zero suppression. Range
20mV FS to BOV FS: calibrated zero suppressiOn;
selectable 3 pole input filter; vernier gain control.

UGHT BEAM OSCIUOGRAPHS

HOMyWeR 1501 B ••50
24-channel. 4 event, visicorder with dc 10 25 kHz
response. wide range 11200:1) dc servo record
drive system. 42 speeds. O.l-l20iPI drlve.peeds.
internal record take-up, accentuated tenth time
fine: requires gllvanomater•.

HotMr-I' lisa S toO
Up to 18 enannels, expandable to 32 channels
with Model 1870 amplifier housing. Fiberoptic
CAT visicorder. de to 5 kHz response at up to
12" trace amplitude, 1mV to 300 V input sensitiv
ity. 300 v common mode. 42 speeds 'rom
0.1-120 ips, time interval marker. tim. lines
record... at 5 selectable intervals with ,a-Iine
accentuation. better than O.S~FS accuracy
ReqUires plug-I'" signal conditioner n.~t column



Item:

INSTRUMENTATION LIST

General Purpose Storage Oscilloscope.

Nomenclature: Tektronix T912 Dual tra~e,

or equivalent.
storage oscilloscope,

Description: General purpose os~illoscope that can be used for
general viewing of signals and for· set up and cal ib,-ation of the
Instrumentation system. Allows for the quick and easy look see
of _pecific signals.

Reason for Sele~tion: Economical. General purpose oscilloscope.

Number ReqUired:

Source of Supply:

1 each.

General Electric Quick Rental Service
900 South Loop West, Ste. 180
Houston, Texas 77054
713 741 8137 Rent
1 800 GE RENTS

Cost:

Tekt,-oni>!, Inc.
P. O. Box 4309
Houston, Tx 77210
713 933 3000

s235.00/mcnth rental.

$2665.00 Pur~hase

Purchase

l" I .," ,



QUICK-RENTAL______5eMCe _

Tektronl. SC502 S 235
DC to 15 MHz; duallrace, 1 mY/diy to 20Y/d1V,
time base 0,5 s/dlY 10 0.2 ps/div 10 X magnllier.
trigger view, enhanced automatic trigger.
Requires TM 500 power module

DESCRtf'IlON RATE/MO.
Poruble OKlIloscGpel'ConIInuedl

Tektronl. US $ 440
DC to 200 MHz. dual trace, 2 mVldiY to 5 VdIY;
time base O.OII'S/diY to 0.5s/diY, lOX magnifier.
calibrated sweep delay, 8 X 10 cm CRT, trigger
view.

DESCRIPTION RATE/MO.

S 275

S 315

Telclronl.41SA S "75
DC to 250MHz at SmVlCliY, otherwise yerf slm,lar
to model 475.

Telctronl.475DM4" S 495
Model 475 With 3'h-digit multimeter and temper
ature probe, A delayed sweep with direct
numerical readout.

Telltronl••15 $ 750
DC to 350MHz. dual trace. 5 mV/div to 5 V/diy;
lime base O.5s/div to 11'S/div; 8 X 10 diy display.
0.8 cm/div CRT.

rektronl.2213 S 120
DC to 60 MHz. dual trace. 2mV/diy senSitivity;
time base 0.051'S to 0.5 s/diY. delayed sweep
Lightweight and portable.

Teklron•• 2215 $ 150
Same as Tektronilt 2213, except allow simultane·
ous viewing of delayed and main waveform. ~ali

brated delayed sweep.

Teklron'. 2235 $ 115
Two-channel. de to 100 MHz bandwidth oscillo
scope. Trigger view. dual time base, delayed
sweep and X-V operation.

Tektronl. 2231 $ 275
Same oscilloscope specifications as the 2235 bul
with built-in 100MHz, microprocessor-controlled
counter/timer/multimeter. Totalize. dc volts. true
rms volts, A time. frequency and period.

Telctronl.233S S 21.
DC to 100MHz. yertical ensn'nel deflections froG'l
5 mVldiy to 5 Vldiv, 10 X magnilier to increase
sweep rate to 5 ns/diY. dual trace and delay
sweep.

Telctronl.2331
same as 2335 with A time.

Tektron•• 2337
Same as 2335 with A lime/OMM.

Tektronl.2445 S 330
150 MHz bandwidth 4-ehannel oscilloscope.
1 ns/div sweep speed. 2 mVldiy vertical sensitiy
ity. CRT readout: scale factors, trigger level, Yolt·
age, time, frequency, phase lind rallo measure
ments and mcde indicators.

Tektronl.2415 $ 410
Same aa 2445 but with 300 MHz bandwidth.

Tektron'. SCS01 $ 115
DC to 5 MHz. single trece. 10 mVldiy 10 10 VldiY,
time base t sldlY; 5 x magniller. 6 X 10 diY,
O.20a"/dlv CRT, requires TM500 powar module.

Tektronl. SC503 S 345
DC to 10MHz. dual channel bistable storage
scope. 5mV/diy to 20V/diy; time base 2s/diy to
0,5lls/dlv, 10 X magnifier. Variable enhancement
and integration, auto-erl$e and x-V capability.
ReQuires TM500 power module.

Tek1ronlx SC504 S 330
DC to 80 MHz; dual trace; 5m'oJ/div to 10V/diy;
time base 0.2s/diY to 0.2 pa/diy; 10 x magnifier;
X-V capability. 8X 10 div. 0.2S"/div CRT; requires
TM500 multicompartment power module

;

8ktrO"'. TI12 S 235
DC to 10 MHz. dual trace, bistable storage scope.
2mVldiY to 10V/diy; time base O.5s/div to
0.51'S/diy, 10 X magnifier, 8 X 10 em CRT,
250 cm/ms storeCS writing rate.

Tektronl. T122 S 150
DC to 15 MHz. dual trace. 2mV/diy to 10V/div,
time base, 0.5 sldiv to 0.21'S/dly, 10 X magnifier,
8 X 10 cm CRT, 110 Vac operation.

Tek1ronl. Tl35 $ 230
DC to 35 MHz, dual trace, 0.5s/diY to 0.1 ,.a/diY,
10X magnifier, 2mV/diy to 10V/diy, 8X 10em
CRT, delayed sweep. 110Vac operation.

Yu Data P81351t7S S 275
Miniscope with OMM and counter, dual trace. de
to SOMHz. Weighs less than 151bs. and battpr)'
operated.

Full Size

H·P 1H08·111 $1750
Oscilloscope measurement system includes
19800A waveform measurement library, 198&OA
digital waveform storage module, 1950A 100MHz,
2-ehannel expansion module and 19811A plotl
sequence ROM. HP-IB programmable. with
lOX 12cm CRT display.

H-P llSOA $ 210
Two-channel eltpansion module. Adds two
l00MHzvertica' channels to the 1980.lt features
continuously calibraled yariable deflection factors
Irom 2mVldiv to 10V/diy.

Nicolet ExplcKer II 2010-2 S 740
DC to 1MHz. dual channel digital storage scope,
complete with 206-2 plug-in amplifier.

Nicolet ElpIcKer III 204-2 $1200
Same a. Explorer II Iboye Sltcapt with pen out
put, diskette, binary dlClta' 1/0 A'so Include.
204-2, 2-chlnn,' plug-In and :1081 tEEE-488
Interlace.



Item:

INSTRUMENTATION LIST

Signal Generator

Nomenclature: Hewlett Pac~ard HP3325A Function Generator.

Description: General purpose signal generator to provide command
signals to the servo actuator. Can command sinewaves,
squarewaves, triangle waves, and ramps.

Reason for Selection: General purpose unit having the capability
to meet the expected command functional requirements.

Number Required:

Source of Supply:

each.

General ElectriC Quick
900 S. Loop West, Ste.
Houston, Texas 77054
713 741 8137
1 800 GE RENTS

HE"wlett Packard
10535 Harwin Drive
Houston, Texas 77042
713 776 6400

Rental Service
180

Rent

Purchase

Cost: $440.00/month Rental

$4075.00 Purchase



Reproduced from
best available copy
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The HP 3J2~A S)nthesllerjlun,lIon General'"'' an uncoml'''''
m,s'ng. hillh J"Crformancc s~nlhesller ""Ih II dlgl! resulutllln." [unc'
lion generator with rrCCiSI,)n wavcform, .•) wldcb<lnd ,,,,"ce('Cr. ;lnd .1
fully 1"0grammable sptcm. Instrument

The If P .1)25,\ " fi". with mlcroherll resolul,un below i00 ~'"
alOflB "',th freQuency coveraBe from oo1סס0 Hz 10 ~0.99'1 999 999
MHz. S,gnal purily. aeeurae~ and slab.ht~ arc .. Bood ," better than
earlier stand-alone HP ~)'nthcs.ilcr.. Ibrmnra(,.~ ;lrc h~ dB dOlA'n he
10'0 SO kll, ;lnd ~..u ,'an c<tcrn;'\ly ",,,dulalc wllh I\M .,n,II""

The HP l.1 •. SA is also a h'llh rerformanec [unction ,enerator ph"
\lH1ing '1rCi.:i",.n w;l~cft)rnh .. ilh ",~nlhc"'l/~r ;1t:"·UI';H:) .u,.1 fl"'t1Iulunl
~u.trc..avc. hI 109999'1999'11'.111, ha'C ~o n, rt'C .. nd L,II '""e_
Triangles and ramps wilh .05~ IinurH~ are available up to 10'1'1'1
999999 kHz. All waveforms can be dc and phase offset

!\ major contribution IS widcband rha'\C continunu, ~",ccp. (tI'-'l'r·

,n@ up 10 the full frtquency r"nge of c.lLh wavelorm Sweep I,,~ ,"
hne.,. Single or COnllnuous Wllhout the phase d,S'"nllnullle, USUJIIs
O\suc,aled with s~nlhC:S'ler5 Phase lod loop leslIOll " mJde """er .

~Jk.e~onveOlcnl ~wCPI frcqljcnc)' nClwllfk mCiI"un.,'mcnt ,m filter'
,Imrlllic;r, ur -any pa~... i"c or .u:ll\'c nct"'lnk Usc thl: TIl l1Iarker HI
check the frequency "f poin" of ,nlereS! un a "",ef'l frc'lucnq d"pi",
dc:sarcd L'~e Ihe convenient ··,..,um" (uncllun, ~I '" 2 .II,d..l' ! 10
'1u,dly ,h.. n~c Ihc frc'lucnn 'ran IIIr the ""1'1." ,1.·"re.I

A" ",·,·l:'~ar" fund'tm, .1h: pr.lJ,:r.lIl1l11"hk 011 111\': III ' IIi "l,:huhll~'

fret.tlcn:,:y, .1I11rhltltk. ,III lun":""I1\. ph.lw .lIId til 1I1hl-l. lIIulill 1.1 111111 .
.• \\ ''*ccr rMrilmd":f', .IIHphludl: 1..:,,1 .nuJ ,dl-"::-.1. m,lk,mlo! the' '"
\ '~ot;,A .1 "'cr,. vl·, .......k :lnd ,...."'l·,(ul ;UId111(.11 In ,1II10m"II, ",,' ..1 .. ,....
h·m... 11",' l ...ul.llt.·.1 Ifl"'II.h~· ""llIlttlh'" wtlh lIu,tlmr ""'I~.tl" ,lIul III

pili" dl,l I.tlk ......k 1II,'''l.· lilt· III' '1,'\,\ ,',1-.., III "",- In '\lIh'III.1I.,

1l.·.. 1 " ..h''''''

II .. 1.11' I 11111 .. 111111111" Itt 1III • ''-'Ill' I' ').) 'J .\1I1t 1\ \ ,. ,.111

II lilt III. 1'11.1>1 .... uh tI,. I dI,l' ,. 11111•• 11 ,.. till" I'" t , .. Ih. 111'1"1'

ph~I"c 1~\l liP _n~~,\ um" l:.ln be I"'h .• ,c lo\.k.:J tu~cthc:r !"\,r Ju.1I
rhJ\C ()UIPUI .Jrr1u.:a110n,

1)( ulhcl 1\ ,,:arable HI ,.a:, \ld~ .m tb..: ..I.lnd.trd In'lfUml.-nt fhl:
h,~h ,,'h,,~c oplll,n I(lrt t"I~1 .,11....... ,i~·-\"Il,'l!e' u~ In ~() ~ I'~ .lOd .,.
• d~ ul'lo, IX \" I"ul I", peak + del

Ten sh.riJ~l' rc~ ... tt:r"I..,ln lx, proJ!r.trlllllcd '4 .. h ll'n different ~nRlhl'

lullun" of fu.nt.:lIlj(\/fI~lr,tmClcr ....cllln~~ from th..: (rtlnt f'1anc\, '-l,Jrcd
and then rec.lled

The HP 331~.·\ can d"pla) II d'llits 0Ilre4ucn.:) and ~ dllll" 01
VIlIIs or mlillvolh from I mV tu 10 volt, peJk to peak Conver"nn tn
H: 'is tlr dRm I' ",nrlc \11th Ihe loul.'h ~lf.\ lllJllIlfl

The H P J31SA I'mv,de' unprecedenled perfurmance per dollJr
th.IIlL ... HI ''''\l'r;,1 1U;'lttr \:~H1tflbullun,(rltl11.td"·.ln.:cs In 14P "~chn"lld

~\ "IIlf!k 'uur lr,Il..'lh)n.ll- '-i \~ nlhc~... (cL.:hnll4uc aHow~ 'i)nlhcSITer
."ur"') wuh II dl~'h of I ",olul,on and. as an added bonus. phase
mnhnul\u, frcqueocy ,weep Fe..er parI, and inle@rale<lcirclIlI lech·
nul"I!' lIl;oke the d,lferen,c '\ un'que melhod of Irlan@le and ramp
" ...dorm ~enerallon prOVide- excellent IIncaru, Add m.croproces
"" ,IInth,1 .,nd Ile .. lell·P;o,kard In,cr[Jce Bu, (Hp·IBI oreration
.Ind the re'uh "mnre pcrfmlllJnLe. lIe\lbill!) and versalllu) ,m the
bench or on automah, "'I "'Iems than prev,ou,l, available. and at a
In~cr ..:,'.... 1
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H.rmonic Leye'
-flS dB
-flO dB
~() dH
10 dR
~'dR

Imped.nc.: 'C)!l
ConM\:tor: HNC; 'Wlh.:h,.hk III Ir"mll! (\:.11 p;lr,d. Il,,::,,"'-th.h.ihk
""Ith o"lIon 002. e\l'lT" b)" 11I1l'fIl.d l.,b".. ,:h.lfl~'l·

lIanoe: I mV 10> 10 V 1"1' on X.• mpillude rantot"'. \·\·10 ,e4uen""111I
dB ,Ie!"). InlO SO II load

fT....... liM ... I '.......,...- I...,..,.. 1M - ... ..... ... -,....... I.••' 11.00 , \..,
I'.~IIGO.'

10.ao,

l
.... UI4.' u., nao., ~ are , O.ZIt "" 2.•7 ,
_,!CIul ·5'02 ·21M .'101 .IU. "71 ,12.22

-~.__.
lIesolution: non "I lull ran,c ",0 01 dB 14 dl~lhl

''''lthOUldi,; olT~e\. rcbtll\oc 10 programmed
amplilude and a"curacy I
Sine.... AmpIjt~Acc..rac,
I mlh 10 100 kH•• 0 I dK. ,3 Vpp: • () 2 .1K.. 3 "PI'
IOOkllz to 20 ''':h .il4dB. >3 Vpp.• 0fldH. () lIn 1 "PI'
SquaI_.,e .mplit.... Accuracy
I mllll" IIllnll. \'1. ·1 "PI'. ~ ~';. \ \1'1'
11111 kHz to 10 Mill II I',';. ·l '0'1'1'. II Iii \ \ PI'
Tria...1e Amplitude Accurac,
I 1Il111 10 ~ kill I.~~;. '3 \'1'1'. ~ 7';. .1 Vpl'
2 UI,IO III kHl Sc; .. J Vpp. 6 ~';. .\ VPI'

Ph... noise: -60 dB f,or a 30 HII band "cnlered on a ~O "'III
~Jrnc, (clcludlnl:t. I 11/.lboullh\.'..:.arn..:r. 'Allh htt!h·'lJblhl~ l'rUwn
fl() i I ",Ialled.
Spuriou.: all non·harmont<:alll rdated OUIPUI >ll!nah "III be more
Ihan 70 dB below the canoer (flO dB with de otT,ell. or I", Iha n ·90
dlim. "hlohever IOllrealer
Sine••y. h.rmonlc distortion: harmunical!) relaled 'lgn"I> "ill
be Ie" than the lollowinlllcveb (relallve to the fundamentall al hll
dutpul fur each ran@:c:

Frequenc, Rang.
01 H,IO 50 kHI
~o kHz I~ 200 kill
~()(J kill to 2 Mill
2 \1117 I~ IS Mllz
15 "'Ih 10 ~O M!ll

Ri.e".11 time: ' 2U ns. 10" to 90', al lull nutpul
Oy.rshool: ' 5'1 of ('Cak 10 ('C3k Jmpltlud". al full oulPUI
SellU", lime: I." I" '''It'e I" ",thIn 0'" "f Iinal value

Range: r 71 Y '1 0 't\'lth rc... JlC..:t 10 .ubltr;Jr~ ,tarlln~ phasc or a)\Illncd
I~rll ph.-sc
Resolution: 0 I'
Accurac,: .0 ~Q

R.nge: d"only \noa, "l!nal) lit" ,50\'/'011
d~ + ac: Ma,umum d" offset :r- 4.~ V ~n hl!!:hc');l ranp.c. dcuci:l!\m~ hl

.:t 4.~ m\i on lo\,\esl range
R.aolution: 4 dl""

MocIul.tion deplll.1 rull OUlpul'o, .ach r.nge: II IIK)'~
MocIul.llon Irequeney r.nge: dc 10 400 kIt I (0 2I VI It I ,JI "<:r
f"'luenc) )
Sen.lllyl,,: .5 V peak for 100'; modulallon

Sinew.ve Ph... Modul.tion
R.....: .850', .. 5 V ,"pUI

Modulalion frequenc, rant.: d. ~ kIi I

S...pT~
Line.r: 001 .109999>
LOf.....mk:: 2 s to ~ 99 S 3olnslc, 0.1 S '0'14 flY ~ ,:\lntln,wu:.

MaKlmum sweep .ldth: full frequenq rantote "f the maon <t~nal

,'ulpUI fur the wavcfurm In use, except mlnlnHtlll I'.fl"".\rt fn:".pl('n,:~

, I It,

Phase conltnuil,: 'WlT(l h Ilh;I'1: t,:llllll1lunu, 1I"... r Ihe ful! frc~ul'rlL)

Ll 0I!C Hi I he m.lln IIU' (lUI

A.t__ inpul. for ph.,c-Iockln, It I' 13~ 51\ 10 an e>lcrn.1 fre·
'lucn,y rder<ncc "Ina Ifrom 0 dBm I" .20 dBm Inlo SO II. Referencc
,,~n.1 must be a subh.rmonlc 01 to MItT f",m I Mill 10 10 Mill

AUKil'" frequenc, output: 21 MHI to 60999 999 99'1 MHI,
under ranlle coveral!" to 19.000 000 001 MHl, frCljuency ",Icctlun
from front panel; 0 dBm; OUIP\lI impedance 50 (l.
a,ne oulput: square wave wilh V (hIgh) :> I 2 \'. V (low I .; 0 2 V
tnlO SO II.
X·AKis driv.: 0 to >' 10 V do: hnear ramp proporllollal lo."cep
frcquency. Iinearily, 10·90'';. t 0 t~ of final value.
S...p m.rk_ output: hlJh 10 low TTL "ompallble voltalle tran,,·
lion at >clc<led marker IrC\luency
Z-AII. 1Il.n11 OIIlput: 1TL oompallble vollale levels capable of
sinking 200 m/\ from a positive source
1 MHz ,,"rene. OUlput: 0 dBm out put for pha>c·lock,nl! addillon·
al tnotruments 10 Ihe HP 3HSA.

• 11) MHz OWtlll outJNr. 0 dOm Inlernat hiJh 'Iabtlily frequency rder·
en"c uulPUI lor pha""·t",,ktn~ liP I\~~" lOpt. 001 only)

HP.I.lnterface Functions: SHI. AliI. T6.11. SRI. RLI, PPO.
DC I. OTO. CO, EI
Recommenct.:t Accessory: III' 1090A Measurement Plolling Sy,·
ten

Agi"9 rale: .5> 10 '/week 172·h warm upl; .1 • 10 '/month
(3fler I5 da~s conlinuous operallon).
Ambient .labIllty: ~ 5 x 10 '(0· 10 +55·C)
W.m·up lime: reference WIll be wilhln '*' I )( 10-' of finol value IS
mtnUles after turn-on lor an otT lime of less Ihan 24 hours.

Frequene, r.....: I ,.Hz to I "'1Hz

R.Age: 4.00 mVpp 10 4000 Vpp (500 U. <,560 pF load).
Accurac, and Flat.,..s al Full Outpul

Sine. square,.nd triangle ••v..: ±2~ al 2 kHz
Ramps: ~ 2% al 500 Hz
FI.tness: .I~ relalive 10 pr"llrammcd amplilude

Sinewa". dislortion: hormon",.lIy related "gnals 10,11 be the ",me
a' .he Slandard Instrumenl to I MHz
.....Imum output current: 8(\ mApp.
Oulpullmpedanee:. 2llaldo, < 10llali MI-Il

DC oflMt r.....: 4 limes Ihe .peclfied range of the siandard Inslru·
ment

Oper.ll... en'lronment
Temper.tuN: O'C 10 SS·C
Retatl.,. humIdit,: 95':10, o·e 1040'('
Attitude: ~ 15.000 ft.

Stor t_per.lure: -4O'C 10 +15·C.
Slor altitude: < ~o.OOO ft
'"-: 100/120/220/240 V, + S'l,. -IO'l·, 48 to 66 Hz: 90 VA, I~O
VA with all option.; 10 VA ..andby
Wei9"t: 9 kl120 Ibl net; 14~ kJ (nIb) shipping
Size: 1326 H • 4H5 W. 497.8 mm 0 (525". 16.75'.19 M")

liP 33151\ hcqucnc) Sy nlhe.ller
Opt. 001 High Slab,lol) Frequency Reference
0,..002 Hlllh Vollage OUlput
Opt .07 Fronl Handle Kil (..andalone orders PIN
liP 5061-0089)
Opt .01 Rack Flanlle KII (..andalone orders
PiN HP SOlI 1-0071)
Opl to. Rack Hanle and Handle Combinallon Kit
i'landal,,"e orde.. PIN liP ~061·0083)
·HP-IB c'" nol~ Set PtgI61!l;


